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PREFATORY STATEMENT.

This bulletin represents a thesis presented by the late harry Perry
-Barrows to the faculty of George Washington University in 1919 for

the degree of doctor of philosophy. It furnishes an historic record
that should be very helpful in the future development of instruction
in agriculture in this country. Since .secondary instruction in agri-
culture was developed first in the institutions that later became the

colleges of agriculture, this paper covers in a masterly way the early
development of collegiate agriculture.

Soon after the manuscript for this bulletin was presented for pub-
lication the author suffered a severe attack of influenza, which was
followed by pneumonia and litter resulted it,t his (lentil at Berkeley,
Calif., May 3, 1920. It should be understood, therefore, that the
author was not permitted to examine the printer's proof nor to make
such changes in the text as Treluently suggest themselves upon read-
ing the printed copy.

C. D. JARvis,
Specialist in Agricultural Education,

U. S. Bureau of Education.

July 15, 1920.
4
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DEVELOPMENT OF AGRICULTURAL INSTRUCTION
IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

Chaptc r 1.

HISTORY GRICULTURE IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

EARLY DEVELOPMENT.

Lines not clearly drawn.It is not easy to trace the development of
agriculture in the secondary or high schools as such, because in the
earlier days of our educational history. distinctions were not made be-
tween elementary, secondary, and collegiate instruction as they are
made now. The development of much of the agricultural instruction
in the agricultural colleges should be classed as secondary agricul-
ture when judged by present-day standardi In establishing the land-
grant colleges there was not so much the intention to establish schools
of college rank as to give some direct aid to the farmers. The dis-
.etissions of the Morrill bill in Congress bring out the 'tact that many
of those who voted for it did not realize that they were voting to
establish colleges, just as some of the 'Members of Congress who voted
for the Smith-Hughes Act thought they were voting to aid the ele-
mentary schools. A consideration of the early development of second-
ary agriculture must be of necessity a review of the general effort to
improve agriculture by means of education.

Agricultural societies.' Probably the first organized effort to im-
prove agriculture was by means of agricultural societies and fairs.
(4eorge Washington and Benjamin Franklin were members of the
first society for the promotion of agriculture, which was organized-in
Philadelphia in 1775.- About the same time a similar society war or-
ganized in South Carolina, which proposed, amo.ng other things, to
establish the first experilnental farm in the United States. In 1792
a small volume representing the transactions of the New York Society
for the Promotion of Agriculture was published: Thin society, or-
ganized in 1791, was followed by a similar orginization in Conneeti".
cut in 1794.

The establishment of fairs and exhibits was an outgrowth of thb
workof the agricultural societies and the desire of Alen going to ex-

,

18ee Dab*, C. W., Agricultural ethicatio. is Nonogroph No. 12. Butler's Mono.
graphs in Education. New York, American Book Co., 1910. Pp. 5-8.
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pense in importing improved types of farm'animals from Europe, to
exhibit their importations. The first fair was held in Massachusetts
in 1804. In 1809 the Columbian Agricultural Society, composed
mostly of fanners in Maryland and Virginia in the vicinity of the
National Capital, waS organized to further agriculture by means of
fairs.

Froili the beginning the various State and local agricultural so-
defies and fair associations have been strong factors in the direct
improvement of agriculture and in securing additional means for
improving the lot of thd farmer. . There have been, however, several
movements of a national nature, which have had a wide-spreading.
influence. Most notable of these are the National Grange (Patrons
of Husbandry), organized in 1867, and becoming a national society
in 1873, and the Farmers' Alliance. While these organizations
spread their influence chiefly in the North and West, their place was
filled in the South by such organizations as the Brothers of Freedohi
and the Farmers' Educational and Cooperative Union.
. Many of the societies have been instrumental in securinE national
and State aid for the promotion of agricultural instruction in the
schools.

Development of the land-grant colleges.' Tile first proposal to
have the Federal Government aid in the training of farmers was
made by Representative Justin S. Morrill, of Vermont, in 1857. Due
to the able plea of Mr. Morrill in behalf of the farmer, and to his
skill in parliamentary procedure, the bill passed the House by a
narrow majority, Alpt was held up in t nate. The bill finally
passed both House and Senate in 1859,'on be vetoed by President
Buchanan. Soon after the Thirty-seven h Congress met, in Decem-
ber, 1861, the bill was again introduced and finally passed both
Houses. On July 2, 1862, President Lincoln signed the bill which
has been since known as the Morrill Act.

This act provided for Federal aid as a stimulus to State aid in
establishing colleges of agriculture and mechanic arts. Inasmuch as
the Vederal aid given was in the form of grants of public land, the
institutions established have become known as the land-grant colleges.

Agricultural colleges had alieiidy been established in the following
States: New York, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Connecticut, and Mary-
land, before the land-grant ikt was passed. In other States, notably
Kansas, Iowa, Wisconsin, Miachusetts, and New Hampshire, de-
partments of agriculture were established in connection with existing
institutions, which departments afterwards developed into colleges
which secured the benefit of the land-grant act. litich institutions

See rat141, I. L., Federal Aid for Vocational Education. rarnegio Foundation for
tho Allvaneenlent of TeechiM. Bulletin No. lk Pp. 8-38.
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as Harvard, Yale, and the Universities of Virginia and Georgia made
some advancement in agricultu7 as a science before the Federal-
a agricultural colleges were established.

The act of 1862 was soon accepted by the legislatures of the States
then loyal to the Federal Government, and, after the war, it was ex-
tended to and accepted by the States out of the Union during the
lvar. Many of the colleges established wee not colleges when
judged by present-day standards for other lines. They were not
strictly agricultural and mechanical colleges in that they did not
confine their work to the training- of farmers, and Jnechanies. A pe-
rusal of the curricula of those colleges -of earlier days shows that
some of them did not approach very closely to practical agricultural
training. Nevetheless,they perforated a needed function in extend-
fug public education of a more or less special nature to a greater
number of the common people, performing for a relatively small
number the function perforated now by rural high schools to great
numbers of farm boys and girls. Yet a relatively large number did
not 'receive training in agriculture and did not return.to the farm,
hence in a large measure these institutions failed in filling the mission
for which they were established. The fact that they were appreci-
ated, however, is shown by the increased appropriations made for
these institutions. No sooner had the colleges become established
than Senator Morrill and his colleges began it campaign foi.addi-
tional funds. Their efforts were unsuccessful, however, until 1890,
when the so-called second Morrill Act was passed. This act proviaed
for each college then established an'additional sum of $15,000 for
that year and an annual increase of that amount thereafter of
$1.000 until the annual appropriation should reach $25,000 for each
State. These funds were further supplemented in 1908 by what is
known as the Nelson amendment, which provided for fin additional
stun of $15,04 to be given.that year and additional sums of $5,000
for four succeeding years; united, the total appropriation from the
Federal Go*Vernment would. be $50,000`each year.

The'ogriciVtural experiment stations. At the time several of the
first agricultural colleges were established provision was made for
investigational work to go hand in hand with the instruction of
students. The act providing for the establishment of the Maryland
Agricultural College also provided that the college should establish a
model farm upon which a series of experiments might be conducted.
It may be remembered that .the surly settlers of this country spent
a great deal of time and effort as,individiials in attempting to secure
crops suited to the New World. They were very willing to let thee

. State do this work. A great deal of the foundation for real investi-
gational work was done by Dr. Samuel W. Johnson, who was ap-
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pointed professor of agricultural chemistry in Yale. Many of the
early leaders in research in agricultural science were Dr. Johnson's.
studets.

Although many of the States ,established experiment stations in
connection with the agricultural colle0s. the art test impetus was
given this movement by the passage of the I latch Act in 1887. This
act provided $15,000 each year of funds from the sale of public lands
toward the establishment and support of an agricultural expel:intent

station in each State.
The Hatch fund was supplemented further in 1906, by the passage

of the Adams Act. This act appropriated an annual sum of $.5.000,

with an increase of $2,000 each year until the total sum ,per year
should be $30,000 for each State. The individual States now ap-
propriate more money each year than does the NationalGovernment
for research work.

The Vnited States Deportment of Afirienitnre.,George Washing-

ton, as President, favored congressional aid for agriculture, an#so
recommended it, but Congress at that time did nothing by way of
(fired aid for the farmer. In 1836 the Patent Commissioner, Henry
L. Ellsworth, received a. considei able quantity of seeds and plants
from representatives of the Government abroad and distributed
them to progressive farmers in this country. Although this work
was begun without authority or financial aid, it lead to an appropria-
tion of $1,000, made fe,r such purposi. in 1839. The Patent Office
soon began collectin and disseminating statistics and other informa-
tion as well as see The work grew in this office until, in 1862,
the same year le agricultural colleges were established, a separate
department wa organized,, with a commissioner of agriculture at
ifs head. In 1889 this department was raised to the first rank, in
the executive branch of the Government, anti was lint under the
direction of a Secretary of Agriculture, a Cabinet member.

The' Department of Agriculture in its phenomenal growth has
without doubt branched out into lines of work undretilkeci of by

those who worked so hard for its establishment. Its work is chieHv
alongithree lines, viz: Research,.regulatory supervision, and direct
instoruction. From the beginning the department has done a great
deal in the way of directing investigation as well as to direst the
agricultural research carried on in the States with Federal funds.
As Government eontrol of agricultural production and marketing
has increased, the police duties of the department have been added
upon. Through direct contact of its corps of trained specialists and
by extensive correspondence- and publications, the department has

X441 Greathouse. C. /16111storital Sketch of the United States Department of Agricul-
ture. U.S. Department orMriculturs, Division of Pubilcations. Bulletin 84did Rev. 1907.
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Hided the agricultural colleges in the direct education of the people.
It has done a great deal to aid the, colleges and schools of lower
grade in their problems of instruction as well us research.

.1gricultural extemion work.Largely as a result of the work of
the experiment stations and the/Department of Agriculture, a begin-
ning was made in this countr toward developing agriculture as a
science. A great mass of scientific material pertaining to agricul-
ture has been accumulated, while the, most valuable resources of the
country were being wasted by poor methods of farming.. The agri-
cultural colleges reached a relatively small number of students, and a
large percentage of them did not return to the farm: Early in/the
history of the colleges, however, an effort was made to take their in-
formation directly to the farmer. Farmers' institutes developed
along with agricultural societies and fairs. It became evident in
time that a more comprehensive program and a better orgy zed plan
were essential in reaching the men and women- on the f m. Once
again Federal aid was sought and secured in what is own as the
Smith-Lever Act. This act; passed in 1914, provides for Federal aid
to State agricultural college; for agricultural extension work in co-
operation with the 1.7nited States Departnipt of Agriculture. The
money was not to be spent upon resident iiiructIon, but provided
for various means of instruction Rway from thecollege. At the be-
ginning $10,000 for each State was approsfriatid, a total of $480,(00.
This sum increases year by year until tilt annuarappropriation of
$4,100,000 is reached. This sum is divided among the .States in the
proportion that rural populations beer to the entire rural population
of the country. The States musVmeet the Federal appropriation,
dollar for dollar.

Inasmuch as this extension wog
people and has secured direct res
well received. In the extensio
effected under the direction of t
which additional funds may
increasing efficiency in the

It has beet; the experien

'.has readied a large number of
ts, it leas been on,the whole very

service an organization been
e Deportment of Agricult are through

e spent effectively as a war measure in
duction and consuipption of food.

e of many extension workers in :igricul-
Owe and home economics that time and money Nv.pre more effectively
spent upon boys:and gir than upon mature farmers and their ,vices.
In many cases it-was ft> mit° be easier to reach tit fathers awl moth-
ers through the boys and girls; hence the boys' tint club ni!)%e-
inent and other fortiis of extension work among rung people have
been given an increasing amount of attention. iThere is a. :tiing
tendency at the present time to link such work-as,elosely as 4)ossible
with the public school-system.

I see Illstory and Status of Farmers' Institutes in the United. States and Canada, U. 8.
Department of Agriculture. Mks of Experiment Stations, Bulletin 79.
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SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF AGRICULTURE.

Schools affiliated with agricultural colleges. Attention has been
called to the fact'that lines have not been closely drawn betwefn agri-
culture of a secondary grade and.collegiate agriculture in the land-
grant colleges. Some of the institutions, however, have seen 'fit to
draw the line closely from the standpoint of administration and have
organized aectnidary Schools and colleges in the same institution.
Minnesota established the first school of agriculture iu -1888. Thisf r
school was established on the campus of the college of agriculture,
Arrcli is a part of the State university, at St. Anthony Park, between'
Mit,,inettpolis and St. Paul. - Although the buildings,-equipment, and
faculty of the 'agricultural college are used in the instruction of the

. secondary students, the school is maintained as a separate institution.
Almost' the beginning the school has been successful and pop-
ular. It Ii the people of Minnesota the type of education
they have demanded to.the extent that until very recently it has over-
shadored the collige -of agriculture in the same institution. Ai--
ti gitt Minnesota established a similar §chool at Crookston in 1908

d another one at Norris in 1910, thei-e has been a demand for s(4.-
ondary agriculture in-the high schools of Minnesota unequaled in any
other State.

Following the lead of Minnesota, in 1896 Nebraska organized a
Similar school in connection with the college of agriculture of the
State university at Lincoln. Over half of the States have since
organized special schools in connection with the agricultural col-
leges. In some States these schools' use the same equipment and
teaching force as the 'college, following the example of the first
school Organized in Minnesota. In other States the schools have a
separate organization in a different part. of the State. Such is the
case in Califorr'a at the University Farm School at Davis. This
school, however, serves the university proper, in giving the courses
which demand farm practice to students of college grade in addi-
tion to givink, courses of a secondary grade.

District and cou?lty agricultural schools. The independent schools
of agriculture established through State aid may be classed largely
as county schools and district schools. The districts ear*, how-
ever, vary from the congressional, district to an indeterminate dis-
trict which means that the school' may serve the State at large.

Alitbama was the first State, to establish' s. system of .agricultural
schools. In 188f) the Sate provided for a school in -each of the
nine congressional districts.- At each school a branch experiment
station was established under tlae direction of the State College, of
Agriculture.' Although these schools' have mot given mimes 'of
distinctly vocational nature, they have furnished some practical
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work along with an academic training to a great number of young
people who otherwise would not have received instruction beyond,
the elementary school.

Following, (he lead of her sister State, Gboigia established agri-
cultural schocils in each of her 11 congressional districts in 1906.
These schools have had much the same service as those in Alabama.
Wherever they have been in charge of agricultural men there has
been a strong leaning toward agricultural education, but in a num-
bc, of cases the term agricultural school " has been a misnomer, as
practical agriculture has been subordinated -lo academic work. This
criticism applies even more strongly to the congressional district
agrieultural schools established in Virginia in 1908. In most
cases these schools(have been very weak agricultural departments
-added to ordinary high schools, which until very recently have made
little attetmit to adapt their curricula to the needs of. the rural
community.

In 1909 Arkansas established four agricultural schools. each to
serve a district comprising approximatelyone-fourth of the Stitte.
These schools were eiblished upon a bigger, broaderebasis tthin the
schools which servea smaller district in other Southern States. They
have been from the beginning more nearly real agricultural schools
than any of the special schools of Agriculture in the South. 'They
have become ambitious in the growth, however, and at biApes there
appears a rivalry between these schoolg and the State college of
agriculture.' Oklahoma also established schools to serve a liege dis-
trict. but as these schools have not had the support given the Arkan-
sas schools, they have not prospered so well.

- Wisconsin led out in the county agricultural school idea in 1901,,
when funds were provided for county schools of agriculture and
domestic -economy at Wausau and 'Menomonie. Since then such
schools have been established in many other counties. County agri
cultural schools have later been established in several States.

The following States have established schopls to serve the State
at large or an indeterminate district: California, New YorkNe-
braska, Vermont, Colorado;141nd 'Pennsylvania. In Nebraska the
State agricultural school ito Curtis has definite connection with
the State university. The Sate agricultural school at Fort Lewis,
Colo., is also apart dr the State agricultural college. In California,
while the university farm school at Davis is a definite part of the
State =Versify, the California Polytechnic School at San Luis
Obispo is an independent State institution. -

Public high schoola.Although. it is- a relatively simple matter to
trace the development of.agricultural schools as such, it is Very diffi-
cult to secure definite and. accurate information Concerning,

,
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culture as taught in the ordinary high schools. The instruction may
vary from the application of courses in botany or chemistry in the
direction of. agriculture,, or the use of an elementary textbook for ca

. portion of a year, to the full-fledged department of agriculture giving
a four years' course, taking more than half of the entire time of the
student. In some cases these departments employ more than one

teacher, have better equipment and offer more complete courses than
so-called agricultural schools. One of .the marked tendencies in
recent progress in agricultural education is the getting away from
the idea that a consideration of secondary agriculture is necessarily
a consideration of a special school of agriculture. Classifications of
institutions into agricultural courses may mean little as to the nature
and extent of the agriculture taught. Agriculture has not dominated
iii the curriculum of the majority of secomlary agricultural school
established in the past. A mere statistical study may have some

value in showing progress made, but it will need a great deal of ex-

planation based upon first-hand study to show the real nature of the
work given.

A few years ago there was a tendency to judge the progress in

agricultural education by the number of inAtitutions offering courws
and 'the number of students taking the work. While much of the
superficial teaching which went under the name of agricultural in-
struction has been eliminated and real progress made in the charac-
ter of the work given, the atiparent decline in interest shown it) the
following statistics is due largely to a more careful knquir3r into

work reported as agriculture.
The following is from the.repOrt of the Commissioner of Educa-

tion for the year ending Juno 30, 1913 :11.

According to the most reliable information obtainable there were about 2.300

high schools In &he United States teaching agriculture In 1912-13. This in-
dicates an Increase of about 300 over the previous year. This number Includes

47 State agricultural schools, 40 t agricultural schools, 07 county agri-

cultural schools, 18 agricultu epartmentsof high schools, and the remit!,
ing ordinary schools giving courses in agriculture.

The following tables were compiled from reports made to the Com-

missioner of Education showing the progress in the next two years:

Report for 1914.

1

InstItutIons. Comes. &hoots
reperting.

Number ,of students.

Boys, Gtrls. Total,

Public b .. schools
Nivel,/ , . Ideals

Total ...

s. Airleultive.......
.do..

/

1, Sta
196

21 702
1:717

10,319
379

32,021
I, sia

.
1,677 18,460 10,898 31,367

Chapter IX, Pregress of . Agrieultural Education, pp. 2137214.
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Report for 1916.

13

Inc!! [Mims. Couries. Schools.
reporting.

Number of students.

Boys. Girls. Total.

high schools 4,665 51,677 39,031 90, '708l'ri%ute high schools. .do 253 I 2,579 1,861 4,440
Total 4,918 54,256 40,892 95,148

These statistics were compOd from general data sent by the
schools to the Bureau of Education. In the spring of 1916 the bureau
uttempted to gather more complete and definite information concern-
ing.the teaching of agriculture in the public high schools and in
sticial agricultural schools of secondary grade. The following is a
brief summary of the schools reporting:

Agricyturc in secondary schools, 1915-16.

Number of public high schools reporting teaching ag-riculture
Established before 1901
Esiablished from 1901 to 190.5
Established from 1906 to 1910
Established since 1910

Itcporting teaching agriculture
As informational subject
As vocational subjeet_

Ntiitier of persons teaching agriculture :

Male_
Female
Number of these with arty special training in agriculture, includ-

ing those with full four-year agricultural college courses. short-
term courses, normal school agricultural courses, summer
courses, etc

Number of students of secondary grade studying agriculture:

Primarily :
r

Boys
Girls

Number of schools using school land for instructional purposes
Number teaching through home-project method
Number in which instruction consists wholly of classroom work
Number in which instruction consists of classroom work, with labora-

tory exercises and observation on neighboring farms
Number of, special secondary agricultural schools supported in whole

or in part by the States
Total cost of maintenance

Tot st number of teachert
- ftittle

Female ..
1111"-

dm 1M de mido IMO am 4IM Old MD UM MID Obeid MD

2,175
19
83

413

1, 710

1,521
566

2, 007
247

1,021

24, 743
16, 312

392
837
416

1, OR

08
$706, 000

-276
140

From Report of CommilrAtotter of EdwatIon for the year ended June $0, 1916, pp.28748.
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Total number of pupils:
Elementary

Male Sri
Female 4;4

Secondary
Male
Female aas

This summary doesnot include special schools of agriculture
maintained by the State colleges of agriculture on the college cam-
pus) Schools of this type are niaintained by the State agricultural
colleges of ,California, Colorado, Idaho, Kansas, .Mississippi, Ne-
braska, Montana, North Carolina, North Dakota, and Washington
(school of science). Agricultural .courses of secondary grade are
given to special students in 20 other State colleges of agriculture.

In a publication' which gives the final returns from this investi-
gation, 2,981 public high schools are reported as giving instruc
tion in agriculture in 1913-16. Of these,,2.250 schools gave in,
formation as to the character of the work given. Only 2,166 of
this number, however, were really teaching agriculture in a serious
way: To understand the nature of the agriculture taught in these
schools, we may consider the following facts:

(1) Date of introduction : Less than 1 per cent of these schoolS
taught agriculture before 1900, and less than 1.1 per cent intro-
duced the subject between 1900 and 1905. Over 97.6 per cent of the
schools introduced the subject-since 1905, and 78.5 per cent since
1910.

(2) Nature of instruction: The schools were asked to indicato
whether they were teaching agriculture with a vocational aim as
definite preparation for farming, as information about agriculture.
or for general cultural purposes. As many of the schools reported
that they were teaching agriculture for two or all three reasons,
it is evident .that they did not have a distinct pun-pose in their in-
struction. Although 25 per cent of the schools reported the chief
aim as being vocational, the character of the work indicates that
many of,the teachers have little conception of the meaning of von-

' tional training. The instruction in many cases was confined to
classroom only, or supplemented with some laboratory work. Some
teachers thought their textbook instruction was vocational, as their
stuilents lived on farms. The summary of replies shows that 20 per
cent of the schools confined their instruction to classroom work;
60 per cent supplement the classroom instruction with laboratory
exercises and observation trips to the farms; and only 30 per cent
comane classroom instruction and laboratory work with practical

Monahan, A. C., and Dye, C. B. Institutions in the United States giving Instruction
In'Agelettltnre, 1015 -16. Duresu of Elduestlon. Bulletin, 1017, No. M.
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farm work. Three hundred and thirty-seven were using the home-
project plan. although in only 261 schools was the home work given
supervision by the instructor in agriculture. The schools report-
ing, however, did not include many of the State-aided schools which
are using this plan. Eighteen per cent of the schools reported school
land for agricultural purposes. Of these schools 134, or about one-
third of the number, had less than two acres.

(3) Training of teachers: There is a close relation between the
nature of the instruction and the training of the teachers. Only
15 per cent of the teachers in' the 2,166 reporting were graduates
of agricultural colleges. In addition to these. 21 per cent had sorhe--
training in agriculture in colleges or normal schools. In some cases
this work was taken only in summer school or as short winter
courses.

Private high schools.-Since the time that secondary schools were
first developed in this country many of these schools have been
organized outside the city With private funds. At such of these
schools as have owned farms upon which students have lived away
from home there has been more or less direct relation between the
instruction of the school and farm life. Definite instruction in
agriculture was inaugurated in a few of these schools before it was
attempted in the public high schools. In .a few cases the agricul-
tural instruction has been of it vocational character from the begin-
ning, as the instruction has been based largely upon the work of the
farm. In placing the agriculture of our public schools now upon

. 'a vocational basis we may learn much from these private schools
which have been working for a number of year's upon problems
connected with the use of land in agricultural instruction. We have
learned considerable from such schools as the National Farm School,
at Doylestown. Pa., the Baron de Hirsch School, at Woodbine,
N. J., and the Berry School. near Rome, Ga. Where these schools
have had a real vocational aim they have had a decided advantage
in making their work practical, as the students are living on the ,

school farm throughout the year.
It is very difficult to secure accurate statistics concerning private

schools and especially to grade the work done. Although a number
of private colleges and State institutions other than the Federal:
aided colleges are giving courses in agriculture, in few cases is the
instruction giien of more than secondary grade when judged hy
the standards of the .land-grant colleges. As the equipment and
instruction for college agriculture is so expensil'e, .few colleges
attempt to compete with the Federal-aided institutions in college
courses. Only 18 of these colleges and 160 secondary schools
reported, the nature of the work to the Bureau of Education in
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1916. These schools reported 3,393 students taking courses in agri-
culture. A number of schools having a relatively lafge number of
students did not report the number .of, agricultural students.

Normal school8.Normakelaol training in agriculture is mostly
associated with elementary agriculture, as in most cases it it train-
ing far elementary schools. Methods of teaching most subjects in
normal schools are often superior to those used in the high schools.
As the teaching of agriculture is not an exception to this rule, we
may very well give some attention in pages to follow to 'normal-
school instruction in this subject. At this time we shall consider
briefly the development of normal-school instruction iii agricidture
in teriltItStates.

Many of the States have made agriculture a required subject in
'rural schools without providing for special training of teachers in
that line. As a result, agriculture-as taught in many of the ele-
mentary schools was a very perfunctory perusal of a textbook which
in most cases was adapted neither to the pupils nor the section in
which they lived. To overcome this diincultY some States have
required agriculture as a subject for examination for the teacher's
certificate, others have made special effort to provide for the training
of teachers, some have done both, as will be 'noted in the data
following:

Legislative 'enactment has made the teaching of agriculture a re-
quirement in-all common schools, or at least in rural schoolS, in each
of the following States: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia. In-
diana, Iowa, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, North Dakota,
Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Texas, West Virginia, Wisconsin,
and Wyoming. Agriculture is one of the subjects-for examination for
teachers' certificates in the following States: Alabamii, Arkansas,
California, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Lou-
isiana, Michigan, North Dakota (alternative), Mississippi, Missouri,
Nebraska, New Mexico, North .Carolina, Ohio, Wisconsin, Oklahoma,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia (alternative), West Vir-
giniand Wyoming. About half the States have had printed outlines
of courses in elementary agrieulture, prepared either by the State
agricultural college or the State department of public instruction.
Up to the presentAime approximately 75 texts in elementary agricul-
ture have been prepared. But with all the aid given teachers in serv-
ice, nothing has taken the place of specific training as a part of the
teacher training course The following, will indicate that some States
have sensed their duty in training teachers for rural schools: Maine,
Oklahoma, and Tennessed require instruction in agriculture in all
State normal schools. Instruction in agricult re is a requisite for
State aid to normal training in the high schgdls of Iowa, Missouri,
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and Nebraska. Nebraska also requires her normal schools to estab-
lish a course for rural teaiiers, including agriculture, household
ec(inomy, and rural sociology. Kansas provides State aid ,for agri-
cultural instreetion in high school ,normal training classes, while
elementary agriculture is required in the course of study in the county
normal classes in .Merhigan, Nebtaska, and Oregon.

-In most cases the instruction involves vibjet matter Only, and for
the most part there is but one course in agriculture. and that is of an
elementary nature. Sonic- schools have been more recently paying
more attention to the pedagogy of the'subject and have been de-
vAoPing courses involving subject matter of a more specialized char-
acter. ln. a recent study 1 made by the United States Bureau of
Education about half of the 114 schools reporting required agricul-
ture of all students, the amount of required work ranging from only
0 hours, in the case of the New Jersey State Normal School, at

Newak-, to 100 hours required in the State normal school at Spear-
fish. S. Dak. The first distritbt State normal school, at Kirksville,
Mo., offered 1,344 hours of agriculture. The author, having visited
this school, can testify as to the high standard of the work offered.

As a rule the normal schools have confined their efforts to training
teachers of elementary agriculture, but in a few cases the department
of agriculture in connectjon with llama! schools have become ambi-
tious to compete with the agricultural colleges in training teachers
for secondary schools. This has meant duplication of extensive farm
and school eqpipment. In it few cases normal schools and agricul-
tural colleges have cooperated in the training of secondary teachers,
the normal schools or school of education given the professional
training and the agricultural ccilleges the technical training.

Schools for Negroes and 1 adians.It is difficult to classify schools
for Negroes according to grade of work done. When measured by
standards set for schools for white people. the colleges for Negroes
give instruction in agriculture mostly of secondary grade. In 1915-16
there were 17 of these institutions with a total of 2,053 students
taking regular four-year courses in agriculture. Ten of these in-
stitutions serve also as State normal schools. In addition to these
schools, 07 other institutions for Negroes above elementary grade
reported agriculture as a part of the curriculum and 43 reported
courses in gardening. Much of the agriculture as well as gardening
given in the secondary schools is of a decidedly elementary character.
Although the classroom instruction of both colleges and gecondary
schools for Negroes may not measure up to stand for institutions
for white people, in many cases the colored s )1s have led in the

Institutions in the United States string Instruction In agrIcillture,1015-10, D. 44.
Dureah of Myelitis% BullettO, 1017, No. 84, pp. e-s.

104070.-20-7-2
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amount and charactor of practical tiiining given. This is especially
true of such institutions as Hampton Normal and Industrial In

emancipation from labor in the minds of many Negroes. in
Although .education has been unfortunately associated with the idea

these institutions the industrial spirit predominates. Students who

stitute at Hampton, Va., and Tuskigee Institute at Tuskegee, Ala.

will not work are not allowed to remain at the school. Combining
farming and industrial interests with the school. the students may
work their way through school in. a large gicasure,..aving work
which fits well in the course of study pursued.

Established soon after the Civil War by Col. Armstrong. and since
his death conducted until'1919 under the able leadership of the late
Dr. 11. 1.3. Frissell. Ihuupton has been it wonderful factor in develop-
ing Negro leadership. It was in this institution that Booker T.
Washington secured the inspiration and training which enabled him
to develop at Tuskegee a larger one. In both institutions traiiiing for
agriculture and the industries predominate. At Hampton the in-
structors are mostly white people, while at Tuskegee the teachers are
of the colored race. At both institutions older students are used as
assistants in the training of the younger ones. As an example of
tho practical and helpful character of the instruction given, the
following account of a courfse in.dairying at Hampton is given :

The well-equipped dairy is run as a commercial creamery making
the butter used at the institution from milk obtained from two
large dairy herds maintained by the school. The.re were 12 students
in the class, each of whom was given two months' practical work in
the Irreamery, one month as assistant and one month as foreman. As
it took but two men to do the work, it was arranged for a new student
toenter each month, so that the dairy was always in charge of a
student with one month's experience. The student entering one,
month as assistant became foreman the next month' when the man
over him left. The plan worked. well in developing initiative, re-
sourcefulness, andself-confidence. The students interviewed felt
competent to take charge of it small dairy when they left the school.
The students in charge of the dairy at the time the school was visited
in -1915 were both Ijulians.

There has been considerable development in vocational agriculture
in some of the . Indian schools maintained under direction of the
Department of the Interior. Such schools as the United States
Indian Industrial School at Carlisle, Pa., were given practical instruc-
tion in agriculture before public high schools were niakingvery much
progress in that direction. Recently the Bureau of Indian Affairs
has been making an effort to ,reorgapize and standardize the agricul-
tural instruction given to Indian students.
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Schools for d el i 119 ue 8.Industrial education has been so closely
associated with schools for delinquents in the past that even now
when the term industrial school" is used many people think of a
reform school. All of theca schools which have been located on
farms have required farm work of the inmates. In line of progress
in the education of delinquent youth, over half of the State reform
schools have now provided for definite classroom ilt-1 rad ion to
accompany the farm Nvorkrof the students. Such schools :IS the one
located on Thompsons Island. in Massachusetts. have Been pioneers
in vocational agriculture and have pointtd the two' for public
schools to follow.

Definite agricultural instruction is becoming a part of the educa-
tional work of a number of State prisons, In 1914 the author as-
sisted in the' introduction of agriculture into the California State
prison at San Quentin. Before the yeAr was over nearly 300 students
were enrolled. Correspondence courses in agriculture prepared by
the college of agriculture of tikt State university were made the basis
for the instruction given. The men organized an agricultural club
which met weekly for a general session, usually under the directio
of a specialist from the university. The general iiesgion- was made up.
of sections, each pursuing a special course. As some garden work
was done at the prison and a herd of swine kept, some of the work was
made practical. A number of agricultural books and large numbers
of bulletins were added to the library, which was used extensively for
refs' nce purposes. Illustrative material, including colored charts,
mounted pictures. and lantern slides, were prepared by the students,
some of whom showed marked ability in this line of work. In some
States the agricultural instruction is given as a regular phase of
prison instruction, while in others it is conducted as a phase of exten-
sion work under the direction of the State college of agriculture.



Chapter III.

STATE AID FOR SECONDARY AGRICULTURE.

PROGRESS IN STATE AID.'

Chronology of State Oil 'or scronihry instruction in agriculture. and home
economics.

a. (Complied 1.y Mira M. T. Spethiliann, V. S. Departinent of Agriculture./

t.

PIM
W,1,11,111

+...' Minnesota
19 h. ; eorg la

Nest York
Ill)' Michigan
Iii,,. 11.1:thorn:I

; I irg inia
Twos
A rkarms...
Milne
Minnesota

MI10 Loin-kola
Nebraska
Maryland
Vermont
Mississippi
New York

Put Massachusetts

_ .

4-State. System adopted.

Innid
n111,1tif

who .1 Ion

mann.
(Linn.

Alab.tnn Congressional district
California I foliiii rminate district

t oiiiity
indeterminate district

, I ongresidonal district
I Indeterminate district
' Comity

.1 lel wial district NIAme court 1
C tog ressional district
high ',Own)
/nitric!
high school or academy
High school

do
Indeterminate (Mulct
Iii,..(1i school
Indeterminate tiiiIriet
Count y
IlIgh school
Pub' iC high school
Impi)endeni agricultural schools

1912

1913

lilt ...

Kansas s Normal training high school
Count y.

Kurth Dakota do ,Norill l'arolina

WI c imin
High helmal

.do
Colorado' Indeterminate district
Maine high school
Utah Rural high schooltaitot teach agriculture t o secure

general State aid.
1ritona . 11igh school
Louisiana County
Kama% Normal training high schools
Indiana High school
Iowa colisolkialed schools, teacher training
Nebraska high school
New Jersey
permsylvania ..

Count y
Indeterminate district

Tennessee Count y 4.1
Viyanotit High seism'
Texas do
Virginia Congressional district

S
51 11111

4,1,10
4,101

111,11141

10,1110

12,1011

12,11111

2.11(1
2,11ll

411,140

(5)
1,60
1,251

40,010
silt

SI :100-3,
$9011-2,0nO

(I)

*MO
2, tau
7,110
2,511

8600-10
150tio

Slat ,

2,140
S1, (1(1()-1,50

(I)
(I)

1,2:0
ln,tto
5,(tia
1, inn

211
1!Auto

1 Tot al.
I Two-thirds Cott of Instruction; 8500 maximum.
1 Two-thirds salaries.
4 Ono-half net maintenance.

$250 (making total of MO).
TY/0.1 hints coot of yoc at lona' instruction.

t Total addllic\nal old.

The foregoing table does not show the progress that has been made
in matters of administration and in getting results in general.' Due

ilk 20
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to the lack of any organized system of agriculture for secondary
schools, much money has been spent by the Slates witheout getting
results in better-trained farmers. it will be noted that for the first

years of thisIA.60(1 of independent State aid that of the money
went to the support of sonic form of special agricultural school;
in fact until very recent.years many have discussK1 the problem of
secondary agriculture as if it had to do only wit li.these agricultural
slmols. Because some of the districts in which they were estab-
lished had no rural high schools of a general ellycfer- and because
a system of vocational training in agriculture had not been devel-
oped. these schools have not been agricultural schools in a strict sense.
Their history has been in a sense similar to that of the land-grant
colleges: without restrictions its to their field and wittrit a guide to
follow. they have adapted themselves to immediate Service along
lines already laid down. In more recent years many of the States
have turned more toward aiding existing high schools in establish-
ing ilepartments of agriculture. .11tiney appropriated for this pur-
pose has not alays been spent strictly for the purpose for which it

, was appropriated. The chief reason for this is that States have ap-
propriated the money without establishing a standard and without
providing. : State organization and a means of supervision and in-
spection so that a standard could be maintained.

More recently sonic of the States, having profited by the experience
of these other States, have provided for a more definite system of
vocational agriculture with State aid. They have not only provided
money for establishing schools and for paying it part of the salarieS
of teachers in agricultural depirtments, but they have also provided
adequately for State supervision. The...work has been developed
toward a definite end, definite standards have been set, and means
have Item taken to see that they were readied. The experience of
most of the States has justified the belief that State aid and super-
vision is Welled, mostly in the teaching of vocational agriculture. In
putting the work upon a vocational basis, it meant teacherswith
better training, hence more equipment and more expensive and bet-
teesupervision of. both teachers and students, of which mean
a greater outlay in money than ordinary instruction. Placing agri-
ulture upon a vocational basis should mean more immediate returns
in the increased capacity of the student in production. Local com-
munities haVe not felt able to bear the added burden of expense,
hence the State has come to their aid. Before a national program
for aiding scondavy schools in vocational agriculture was outlined.
there. was a definite system of vocational agriculture established in
the following States: Massachusettsi New York, Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, and Indiana. As the national law giving Federal aid to vo-
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cationalagriculture and the irolicy of the Federal board in. its ad-
ministration have been determined to a great extent by the work in
these States, we shall consider them more in detail.

MASSACHUSETTS.'

In 1911 the Commonwealth of Massachusetts passed an act gov-
erning the establiquilent and nunntenanee of State-aided education
in. vocational agriculture as a part of its State plan' for vocational 4,
education. The act provided a state fund to reimburse local boards
of control for two-thirds of the salaries of instructors in high-school
departments of agriculture and one-half the net sum expended in the '.

nutinteMince of county schools of agriculture.
The provision of the act made it .possible for departments of agvi- -

culture to be established in existing high schools under the.eontrol
of the regular school authorities.

To avail itself of the act the city council or town meeting must
pass an ordinance Authorizing the school committee to establish such
a department: While such a department il,,a part of the regular
high school, it ust meet a standard set by the :tate board of eau-
cation antis mit to direct supervision of the a nts of that board.
An a ory committee of 5 to 15 members 4s expected to aid in
t (lion of the work in the local community. The instructor toil-

ployed for such it departmeneis expected to have a well-rounded
training in practical agriculture, that he may aid in viumunity
work among farmers and.supervise farm work of the students. He
must devote all of his time to agricultural work: As a rule the in-
struetion and supervision are rather intensive, 1 teacher not having
over 20 students. Should as ninny as 30 students enter the depart-
ment two instructors would be employed. With two teachers there
is opportunity for divitam of work which permits of sonic speciali-
zation. Fifty per cant of the student's time in such a department is
to be spent in vocational agriculture, the other half of the time being
devoted. to regular high- school subjects.

To establish a county school of agrijulture there must be in each
ease a special act of the State .legislature providing for a board of
trustees,-. bond issues to cover the first cost of the school plant, and a
tax levy for yearly maintenance. The first coat is estimated at
from $75,000 to $100,119, and $20,000 for the first year's maintenance.
Such an net must be submitted to the county concerned for referen-
dum vote in the November election. The controlling hoard of such
schools consists of seven membersthree county commissioners serv-

ing ex officio and four members appointed by the governor, all serv--
s see Massachusetts Board of Eritication. Bulletin 72. Information Relating. to the

kistablhisinent of County Agricuitaral Schools and Agricultural Depart:agars..
.4:,

.
Yearly reports Of latatersided vocational agricultural education.

I



t,' without pay. The board employs a direct r of the school, who #t

,

. work. Of the 20 per cent of the time devoted to general education

'Si`..! serves as its executive. officer Anil Nviiii is res musible to the State
hoard for the management of the school.

sclumls is more dominately vocational. Eighty'. per cent of the time

number of instructois afford a degree of specialization not possible

one-half of_that time, 10 per cent of the entire time, must be given to
instruction ill citizenship, personal hygiene, occupational diseases,
and accidents. These schools, like the high school departments, do
not provide dormitories. as they are supposed to 4itke students living.

in the high school department. The entire curriculum of these

must be vocational ;igriculture, 50 per cent being productive farm

at livne. On farms. The county schools, however. are all located on

These county schools having luo or more p ipils and employing a
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. farnis which are used for instructional purposes.
The 'home-project p100. In giviif instruction in agricul re to

studenis living upon farms, the home-projetmethod has been vorked
out in Massachusetts. This method is esse tinily an effort to apply1,

the part-time idea to-the teaching of agricli tare. An effort is made
to organize and direct the home work of the student and to connect
it with the instruction of the school in such a way That its educa-
tional value is increased. I\ lieu such Nvork is so organized and
directed it is. made a part of the.instructiOn of the schoc, and ac-
credited as such. As the practical work of the students' project is;

... made an approaoh to the study of the principles involved, the proj-
ect plan is it working oilt of the proem method on a rather ex-
tensive scale. l'o have the highest educational value a project should
have the following essentials: It must involve new experience and
the working out of new problems, extending over a considerable
period of time ; it should have direct supervision by competent au-
hority; the work should lie carefully planned at the outset and
accurate records and accounts kept of the finance and methods in-
volved; this record :i made on the basis of a written report of the

, work. Each student before entering the work in agricultnre must
have provisions for currying on suitable projects to be directed by
the instructor in agricultpre. A written agreement between the
student, his parents, and the teacher is required. The student is
expected to have individual responsibility for his project and to
participate in the profits and losses. There is a definite relation be-
tween each project and the instruction offered. A. course in poultry
husbandry is based upon a poultry project, while a course in vegetable
gardening is based on a garden project. If a student can not secure
a suitable project at home- he may be allowed as a substitute for a
project the privilege of working upon a suitable Ittrm ;. proViding
enh .Work may link up in a definite way with the instructionSbt the

- ...,.:'
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school and may be given some diiection by the instructor. A student
in dairy husbandry may have no opportunity for dairy practice at
home but secure a position to work mornings and evenings w: a
dairy farm: such work is considered to be as valuable from air edu-
cational point of view in some cases as the care of one or more cows
on the student's own account at home.

The instructors are employed for 12 months and spend their sum-
mers supervising the student projects, aiding the bays' and girls'
club work, and - rendering general community service along agricul-
tuial lines.

From the standpoint of school administration the home protect
plan has the advantage of securing farm practice under normal ton-
ditions with a minimum of equipment at the school. If adetprqe
supervision is given the home work one instructor can direct rela-
tively feiv students, especially if they are scattered over a wide area.
In such cases transportation of the instructor or supervisor becotm, s
a big item of expense. When the Massachusetts plan was beitg de-
veloped for the first year or two the overhead expense seemed all oat
of proportion to the results obtained, bat as the work has developed,
not only the number of schools and departments have increased. but
the nittnyer of pupils per instructor as well, so that the overhead
cost per pupil has been lowered. The State-board has insisted, very
wisely, upon records from which it is able to show that the money
spent by the State has yielded immediate returns in dollars and cents.
The following table will show the deVelopment of the work in the
increase of students and the money earned:

,

Earnings of vocational agricultural students.

Year.
;cumber of
students. Earnings.

1912 . 70 $11, 100. 17

1913 80 . 17, 982.51
1914 235 42, 060. 73

1913 ,.- 413 56, 254. 75

1916 7 ,
497 84, 173.43

NEW YORK.

. When New York, in 1913 amended its laws relit-tin to industrial
schools passed' in 1910, it had the benefit of some of tlte Work done
in Massachusetts., The plan worked out for agricultural education
is modeled in a large measure upon the Massachusetts plan. New
York has a number of special schools of agriculture of secondary
grade which are to be in a greater extent independent in their organi-
zation andadministrations. These. schools are not included in the

Su University of the State of New York. Bulletin No, 620, 1016. Schools of Agri-
culture. Mechanic Arta and Home Making,
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schools of agriculture, mechanic 'arts, and home making. These
schools are of two types: Intermediate schools which base four years

vocational work upon six years of elementary trainiiig and high
schools which base their four-year courses' upon eight years of ele-
mentary work. In both cases, although known as schools of agricul-
ture, mechanic arts. and home making. they are, in reality, vocatibnal
departments of ordinary high schools under the direction of the prin-
cipal of the general school. The law provides that the commissioner
of education shall apportion from the State school money to each of
these schools a sum equal to two-thirds of the salary of the' first
teacher and one-third of the salary. of each additional teacher, pro-
vided,:

(1)
*That

the time of such teachers is devoted exclusively to such
school. (2) That the school has at least 15 pupils. (3) That the
school maintains an organization tin(' course of study and is conducted
in a manner approved by the commissioner of education through the
division of agriculture and industrial education. In a city, the board
of education may establish one of these schools, but in a common
school district the question of establishing such a school must be de-
termined by vote in the annual district, meeting or a special meeting
called for the purpose. If the school authorities are not, capable of
giving the teacher and students technical ail with agricultural prob-
lems, it is suggested that an advisbry board shall be appointed.

At the time the system was studied in 19'15 these boards did not
appeareto be especially active and as helpful as it was hoped for.

Although the 1111, York plait is in musty ways similar to tt of
Massachusetts, it is not quite so intensive and a great den ore is
left tolthe local communities. In 1916, 64 schools had ava them-
selves of the provisions of the -law. In some cases- the classes were
much larger than in Massachusetts. With more schools and a larger
number of students there was less intensive 'supervision of both~
teachers and pupils. Regarding the courses of study,'it will be seen
from the following that while the Stitte sets a standard it allows lee-
way for adaptation:

COURSES OF STUDY.

The classroom and laboratory Instruction In these schools and departments is
to he based upon practical experience gained on the farm, at home, or elsewhere.
it Is therefore impossible to prescribe courses o tudy or, to prepare adequate
anilines for particular subjects. This does not Irrcan that the course-of study

tto be changed to suit the whims of pupils who do not know exactly what they
IC need. A definite course of study should be formulated at the beginning

l.r.l followed until there is urgent need for a change. A well-balanced general
knowledge of the whole field of agricultural science and practice should be rep-
resented In the course.

The following courses are not prescribed, but it is expected that any school
desiring to *Ike any change will secure the approval of the eommissioner of
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education before doing so. Other subjects may, after approval, lie substituted
for those indicated below. It Is expected that the arrangement of subjects and
the content of those subjects will he suited to the community in which the school
is locator'.

A suggested course in agriculture for intermediate schools of agriculture.

FIRST I EAT:.
Hours.
a wick.

English - 5
Arithmetic 5

THIRD YEAR.
Hours.
a work.

English
including Itookkeep-

American history 2 ing. 5

Mechanical drawing and shop- Biology
work _ 3 Soils and fertilizers

Commercial and industrial geog-
raphy 5 Pi

General agriculture_ 3 FOL7aTII YE 1:.

23
SECOND YEAR. Agricultural physics and agricul-

English 5 tural chemistry
Mat henna les _ 5 .1nInial husbandry and dairying ._
American history_
Mechanical drawing 'and shop-

3 Special agriculture to stilt local
conditions:

work 5 Fruit growing
Plaint husbandry (growing clubs

in the line of home project with
Grape culture
Market gartlening___.

plants 5 Poultry, etc
)

23 is

A suggested course in agriculture for high schools of agriultni*e.

FIRST YEAR.

English_
-Algebra
Biology

Farm mechanics
and

Poultry husbandry ___

a

5

week.
4
5
5

TII IRD YEAR.
Hours.
a work.

English a
history :3

Economies 2
5or

History
Animal husbandry, Including

dairying lt)
21; Fruit growing

SECOND YEAR. Pi
FOU1ITH YEAS,-

English 3
Platte geometry 5 English
Soils and fertilizers__-_----- 5 American history with civics

and 10 Chemistry or physics 5

Farm erbpa - 5 Farm management

18 IS
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Methoda of teaching.The home-project plan, as operated in
New York. is somewhat of a modification of the. plan as developed
in Massachusetts. In MassaAlusetts the study.of agriculture grows
out of the project. In one class students may have a number of

different projects, hence the project study is to a great extent indi-
vidual study. In New York the project grows to a greater extent
out of the course. A project may Ix, started in the spring and an
increasing amount of time given this practical work until by the time
the summer vacation begins instructor and students are putting in
a large share of their time upon the home-project work. The com-
missioner of education is empowered to give each school district an
additional frnd of $2,00 to extend the employment of the agricul-
tural instructor through the summer months. Most .of the teachers
are so employed. Their chief duty in summer is to supervise the
home work of the students, but in addition to this they render a
great deal of community service to the farmers and collect material
for teaching purposes during the winter months.

PENNSYLVANIA.

In 1911 the school code of Pennsylvania made the teaching of
agriculture obligatory in all township high schools. Although much
of the instruction under this requireMent was perfunctory. it de-
veloped a feeling that agricultural ipstruction could he made well
worth while if established on a different basis. The vocational
education act, passed in 1913. provided State aid for departments
of agriculture in high schools and for special vocational schools with
agriculture and home-making dominating in the curriculum. These
departments and schools are under the direct supervision of the
bureau of vocational education, which is a part of the State de-
partment of public instruction. In 191G-17 there were 17 voca-
tional schoolrand 18 vocatQa1 departments in high schools. There
is little difference in the course' s of study and method of instruction
in the two types of schools. Local districts are encouraged to
establish a department in connection with an existing high school.
If such a school does not exist in a community which wishes the
vocational work, or the existing school can not meet the requirements.
a vocational school may be established. Such a school is in reality

general high school adapted-to the needs of rural life. - Districts
which cin establish neither schools nor departments may send their
pupils to (Sher districts fov vocational training at State expense for
one -half the tuition. The State reimburses local districts with voca-
tional schools and departments for two-thirds the salary of the
vocational teachers.
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In giving aid to local communities the State makes it clear that the
money must be used specifically for vocational education. It recog-
nizes the fact that agriculture has value in general education, but
defines vocational agriculture as follows:

Vocationaragriculture has a sprcilic purpose, that of preparation for useful
and efficient service to occupation connected with the tillage of the soil, the
eare of domestic 11111111(11s, forestry, and c then wage-earning or productive work
on the farm. Moreover, this tralffillt7 is given to-the individual who has alrewly.
indicated an oceupatiomd aim in life, which aim this particular form of training
is designed to meet.

The State requires that all teachers oLagriculture shall he em-
ployed for 12 months and that their entire time shall be spent in
teaching and supervising agriculture. The following suggestions
are given with- regard to the selection of teachers:

Quail ficationA of teacherR.sGreat care must be exercised In the selection of
leachers wito are qualified to take charge of vocational agriculture in the
public schools. In all cases the success or failure of this type of trudging will
depend very largely upon the melts-tbin of a teacher. Only such teachers
as understand the purpose and atm of vocational training and are familiar
with vocational methods will he successful In this work.

Such teacher should have an equivalent of a high-school education. Ile
should be a graduate of an approved agricultural college, or, in lieu thereof,
should have at least two years training in a higher institution of learning,
supplemented with at lemot four short terms or an equIvalgt in approved
agricultural courses of study-.

lie must have had sufficient practical farm experience to make him familiar
with fanning methods. This Atonid have been such as to put him in sympathy
with rural life and to make him appreciate Its prioblems.

A teacher having a general well-routaled knowledge of agriculture is better
Rrepared to meet the problems arising In such a school or department its is
here contemplated than one who iso specialist in a limited

It Is highly deslraide that the teacher of agriculture should have had some
experience In teaching in the public schools previous to his entering upon this
work.

Ability to make and use working drawings is a valuable qualification, as is
also a knowledge of the use of tools and the use of the forge.

Course of study.Iri addition to the regular course of study, out-
lined for students over 14 years of age who may spend the entire
12 months in school work and related home project, both vocational
dtartments and school provide part-time and evening classes for
those who are spending all or a large part of their working day in
farm labor. An effort is made to link the study of agriculture in
both part-time and evening classes as closely as' possible with the
work in which the student, is engaged. In the regular- day-school
courses the students are expected to spend half their time upon agri-

;

'Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Department of Palate Instruction. Vocational Di-
vision. ItolletIn 1. 1913. 1',-cat Mani Education In Pennsylvania. I'. B.

'Ibid.. Bulletin 2, 1013. Agricultural Schools tind Departments. P. p.
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cultural and related practical work. All courses must be approved
by the department of public instruction. Although it is expected that
courses will be_adapted to meet local neols, the schools which have
been studied follow quite closely the following course suggested by
the State department:

Outline of xuggenfccl crown of study.

FIRST YEAR. i T II I RD YEAR.
Hours no as.

English 4-S Englbdi 4-5
History anti civics or other um- ,Physics or other academic sub-

demic subject___, 4-5 I ject 4-5
I wit wing 1 Drawing 2
Sloop work nnInoils, including dairying__ 5
Soils 5 uit raisingsuit 3
Poultry raising__ 3 I Agricultural projects.
Fa nu fotesiry 2 I -

Agricultural projects. FOURTH YEAR.

4-5
SECOND YEAR. Chemistry or physics.. 4-5

rglish 4-5 Farm mechanics 4
time academic subject 4-5 Rural law 2

,Drawing 1 Fertilizers 2
Farm crops 5 Farm management
Vegetable gardening 3 Agricultural project.
)rmim entaI gardening 2

Farm bookkeeping 1

Agricultural project.
I

The nature of the work in agri ulture given will be indicated by
the description of the courses in the catalogue of the Lake Township
Vocational School.

AGRICULTURE.

roulfri/.The study of poultry as a farm enterprise; Including h study of
poultry-house construction, the 'more Important breeds of poultry, Incubation,
brooding, methods of rearing chickens, and the general care an4 management
of the farm flock.

Vegetable gardening.The work in this course includes practice in the man-,
ttgement of hotbeds and cold frames, seed sowing, transplanting, and raising
of early vegetable plants. The more important vegetables are started In de-
tail and the planning of home gardens considered.

sons.During the, last half of the freshman year a study is made .of the
origin, formation, classification, and physical properties of various soils, to-
^.a -titer with the relation of these to soil moisture, heat, and methods of soil
management.

Cement,' science.This course Introduces the pupils to the fundamental facts
of the common sciences so as to give the pupils this general knowledge before
science work can be studied in detail in the junior and senior years.

Under this head the planting, training, care, fertilization,
ting, and marketing of both tree fruits and small fruits are

t uglily studied.. Laboratory work includes practice In grafting, mixing of
ray materials, and field trips during which pruning is taught by having the

upils prune trees under supervision.
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Dairying. A general survey of the dairy industry,including a study of the
separation and lumdling of milk, cream ripening and churning, and use of the
Babcock test.

nimal husbandry.A study of the ItIstoryand characteristics of the differ-
eat breeds of horses, cattle, sheep, and swine. Practice in Judging animals
anti at study. of feeding practices.

Farm crops.A course including the study of the history, production, im-
provement, cultivation, Imrvestin,_, anti marketing of cereals, hay. Await fiber,
and root crops.

Parcsdry.The relation Of forestry to agriculture, Identification of tree char-
acteristics, aial uses of the various kinds of wood.

()momenta' gardening.--A study of the ornamentation of home grounds,
including methods of planting mid the selection of planting materials.

Mechanical arairing.The study of methods of laying out to scale. inking,
and tracing: reading of working drawings, etc.

Shop work.The use of wotalworkill!; loots is taught by hat it the pupils
make useful articles for the home and farm.

Farm bookkeeping. The studY and practice of 4ouble-eutry bookkeeping as
applied to business transactions of the farmer.

Farm muchanies.Itope splicing, knot lying, lacing belts, study of gas en-
. glans, and farm machinery.

Fcrtilizerx.A study of the diffetent kinds of fertilizers, proper mixtures for
various crops, time and rate of application.

Farm managentent.Plunnlog the work trf the farm, study of crop rotations;
layout of fields, and other problems, including the making of finarclal state-
ments of farm operations.

Rural low.An elementary consideration of the law In its relation to the
farmer.

Project workEach pupil is required to work out sonic'proJect such as rais-
ing of sow crop, poultry. or live stock each summer on his home farm under the
superVision of Itisinstructor.

Methods of totohinq.The home-projet plan is in vogue in all of
the schools and departments of vocational agriculture in Pennsyl-
vania. The teachers of agriculture are known as supervisors and em-
ployed for 11, months in the year with the understanding that one of
the most important phases of their work will be the summer super-

...vision of projects. The project is preceded by a study of the subject
in the classroom. The schools arc encouraged to have classroom
shops and a greenhonse equipped to give practical instruction to the
students while at school. They are not encouraged, however, to sup-
ply farms or any land at the school for instruction in agriculture,
as it is considered that the project work -upon the home farm offers
training under conditions. more nearly normal and that an ordinary
rural community is rich in resources of educational value in training
for farming and rural li?e. As in Massachusetts and New York, an
advty. board may be appointed. It is significant to note-that it is
inicid that farmers 1)4 appointed who will cooperate with the

,...,tencher by allowing their farms, herds, and flocks fo be used for teach-
ing purposes.

.
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NEW JERSEY.'

It was in 1013 also that the State of New Jersey established a sys-
tem of State-aided vocational schools and departments. it brief the
plan established is for the state to give money for the equip vent and
maintenance of approved vocational schools on a dollar for . dollar
basis in proportion to the amount spent by the local common ty out
of funds raised by local taxation to the amount of $10,000 annually.

The following is summarized from the rules of the State board of
education which govtrn the establishment of vocational schools and
departments:

1. Advisory boards must he appointed by the local hoards of control, subject
In the approval of the commissioners of education. The advisory boards should
hi' made up of persons \via, have had actual successful experience in the dwell-
pations cur which the school prepares. The elliiency.,..of vocational schools
should be mcasured largely hy the ability of their pupils to meet the demands
of the trades, industries. and occupatIons,for which these schools give prepara-
tion. Whether the schools give instruction in agricultuw home economics, or
industrial subeets, the vocational work must he such as to prepare the pupil for
Wage earning by partleipatiott in actual pri,Jects and processes of a very real emir.
octet.. This requires an intimate and practical knowledge of actual conditions
and practices in the work as it is carried on outside the school. Only 'those ex-
perienced as employers car employees can furnish this informattori. The task
of establishing and maintaining these schools, on ti practical basis. Is so hn
portant and so difficult that the instructors hi the school, who must themselves
Rave such experience. need also the advice and assist-'net' of those having
the practical knowledge of the industry or occupation nod- the conditions pe-
culiar to II in the locality. The advisory hoarilshave no power except to give
.advice and assistance to the local school authorities in carrying on the work. -

The adviory board of an agricultural schoid or department must bemade up
of at least three successful farmers In the area served by the school and should
represent the various agricultural nctivit les taught.

2. A separate vocational scluxd must be in a separate budding and have a
separate organization of curricula, equipment, pupils, anti teachers.

-3. A votationnl department of another school must have a separate organi-
zation of curricula. pupils, and teachers as far as the vocational work is con-
cerned.

4. The State board of education will not approre7Stato aid for more than
510,000 fur any district unless the 111)1111C:a leas from all districts amount to less
than SSOjkkl.

5. To receive State aid In any given year, application mat be made before
January 1.

O. In an all-day vocational school (a) not less than one-half of the time must
given to shop or farm work ; (b.) the shop must .he.eonducted on-a productive

or counuunity basis; (e) instruction must tend to become individual; (0--the
shop must be carded on like thereat 'shop outside; (c) the product must he
useful; (f) the school day must not be less than or more than seven hours
In length; and (g) the. agricultural vocational selldb.) must have Its courses
arranged as a aeries of pmjects.

.1 see New Jersey Department of Public Instruction. Duncan No. 1, 1913. State-
aided N'ocntIonal Schools.
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7. The part-time class must give instruction of direct value to the pupil for
the work in which he Is engaged.

8. To secure approval, the part-time or continuation work must (a) dent with
a specific group of workers; I add to the teehaleql knowledge; and mechnical.
skill of the workers; (c) provide.etlicient lust ruction ; ant (d) provide ndemmli
moonlit of time. 7 -

9. An evening Indus:LH:it or itgriculturn1 or household arts school must gix
!11rt Mitt CltSeS.

All vocational schools um,r provide for (al ship or farm or household
experlimee; (b) Instrne thin In related saliJects; and (e) instruction in academic
subjects.

1411

11. Schools must he convenient of loen lion and access.
12. Schools. must have iiihmtate general and meclinnIcol
1.1. Tultlen may be pail by n district sending pupils to voatIonnl schools

and Iii reimbursed to the amount of R2ti per lumina for eil pupil.
14. Districts may transport pupils either wit le in the district or to other Hs.

AIMS and be reimbursed for 75 per cent of the mount expended.
Focatiaual agriculture in Atlantic owuty.The provisions of the

State vocational education act for agricultural education have been
taken advantage (if to the greatest extent in Atlantic County. In
this county it rather 'complete county system has twen worked. but
under a board of five members. l'Agricultural Schools have been estab-
lished in four centers: Pleasantville. Cologne, lIanunonton,.. and
Alinotola. each in charge of a teacher employed for the full year, and
all under the supervision of a county director. lit these schools thO
stu,nts are classified as follows: _-

I. Full tinie.-7Nlen and boys above 15 years of age takinc, at least
3 hours per day, S days a week, during the winter.

2. Part timf.Students taking less than the time prescribed for
full-time students, spending their time mostly on project study.
Parttime classes are held mostly at night.

3. School pupils.Students over 15 years of age enrolled in the
public schools, above the seventh grade, taking not leis than. 3 hours
per week. Work consists chiefly of elementary project study, which
is taken in lieu of a like number of hours of regular sclun work.

4. Lecture course.For men and women meeting, 0,1Acea week or
oftener in the winter to discuss agricultural problems of community
interest.

5. .Vight classes.Composed of men who meet once a week or
oftener studying project probleths and subjects of interest upon their
home farms.

6. Short course.For those unable to attend a full-time course a
detailed study of a specific subject is made for a period of 2, 4. or
G weeks.

As the cork was in operation in 1015 when the school nt Ilammort.
ton was visited, the aims and methods appeared to be more narrowly
vocational than the agricultural work conducted in other States.
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More mature students were reached and less effort made to link the
worlt closely with other school work. The community is a center of
intensive agriculture, including production of small fruits and
!wadies. Such a comnu would furnish a wealth of resources for
it general education in agriculture, as the student could gain experi-
ence in many lines. Instead of encouraging the direction of training
and the use of material from this point -of view, the students were
encoa) raged to become proficient in a special line. Students were .

p V11011111g01 to stay with a project. for several years if necessary to
senre the maximum financial returns. although it might be to the
neglect-of opportunity for new experience in other lines.

The entire county system ofagricultural schools was at the service
of the farmers of the section to aid. them in their problems. In this
work it took the place of a county farm bureau. The director in
tact did act through a coolierativearrangement as county agent.
Fiat the use of the farmers in'tnking analysis of soils, fertilizers,
and spraying material, a chemical laboratory is maintained at
Pleasant 'The agricultural instructors also aided in the or-
ganiations of farmers for cooperative buying and selling. In 1916
the staff took over the entire direction of the boys' and girls'..agri-,
cultural clubs.

INDIANA.

In Indiant't the vocational agrictiltue of the secondary schools is
linked closely with elementary agriculture in the common schools
and with the boys' and girls' club work directed by the agricultural
extension department of Purdue University. The same act provid-
ing for vocational education provides for employing county agents.
At the same time the vocational education law was passed in 1913
the legi.slature made the`,teaelling of elementary agriwiture manda-
tory in the public schools ofetowns and townships. According to
the law the comity agent is 'expected to "aid the county superin-
tendent of schools end 'the teachers in giving practical education in
agriculture and domestic science." The vocational education law
provided for establishing either schools or departments which may
receive State aid. In 10I6 thirteen communities had established
departments of vocational agricf:Ittire. The departments served the
needs of the rural communities so well that there was no demand for
special agricultural schools. In addition. to the vocational teachers
who are employed for 12 smiths, a number of other teachers are
given special trainidg and emplozd.,,during the summer months
to supervise the home project work Twenty-one such teachers were
employed during the summer of 1915, supervising the work of 700

pupils. The greater part of this work is considered a definite part
154070 *-20,3
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of the boys' and girls' club work organized as a phase of agri-
cultural extension.

Vocational agriculture may be given in one of the three follow-
ing classes: (1) All-day vocational schools; () part -time clases;
(3) evening vocational classes. The all -tiny school may be or-
ganized either as a separate school or as a distinct department of
another school. When organized as a department the organization
must be distinct from the regular school. The following from a
bulletin ' giving plans fg organization shows the point of view with
respect to such orgAiiatimi:

whether vocational, education is 1'0111111110(1 III building or Under
ill.' vane roof us general education Is not necessarily of %ital importance. II
is, however, albsolidelv necessary, if shop atiil he give, that
work be so carried on that it may re ilize its 11iillli1111111 aiul of tilting for
useful Ito ship. In the home, tic on the farm. If vocational
agriculture IS organized andr dm first plan, the local conounnity will have
established a presumption in favor of elliciem Ivork in the eye of the depart..
meta.

The following from the saute publication = gives an idea of the
nature of the work in the all-day schools or departments;

.11Thlay apricodlural school.. -In the all-day agricultural school pupils must
give most of ihidr time hi practie,tl lotsi k. work in agriculture anl its
related sciences. Practical problems must he worktd loll on It real facto under
U11 rlhectinn S1111e mast take place
during the summer months, It will IlerVi41 Ill.' 111111 11,11;11 leacher. in
au agricultural S11111111 to In einftloye.1 for the entire year_with a vacation lit
the whiter. T111.11' entire. time during lie slimmer should be taken up with
saperintending the practical work of the students, %tilde iu the winter months
their Hate would he devoted to the home-nroject work and to teaching the
theory and sienee underlying the art (If farming,.

Part-time classes give vocational instruction to students over 14
and under 25 years of age, who are regularly and lawfully employed
in the field of work for which instruction is provided and where
the instruction is complementary to the work in thich the pupils
are engaged during the time they are ma attending school. he
Indiana law provides that
when the bounl of education or township trustee of any city, town, or town-
ship has established approved vocational SI*1104... the instruction of youths
over 14 years of age who are engaged to reg\i7emtploytuent, In part -time
classes, and hats formally tweepted the itrovIsions of this seetlon, suet a boa v.1
or trustee. in nulhorized to require all youths between the ages of \14 and tel
years who are regularly eunuloyed to attend school not less tan 5 hours ler
week between the hours of 8 a. at. and 5 (Lin. during the school term.

Evening classes in vocational agriculture are established for stu-
dents over 17 years of age who are employed in agriculture daring

Department of Public Instruction, Bulletin No. (1. 1014. Vocational Iplorallon to
1'. 18.

Ibid., p. 20.
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the day. The instruction in an evening class in agriculture must
deal with the subject matter of the day's employment. and must be
so given us to increase the elliciencrof the student in his work.

Local c(inuntinities desiring to establish any or all of these forms
of vocational agriculture in partnership with the State. which pays
two- thirds the cost of sutth instruction, are subject to the following
provisions: (1) Local school authorities must provide the neces-
sary money for the purchase or rental of lands and buildings adapted
to the needs of the vocat bind department or school to be established
and pay the cost of all necessay equipment. () They must as-
strnte responsibility for the conduct of the work and must
initiatc its organization. (3) They must accept standards set by
he State. submit to State supervision. and receive approval of the

W t '11; done.
.NIIioh/cds for f/yriCtitt I/ Oil s, hoax (Hid l'f Illrhb(.1-1..

dence of proper interest on the part of the community must be fur-
nished the State boaid of education. There must be an assurance
of tail less than 1:1 and not more than 2:i students for each day,
imrt-time, or evening class organized. The, location of the school-
n.ust meet the hearty approval of the people of the community
as. well as the state board.

2. Ant advisory committee. consisting of live members. shall be
appointed to counsel, with and advise the board and other school
officials responsible for the management and supervision of ' the
vocatiimal agricultural S4110(11 or department. It is recommended
t hat one or two members of the committee be women who are
familiar with farm home problems.

:t. The teacher of agriculture nuist he it graduate of a standard
high school and a st anditrd agricultural college or prove, an equi-
valent ("raining in technical agriculture. Ile must devote all of his
tittle daring the 12 months to the vieational work.

1. Laboratory equipment must le approved by the State board.
There should be apparatus sufficient for thorough work of secondary
grade in soils, crops. animal husbandry. dairying. poultry,- horticul-
ture. carpentry. and' blacksmithing, or for such of these lines of
work as are to be taken up. A complete list of books must also be
submitted for the approval of the board.

. The course of study must be worked out in detail and sub-
tr.itted at least 30 days before the beginning of the school term for
t he approval of the board. The course may be for one, two, three, or
four years. Where the school authoritiffi decide upon a four-year
course the following is recommended :

oppartment of Public Instruction. ltulletiu So. 7. 1914. liegulatIous governing
Vocational Agricultural Schools qnd Departments to Indiana.
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Course of emit/.

VIHST YEAH.
nee I.nh.

English 4
Horticulture "
Solis and fertilizers 3 "
litIu iilot I drawitig and woodworking

31 theina 1 les
Dome-project work

SECOND YEAH.

3 Is

English . 3
Civics 3
Mathematics 2
Dairying 3 2
Farm crops (not. limited to botany 1 _ 3 0

Ca rpent ry
lionie-proJect work

Animal hitshandry

United Stales hIstory
Farm liceonntliig
Physics (me academie)

Mom) management (incimillui lintrijling)

FOVHIll YEA R.

. N

3
3

:i 2
:i .

5

2

Mechanteill drawing and woodworking 0
Home-project work..

rump YEAH.

English 3

Chemistry (not nealletnic)..

Ilona-project work

li'lineral history (elective) _

study for each student. This work mu,st be carefully inspected and
supervised by the instructor. Each pupil must make a written report
of each project based upon a careful record.- 'lie instructor must not

Farm mechanics .and engineering _

Dptillry

Forging 811(1 Illacksindhing

Ii. llome-project work must be an integral part of the course of

%

. 0

3 2

0 1

1 2

o-nly submit these reports to the State .board upon completion of the
project but must also submit within three weeks of the beginning of
the, school term an outline of the work to be done by each student.
The following projects are suggested. Feeding swine, sheep cattle,
or poultry for market ; feeding poultry for egg production; caring
for a dairy cow and her products; _caring for a team of horses, or a
brood sow ; selecting, testing, and grading seeds for farm crops; Pont-
try hatching, etc.; corn growing, gardening, canning fruits and vege-
tables; marketing farm products; and small fruit growing.
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Chapter III.

AGRICULTURE AS TAUGHT IN SOME SECONDARY
SCHOOLS.

llepregentutire schools chasmThe author has hail abundant op-.
portunity to visit secondary schools for the purpose of studying their
organization and methods of teaching agricidtm:e. From a large
number studied the following have been Chosen not because t hey..were
the best schools visited but because they were fairly representative of
the type indicated: -

District schools of agriculture: Fifth District Ngriultural and
Mtchanieal School, Monroe, Ga.

County schools of agriculture: Agricultural High School, Sparks,...
; Bristol County. Agricultural School, Segreganset, Mass.

Public high schools: Ilannibal High School, Hannibal, N. Y.; Con-
con! High School, Concord, Mass.; Itopkins Academy, Hadley, Mass.

Normal schools: State Normal
Private, sphools for whites: Berry 'School, Mount Berry, Ga.
Private schools for Negroes:: Manassas Industrial School for Col-

ored Youth, Manassas, Vu.

1,IFTH DISTRICT AtIRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL SCHOOL,
MONROE, GA.

The dixtriet ayrititItural xhools of Grorijia.'In 19013 the General
Assambly of Georgia passed an act providing for the establishment
and maintenance of an industrial and agricultural school in each
of the 11 congressional districts of the State. The school:, -vere to
be definitely affiliated with the l'ith'ersity of GeOrgia as branches
of the State ('ollege of Agriculture. The university became inter-
ested in their supervision. A keen interest was aroused 'in each
district, and sharp competition developed among different localities

-for the location of the 'schools. Liberal bids of land and cash were
made, the total 1$f the accepted bids amounting to approximately'

l:19,000,in cash and 3.214 acres of land. Electric lights, water; and
sewage disposal were furnished free to each afhool for five years.

These schools were to be of secondary grade, intermediate between
the rural elementary schools and the agricultural college. The law

For a Artnilcd description of these schools. see U. S. Bureau of Education, Bulletin,
OW, No. 4 4. The District Agricultural *chool of Georgia. "

87
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stipulates that the principal shall be an intelligent farmer and that
he shall be aided by a faculty capable of giving practical instruction
in agriculture and mechanic arts along with the elements of an
English education. The district agricultural. schools of Georgia rep-
resent the most extensive State-aided system of special agricultural
schools in this country.

Ihildings and equipmeirt.The citizens of 'Monroe bid $31.000
in cash and 250 acres of land. This bid was accepted and the fifth
district Khoo' located at Walker Station in Walton County. about
3 miles north of Monroe on the Gainesville Midland Railroad.
Although Ideal trains stop at Walker. the school is located in open
country, forming a small community by itself: The buildings con--
sist of an academic building and a boys' dormitory. both modern
brick buildings valued at $15.000 each. A frame cottage built fur
the principal's residence is used at the present time as a girl's dormi-
tory. In addition to the farm buildings, there is a school shop. :l
smokehouse, a powerhouse. and a laundry, which. with its equipment,
is valued at $2,000.

As the school farm is considered the ag cultural laboratory, there
is no special provision made for inside la xiratory instruction. The
chemical laboratory is used for those exercises given. The school
shop is. provided with benches and tools for woodworking and a
forge and anvil for ironworking. A separator and other equipment
for handling milk is a part of the kitchen equipment. Likewise a
canning outfit is used in putting up fruits and vegetables for use in
the school dining room. A relatively large room of the academic
building is used both for the principal's office and as a library. The
library, having very few bulletins and reference books On agriculture,
is used but little for agricultural study. . .

The school farm.The 250 acres which comprise the school farm
are for the most part excellent agricultural land valued at $100 per
acre. About 30 acres'are used for the school buildings and campus.
Permanent ptisture comprises 30 acres and 45 acres in woodland, leav-
ing 125 acres in cultivation. Fifteen acres of the cultivated land are
usZfor cotton as a cash crop, and 411 the remainder used to supply
food to, the student boarding house, either directly or indirectly
through feeding farm animals.

The fax* buildings include separate barns for horses, cows. ,and
calves; a machine shed, poultry and hog houses. A new concrete
silo has been built preliminary to buikting a modern dairy barn.
The farm inimals include 2 Percheron brood mares with 2 colts, 3

. mules, 1 Hereford and 1 Jersey bull, 13 daily cows, 18 head young
rattle, and 75' h o is . The valtte of the live stock' owned would ap-
proximate $8,500. Farm machinery to the value of $1,500 is owned.

.,
.

:., ,;
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In addition to the tools,,and implements commonly found en southern
farms. there is a small grain separator, a gasoline engine, an ensilage
cutter, a- hay press, manure spreader, corn shredder, and an electric
motor. The gross income of the farm for 1915 was $6,600, leaving

ir
net profit of $1,173.29.
.tudent8.On September 28, 1916, there were 120 students, 79

of whom were boys and 41 girls. All the students live at the school
except 2, who live on near-by farms, and 12 who live in Monroe. The
following students are taking courses in agriculture : First. year, 36
(S of these are girls) ; second year, 2'9; third year, 13. Although
the school was then filled to its capacity for students, registration
was not restricted to residents of the fifth district. Students are
registered from other parts of Georgia and from three other States.

(lemrse of xtudy. The course of study ' adopted Jor the district
agricultural schools of the State in 1915 is in operation as far as
equipment and time will allow. The work in poultry husbandry,
dairying. and farm management is not given at the present time,
nor the agricultural laboratory work suggested for the first year.
Students are expected to have completed the elementary sCliool of
seven graties before entrance. Boys nufst be 14 and girls 13 years
of age.

.standard of eredit.Although the State standard for graduation
is but 14 units, most of the students are taking more nearly 17 units
of work. Fire class periods of 40 minutes are equivalent to 1 unit.
In laboratory work the periods are 80 minutes long. No credit is
given for farm practice. The school year consists of 36 weekk

Methods of leachiny.The classes in agriculture visited were un-
der two different instructors. One of the instructors, an experienced
teacher.ad excellent interest,- os he sought. opporttmity to connect
the lesson of the textbook with the daily farm experience of the
students. The other teacher, without previous teaching experience,
was called upon to take hold of a class fot which he had no prepa-
ration. The students dragged through a recitation period 'by taking
turns in reading from the textbook. Although an effort is made to
utilize the farm experience of the students in the classroom recite-
tion, there is no definite connection bett4en the course of study and
the planning of'the school farm andlio definite relation between the
daily classroom recitation in agriculture and the daily farm labor.

('MM-of the school farm.Although there is a lack of definite relation
between farm work and class work, the dominating aim of the school
farm is to furnish practical instruction to the students. Each stu-
dent is required to spend 36 hours per week in farm practice. The

1 For a description of the course of study with class schedule. se. Bureau of Education,
1918, No. 44, pp. 19-28.
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work consists of the regular labor of the farm in season under the
supervision of. one of the instructors or the farm superintendent.
In order to distribute the work and provide for supervision, the
first and third year students have class work in the forenoon and
field work in the afternoon, alternating with the second and fourth
year students. All of the farm buildings have been constructed by
the students. Most of the students do more than 36 hours of farm
work a week. A daily record is kept of all work done and the
amount beyond the required hours is credited upon their board ac-
count at 5 to 10 cents per hour, according to the nature of the work
and the age of the student. Surplus work is given to those who are
in most need of the money. Several students have been able to pay
their way by working on the school farm. A number of students
are retained for the summer work, receiving as wages $L.18 per month

and their boar -ti. A few students have paid board and received pay
by the hour for their services. The students who remain in the
summer secure some practice not to be obtained by most of them
who return home. For example, the school cans a good part of its
supply of certain vegetables and fruits during the summer.

Although the aim of the school farm is primarily educational, it
is depended upon largely to supply the dorthitory and as a source
of revenue, hence it can not plan its work in such a way and grow
such crops as to secure the maximum educational value. The students
may know the practice involved in cotton production, hence there
may little necessity from an educational point of view for growing
cotton. but the school has soil well adapted to cotton and needs it as
a cash crop.

A definite rotation is maintained. The farm has shown continual
improvement since the school was established, hence serves well as a
general demonstration of good farming methods. The following
shows the acreage of crops for 1916: 15 acres cotton followed by rye;
15 acres wheat followed by peas; 40 acres corn (partly for silage)
followed by winter oats; 85 acres oats followed by peas for hay; 5i
acres alfalfa ; 50 acres pasture ; and 8 acres orchard.

It is interesting to note that when the question came up as to using
the farm more specifically for educational purposes, the principal
thought it could be done better with a farm of only 15 acres.

administration.As most of the students live at the school,
the problem of directing their social life is presented. The girls and
boys are kept separate for the most part, the girls living in a separate
building under the direction of a matron, and the boys living in
the main dormitory under the direction of the principal and the male'
instructors. All of the students take care of their own rooms. They
also do mast of the other-janitorial services and the work of the school
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boarding house. For the latter services the girls are given school
credit and pay for overtime as the boys are in the case of farm work.
Board and laundry are furnished to the students at the rate of $10
per month. As no tuition is charged and but one.or two small fees
exacted, the cost is comparatively low.

As the school is located in the country, the students have little
opportunity to spend money. Their entire .time is under the direc-
tion of the principal. From 7.20 to 4.0 they are supposed to be
engaged in the classrooms or engaged in work or study, except for a
brief period for dinner. Although the girls are required to dress.
in a meat uniform, the boys most of the time appear in the classroom
and at the table in the same clothes they wear at farm labor. The
following is a schedule of the usual work day:

6 a. m..Arise;
6.25 a. In.Room aml person is order for Inspection.
6.3 n. m.Brea kfast.
7.50 11.

8.10 a, ID. to 12.15 p. m.School or (aria work.
12.15 p. m.Dinner.
I to 4.211 p. In.School or farm %roil:.
4.20 to 6.15 p. m.Recrealion if desired.

p.
9.30 p. m.1.1ght
9.45 p.

Saturday afternoolis are frequeittly taken for athletic sports. At
the time of the visit there was a Niery lively -football game in which
a team selected from the first and fourth years contested with a team
representing the second and third years. Although this was strictly
school affair, there was no lack of interest. In the evening the
study is assembled for a short program, followed by a social hour
in which the boys and girls joitied together in simple dances and
harmless games. The principal directs these affairs upon the assump-
tion that it is natural for boys and girls of high-school age to come
together in a social way, and that there is little danger if there is
proper supervision.

Of Sundays, Bible classes and simple services of a nonsectarian
character are held for all. The problem-of finding profitable, harm-
less pastime for Sunday has not been completely solved, however.

Local extension work.By. an arrangement with the State agricul-
tural college, one of the instructors in agriculture is to spend one-half
of his time as a farm demonstrator for Walton County. The man
appointed to the position had not gotten his extension work fully
under way at the time of the visit. Since the school was first estab-
lished there has been considerable extension work among the farmers.
The principal of the school is a practical fanner who was reared in
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the country ; hpnce he is well qualified to act as a farm advisor. The
school has cooperated with the farmers in the purchase of live
stock and has used its pure-bred live stock for community
breeding. A, school farm has been a source of improved sec d
as well as pure -1,red stock for breeding purposes. The 5(.110,41
has taken active part in the county fairs held at Monroe. I)ue

the summer farmers' institutes are held at tl e sehool, where but .1
men and women meet with experts from the S ate agricultural col-
lege. At the .one held during the last summer here was an attem!-
atice of 75. A short summer school was held also for teachers. Dur-
ing tire last session there were 130 in attendance. --Two teachers of
agriculture gave practical courses to rural teachers, preparation for
work nicanning being a prominent feature. During the coming year
this course is-to he extended and all supervisors in the district are to
take part as instructors. It is not expected that the school will he
able to accommodate all who apply.

Each summer the principal undertakes to visit the li(imes of all g ii-
dents living in the district that he may become acquainted with the
parents and the conditions surrounding the home life of the stu-
dents.

BALTIMORE COUNTY AGRICULTURAL HIGH SCHOOL, SPARKS, MD,

Baltimore County. Ma.. has for years maintained an efficient school
system, the county serving as a unit for administration. Inasmuch as
the county has extensive agricultural interests, in 1908 a special agri-
cultural school was established to serve the whole county. This school
is located in the open country, not near' any city or village. but adja-
cent to a small railroad station. The school was opened for the year
190S-9 with an enrollment in the high school department of 50 stu-
dents. A _granite building with five classrooms is used for grade
students as well as secondary students. At the time thr author first
visited the school, in April, 1915, there were p9 elementary students
and 77 in the high school. Two teachers took care of the grade Stu -.
dents in two of the rooms, while five teachers were employed in sec-
qndary work.

Although this school was established as an agricultural sihool, its
aim is apparently Uot to train farmers in any narrow vocational sense,
but to give a broad training for rural life without attemptUieto meet
college entrance requirements. The course of study which follows
Might be adapted to the needs of any rural community.

A
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Course of stt«ly.

FIRST YEAR.
Units.

Agrleulture 1.0
Arithmetie 1. 0
English 1.0
Botany 1.0
Alanual training or domestic

science .4
History .G

Titian YEAH.
Units.

Agriculture or domestic science___ 1.0
Plane geometry 1.0
English_ 1.0
Chemistry 1.0
Physiology .4

1:111.n;t1 training or domestic
wit-nee .6

SECOND YE. ll.
Units.

Agricult tire 1.0
Algebra 1.0
Engl ish 1.0
Zoology 1.0
Mantild training or domestic

sclence .4
History . .6

FOURTH ItAlt.
,Uptts.

Agriculture or dolOestic science__.. 1.0
Solid geometry anti tolvanced al-

gebra I.0
English ------- 1.0

-des 1.0
German) 1.0

t raining or 4101110SM'

science .6

COURSES IN AGRICULTURE.

rirsi yror.--Soils. Text : " Soils," by Fletcher. Warren's " EN-moos of Agri-
culture," used its a reference. A -special laboratory manual is used.

second "wanFarm crops. (Vegetables to he a part of the course next year.)
Texts: "Cereals in America," and "Forage and Fiber Crops,- by Hunt.

Third !leanAnimal liusbandry and dairying. Texts: Types and Breeds of
Form Animals," by Plumb; " and Its Products." by Wing; " Dairy Laborn-
t,,q- Guide," by Ross.

Pots rill year.--Fount puningenietit and horticulture. Texts: " Farm Manage-
quent.".by Warren; "Principles of Emit Growing," by Bailey.

COURSES IN SCIENCE.

nottuip.Text: "Botany for Schools," by Halley. Herbarium of 50 speci-
mens required.

Zoology.--Text : Last half of course spent in economic entomology. Twenty-
five specimens of troomic species required-as a collection.

Chcmitttry.Text : Clark and Dennis.
PhyviotoOp.Text: "The Human Mechanism," by Hough and Sedgewick.

Agricultural instruction.The principal of the school also serves
as instructor in agriculture and. is assisted by another man.- Both
instructors are graduates of the New York State College of Agri-
culture, the assistant having just taken up the work in place of a
man who had accepted a position in the United States Department
of Agriculture. The principal proved to be an especially capable
instructor and rural life leader, giving good evidence ofearning the

German is elective, all other subjects are required. Recitation periods are for the
most part GO minutes long. In all courses In agriculture and all science except physiology
there is one double laboratory period per Week. Occasionally Held trips require a longer
period, or a whole day.
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relatively large salary he received. The assistant, on less than half
the salary, did not give evidence of having special aptitude for
teaching. He had not been away from college long enough to get
away from college material and methods.

Correlations.Inasmuch as the science is -taught by the men teach-
ing agriculture, there is an excellent opportunity for correlation.
There is'also an effort to correlate the science with home economics
in the case of the girls. The students in mechanic arts work mostly
upon farm equipment, although most of the laboratory cases

anal , Special equipment for teaching were made by the students.
Considerable time was given one year to the making of models
of barns and other buildings. The instructor Al not think the
work worth the time put upon it. He thought the time would have
been better spent in making smaller buildings which Nvon1(1 be of
practical use upon the farm.

The to ter of English believes in basing her work upon the
work of farm and other interests of the students. Some of the
papers n red in the agricultural classes are corrected as to coin-
'position by the teacher of English. The stude.nts gain excellent
practice in publishing a paper, -The Agriculturist of Baltimore
County."

Practical work in ayri.culture.Alth(iugh there are 8 acres-of land,
it was not used to any great extent as a school farm when the
school was visited in 1915. The elementary students used part of
the farm as a school garden. A few fruit trees and a few. small
plats of grasses had been planted as a basis for sonic work in plant
introduction and breeding. In 1917,. when the school was visited
again, the principal of the school was making a special effort to
promote potato production in the community. and about half an
acre of the school land was used for tests of varieties and methods
of treatment.

The surrounding farms are used extensively for practical work.
The classes in horticulture spray and prune the' orchards on sur-
rounding farms. OccasiOnally the class spends a day in Baltimore
studying such problems as the marketing of dairy products or in
visiting dealers in farm machinery and equipment. For practical
work in dairying an arrangement was made with the local creamery
to let students come in and secure practice in making buttock and in
handling milk and dairy products.

At' the time the, school was established, before the home-project
plan was developed, each student was required to carry on an
"experiment" at home. All of the students live at home on farms,
school wagons and private conveyances bringing those who do not
live within walking distance. The early idea of having theie

41,
Tot.
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students working out experiments at home has developed into some-
thing approaching the home-project plan, although there is no
definite attempt to connect the home work with the instruction of
the school or to give it adequate supervision. Projects as given
in 1915 covered crop production, crop improvement, management
of live stock, and farm management problems. A project may run
theough several years. Corn and potato projects are connected
Avid' the club work.

In connection with the course in farm management each student
has made a survey of the home farm showing the size and shape
of fields, the crops planted, and the location and arrangement of
liuildings. From the data gathered papier melte models were made
showing elevation and'slope as well as the size and shape of the
fields, worked out to a scale with fair accuracy.

Equipment.The basement of the buildings is equipped with
laboratories for the work in science, home economics, and agri-
tilture. Most of the special equipment in the agricultural labora-
tory is for somewhat technical .exercises in soils and for testing
dairy products. There was some farm equipment on hand, but
little of it in use. A kerosene engine was used to run a cream
separator and a feed mill, but the engine did not work well.' A
'gasoline gis plant supplies gas for cooking,-lighting, and laboratory
purposes. woodworking is conducted in the basement of
the school building. No special metal work is given, although an
outside shop is equipped with forges and anvils and such tools as
a farm shop should hate. Practice is given in the repair of farm'
equipment.

There is the beginning of a very good museum containing ex-
hibits of seeds and other farm materials for use in the classroom.

4 A stereopticon is used as an essential feature in visual instruction.
A fairly good library of agricultural books gives evidence that it

is used. Thestudents have bound many bulletins themselves. The
teachers have personal files of bulletins which are used by the stu-
dents.

Community ork.Inatimilch as the school had become somewhat
widely known for the local extension work carried on by a former
Pincipal,' it was rather to be expected that there would be a possi-
bility of this work being carried on to a neglect of the regular school
work. The principal is employed throughout the year and is
expected to put in some of his time in extension work; he stated,
however, that he considered his duty to his students first of all and
that the work among patrons was but asecondary matter. Experi-

Roe Croab#1. 11. 3., and Crocheren, B.U. ComronnIty Work tnithe Rural High School.
V. 111., Department of. Agriculture. Yearbook, 1010. Pp.,177-188,'
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ewe had shown that it was very easy to develop distrust among the
farmers and that they did not take kindly to any form of exploita-
tion. It was not considered advisable to have the new instructor
do any great amount of work amaoug the farmers until lie had been
tried out and had developed local experience. The winter short
courses for farmers and their wives and the work for rural teachers
in the county. inaugurated under a former principal. had been dis-
continued.

BRISTOL COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL. SEGREGANSET, MASS.

The citizens of Bristol County took advanta!re of the Massachu-
:setts State law, passed in 1912. providing for the establishment of
agricultural s'llools and departments under State aid. The s hool
opened its doors for the year 1913-14 at Segregaitset, a small village
in the center of the county. The school has a delightful location WI
a farm of more than a hundred acres on the west bank of the Taun-
ton River.

Purpose of the Nehoo1.The school disavows iiily intention of gi-
ing a general education or of fitting students for a. higher institu-
tion. The. prospectus of the school states this is a school for the
farmer's boy who intends to snits on the farm and for any other
boy who wants to become an intelligent farmer.- The school is
more distinctly vocational in its aims, and methods than any school
of agriculture the author has visited. The law prescribed that stu-
dents shall be between the ages of 14 and 25 years. No prerequisite
schooling or entrance examination is required. Students ifist show
evidence of sincerity' of purpose and goi moral character before
they are admitted.

Course of 4tudy.

1111s1.

Credits.
spelling 2 Kitchen gardening
Emalah 2 Farm practice and shop work____ 2
Farm arithmetic 2 Project study 5
Agricultural botany 2 Project management mid work___ 7
Wooliot management and orna-

mental planting 1 25
Small fruits 1

IWOOND TNAIL

Credits. (*resifts.
Spelling 2 Swine husbandry 1

English 2 General farm experience
Farm measurements and inechan- Project study

les 2 Project management and
Soils and soil fertility 2

25Poultry husbandry 2
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THIRD YEAS.

ob41)
I 'al records and accounts
Insect study
Plant
)1a r1:01 gardening

Credit

3

Credits.
( Irchartling
Project stud' 5

Projoct management and work__ 7

25

FOVIITII YEAR.

Credits.
English 2

(Tule: 2-

Sc initiar (subjects lectivol
Dairying 0

crcctIts.
liusinuldr

l'rujort study
eropci ftualittigontent and worlc___

Equipment.The main building of the school was built at It cost
of S:n1.000, the second story inlinhaving been completed. The build-
ing has been equipped for teatliing purposes at a cost of $15.000.
Although in practically open country. it is. supplied with both water
and gas. The school farm comprises 110 acres of land which
much better than. the average of the county: In fact, some people
have criticized the school because it gives practice to students under
much Metter conditions than those which obtain at-home. The land
is a sandy loam Partly on the river bottom, suitable for working
early and late with it variety of crops. A very gold dairy barn
with two large silos has been built to replace one burned in 015.
This barn and other equIpment of the brut. Mr. Gilbert, the director.
claims to be within 'the reach of most progressive fanners in the
county.. An excellent herd of Ayrshires is being built tip in spite
of misfortune by way of fire and infectious disease. Both manure
and machinery are protected by a long shed. The pdultry plant
consists of a long laying house, an incubator cellarand a brooder
house, in addition to a group of colony houses located on higher
grounds which are used by students for individual projects. The-
farm is well equipped with modern implements and machinery.

I'eaching staff. The director is assisted by three men in.addition
to the county agent, who makes his headquarters at the school. All
of the men hitve agricultural training. The director, G. H. Gilbert,
although a practical farmer, conducted a commercial school. which
may account for the emphasis given at the school on business train-
ing.

Practical icork.No outside labor is employed on the school farm.
All of the work is done by students under the direction of the
instructors. All students who.enter without having had farm experi-
ence are required to spend two afternoons a week in "farm labora-
tory work." Before graduation, each student must -hare two seasons
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on some good farm. This worlais reported tone of the instructors
who is given charge of the supervision of the students' work._ Work
done on farms other than the home farm of the students is classed as
a "substitute for a project." At the time the school was first
visited, May, 1916, over half of the 50 boys were working on sub-
stitutes for projects away from the school. Twelve to. 1.L'i students
were boarding at the school. In many ways the school presented the
appearance of a Avel! managed farm. Students and instructors ate
dinner' together in their working clothes. There were individual
projects and class projects being carried on in all the common
branches of farming. Although the director aims to make the farm
fully productive, as he believes it will then serve best for educa-
tional purposes, it is tiot managed as a commercial proposition. As
a money-making venture, the farm would be devoted to one or two
lines instead of being highly diversified. Although the chief aim
is to give students practice in 411 phases of fanning, the farm serves
well for demonstration purposes to patrons as well as students.
There are a number of highly specialized farms in the communityt
to which the students are taken frequently. When an opportunity
is presented to place a student upon one of these farms for the
summer, it is taken even though the student is taken out of school
before the end of the spring term. The characteeof the work done
upon the school farm is good. During the spring of 1916 and the
summer 'of 1917 when the school was revisited; crops and farm
animals were in excellenecondition. It is true, however, that certain
items must be charged up now and then to educational exponente
given the students. For example, a number of rows of peach trees
were nearly ruined in the school orchard when the spraying was
left entirely in the hands of the students.
, ilethodx of instruction.As a rule the mornings are confined to

the classroom, while the afternoons are spent on the farm and In the
shop. Although some conventional class work is done, instruction
in the school is largely individual.

In order to encourage habits of thrift each pupil is required to
Awe!) in permanent form an account of his personal receipts and ex-

enditures from the day he enters the institution. In the slim!
book he later opens a business account with his project. At any time
lie can determine his loSs or-gain.

The school has organized a savings bank along lines similar to th
Massachusetts cooperative banks. This bank was established pri-
marily to give business experience and to encourage the savings habit.
The student's project, ls a rule, will twit% a cash balance to draw
upon until cash returns come in for prodde sold., The bank also
prof ides a loan fund available to worthy students in financing their
projects.
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The extent of the students' earnings is shown in the following
table:

Year I Number
of boys.

Farm
work.

Other 1 Total
work. carvings.

11111 24 SI , SM. 72 $77. 70 I 11, &21. 42
1915 47 4, F: A. 45 621.101 5,510. 25
10111 59 4,291. 99 14,1. 00 I 5,2112. IN

Extension wor/..The cooperative agricultural extension work of
the county, sustained by Federal and state funds, is under the direc-
tion of the school. One number of the faculty is assigned to spend
all of his time in this.work as county agent. All of the instructors do
more or less extension work in connection with the supervision of
home projects. Considerable time is -given to 'the supervision of
the boys' and girls' agricultural clubs of the county and in helping
the teachers in the elementary schools to connect the club work with
the instruction in agriculture. .Farmers have been assisted in the
cooperative purchase of supplies. The following record for one
year will indicate the scope of this work : Ten carloads of lime, three
carloads of seed potatoes, one carload of duiry'cows, and several car-
loads of rain. The school has cooperated with local communities
in holding fairs, and a number of special exhibits and'meetings have
been held at the school, including a county dairy conference, a Grange
field day, a poultry day, and the county apple, corn, and potato show.

AGRICULTURAL. DEPARTMENT OF HANNIBAL (N. Y.)
HIGH SCHOOL.

Hannibal is a small village in'the western part of Oswego County;
T. Y., near the shore of Lake Ontario. It is in the midst of a section
devoted to diversified farming and fruit growing. The principal
of the school, S. R. Lockwood, who is also a farmer in the community,
started a course in 1908 which he termed "academic agriculture."
Although this course was of a very general and elementary nature,
an effort was made to .adapt it to the needs of the community. In
1911 State aid was given the school and an effort made to put the
agricultural work on a vocational basis, although both boys RIO
girls were taking the work. A4fr.year later home economics was added
to the curriculum, leaving oily boys to the attention of one teacher,
with no other subjects. In 1914 the home-project plan was intro-
duced. The school was visited in May, 1915', for the Ripose of in-
vestigating the application of this plan to New York conditions.

154070' -20-4
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Home projects.The following projects were being worked out
by the 20 students who were taking the course in agriculttire

1. Fruit-01w were mixed orchard.
2. Poultry'improt eaten; of Lome flock, introducing Mode island Itedt*blood.
3. Poultry:.--4lfw pair turkeys.
4. PoultrySet 50 Plymouth Rock eggs in Incubator. Not successful, trying

it the second time.
FlintHas set out one-fourth acre of berries.

6. DairyingKeeping at record of 10 cows.
7. PoultrySixty-Iwo 1'13 mouth Rock and White Leghorn hens,
8. FruitThree acres of !wars; Ant' nre INN] orchard.
9. Prult.Twemy-four pent. trees.
10. Fruit.Nianaging 4 acres of pears. 95 apple trees.
II. Poultry.Seenty-live to 300 Ina (h-pingtons; built new house.
12. Poultry. hatched 332 White Leghorn chicks front 450 eggs had 302

Mny 10.
Potatoes.tha-lialf acre Irish Cobbitrs.

14. Fruit.One-fourth acre red raspberries, :Os. one-fourth pore lettuce and
celery.

15. Poultry.Setting hens and raising chicks,
Poultry.Setting hens to bulki up flock.

17. Pf;ultry.Setting liens to build up flock and caring for a flock of 200.
IS. Poultry.-Caring for flock of 58 lams.
19. Poultry.Caring-for, flock of 55 Rhode Islandl*Iteds and White Leghorns.
20. Onions.ne-fourth acre.

Visits were made to the home of boys having representative proj-
t,mts.`

The boy having project. No. 8 had the management of 1 acre of
old orchard and 3 acres of young pear trees. The orchard had been
sprayed and the young orchard cultivat4; so that the treeti were in
good condition when judged by the standards of the district. The
boy's mother spoke well of the work of the school.

In project No. 10 a boy had the managemetIof a large part of his
father's old orchard. At the tiThynif the visit it looked as if there
would not be much in the way of 4turns to give encouragement to
the boy. The trees were old; they had been planted too close to-.
geth r and had suffered from insert injury in previous years. so
that there were very poor prospects for a crop. At the time oX our
visit tie boy's older brothers were spraying the orchard.

The project listed last is one-fourth acre of onions gr6wi by one .
of the younge r students on rich bottom land. Tlit crop had made
no headway at the time of the visit, but the land had been put into
cscellent condition for the crop. If this project were successful
it doubtlessly resuked in a larger area of onions planted on the farm.,

A stadealt living on a neighboring farm had an acre of onions the
year before. By applying modern methods this student succeeded
in securing 790 bushels which he sold at 50 cents per bushel. His
entire cost of production, including rent of land, was $99.69, leav-
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ing him a profit of $295M in addition to cash for 369.hours of labor.
To accompliSh this reqtriredthe working out of a difficult problem;
hence the project had a high educational value. It was found di f-
tictilt to get the fine onion seed to germinate, as the winds shifted
the light soil. A system of overhead irrigation tas worked., out
winch was not only helpful on this land but which was suggestive
also of treatment for similar soils in the community.

AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT OF HOPKINS ACADEMY,
HADLEY, MASS.

Ilistiry.This school, known earlier as the Hopkins Grammar
School, was established in 1664 with funds provided in the wilt' of
Gov. Edward Hopkins. Although the school is still known by the
mime given it in 1816, Hopkins Academy, it is one of tire puplic
high schools of the State, serving the village and town of Hadley.
The agricultural instruction in this school is a nittional outgrowth of
the attempt of a former principal, F. E. Heald. to adapt the 'course
in general science to the interests of the students and the needs of the
community. In 1912, a special teacher of agriculture was employed,
the work given in the school qualifying at that time for State aid as
an agricultural department in an existing high school.

The stucknts.Theie are two methods of admission : First, any
pupil who has passed from the grades into the high school may elect
to take the agrict tural course; second, any person over 14 years of
age who is to take up or has taken up farming may apply for ad-
mission to this department: His application will be given considera-
tion in the light of Preparation and attitude.

No girls have taken tile course so far. Although there were never
more than 10 students up to 1915, in that year the .class readied a.
total of 24.

Colowe of study.The numr) of students being relatively
the classes in agriculture are combined and courses given in alte -
nate years, as shown in the following table :

Bcoinsikg.,1912, Z914, Ma, and other area years.

CLAD/IDS I AND n.

Agricultural science and projects ap
plied to Hudler.

Kitchen gardening:- 'vegetables and
small fruit.

ornamental planting: Shrubbery, flow-
ering plants, lawns.

mum *hop work: Making and impair.
. lug far home And school usehot-

beds, cold frames, etc.

41/4

CIA8818 III AND IT.

Agricultural seleuce and projects Op
plied to Hadley.

Farm animals: Types, breeding; man-
agement.

Farm buildings: Sanitation and con-
renleamea plans, °Destruction, up-
keep.

Perm crops for keeping tho animals,
rotations, balancing, cultivation, etc.

Farm machinerfand Implements, their
nee and repair.
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Beginning 1911; 1913, 1915, and other odd years,-

CLASSES I AND II.

Agricultural science and projects ap-
plied to Hadley.

Small animals: Poultry, sheep, swine,
beestypes, breeding, management,
rations, etc.

But hlings and equipment for small ani-
malsplans, cost, etc.

Home-grown crops for small animals
kinds, quantities, seeds, soils, ferti-
lizing,. Li: lage, harvesting, storage.

Farm shop work and other construe-
. Hon. -

CLASSES III AND Iv.

Agricultural science and projects ap-
Tiled to Hadley.

Fruit growing: Orcharding and small
fruits not before dealt with.

Market gardening : Markets, soils seeds,
fertilizers, tillage.

Buildings and appliances, plans, de-
vices, implements and machines, cost,
Use, mid upkeep.

Farm shop work and other construe-
tlon.

llome-project work.The school was visited by the author on May
18, 1916, for the special purpose of studying the home-project plan
in operation. The principal of the school seemed very much inter-
ested in the work in agriculture and was soonuch in favor of the
home-project method that he was conducting his own garden as a
home project under the director of the teacher of agriculture, from
whom he frequently sought advice. The 16 boys who were in the
agricultural work at that time all lived comparatively near the
school and all had their projects at home except one who had his
onion project upon the school. grounds. The projects for the sum-
mer of 1916 were as follows:

1. 15 fruit trees, one-fourth acre onions.
2. 10 fruit trees, one-tentli acre onions.
3. 25 fruit trees, one-tenth acre onions, 5.5 hens.
4. 15 frulttrees, one-tenth acre onions, (3 hens.
5. 1 acre corn, one-tenth acre onions, one-tenth acre berries.
G. 1 acre corn, one-tenth acre onions, 8 fruit tres.
7. 1 acre corn, 0 fowls, 30 fruit trees.
8. One-fdurth acre potatoes, 60 currants, 24 fru* trees.
O. 1 at're corn, GO currants, 22 fruit trees.
10. One-half acre corgi, one-seventh acre berries, 25 fruit trees.
11. One-fourth acre potatoes, 33 fruit trees, 12 pullets.
12. One-fourth acre' onions, one-half acre potatoes, 5 fruit trees.
13. One-twentieth acre kitchen garden, 8 hens, 50 ducks, 1 pig.
14. One-twentieth acre potatoes, 15 fruit trees (works also on poultry farm).
15. One-half acre mangles, 2 acres corn (continues dairy work of last year's

project).
16. One-fifth acre kitchen garden, 7 hens, 32 chicks (takes( care of 5 horses

and 1 cow).

It is'interesting to note that although the school owns a little agri-
cultural land, it is turned over to one of the students for an indivi-
dual project rather than used by the class as a whole. There are
numbers of. farms within a short distance, however, and an abundance
of teaching material within reach of the school. A flock of fowls
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is kept at the school and an incubator and brooder were in operation,
the students doing some of the work. Pure-bred fowls and eggs
are furnished students at a nominal price after interest in better
stock is aroused through their projects. Two of the students' poul-
try projects were bisited. In botlj cases the students needed the
stimulation of a visit from the instructor, as the poultry had been
somewhat neglected in the pressure of spring work connected with
the production of onions and tobacco.

Cla,seiroom instruction::The work of the classroom consists of a
good deal of individual project study and informal round table dis-
cussions, most of which are based upon a study growing out of the
home projects. A combination laboratory and classroom lends itself
very well to this form of instruction. 'Double periods are used at
all times. The work for the day may 'be a combination period of
supervised.Study and recitation, a field trip, or a class practicum. A
small library of selected books and bulletins in good working order
gave evidence of considerable use. A stereopticon with sets of slides,
charts, and collections of seeds and other agricultural products were
used as illustrativ material. Appropriate pictures on the wall gave
evidence of the purpose for whicl the room.was used. Other matot
real aided in giving the room an agricultural atmosphere.

Most of the students taking the agricultural' course are sons of
hardworking farmers. A number of them could not attend school
were it not possible for them to engage in productive labor at the
same time. Al of the projects are put upon a productive basis and
the students encouraged to do other farm work that will add to
their incomes. Accurate records are kept of the work done and the
cash received. The following table shows the results of the past
four years:

-.....-
Year Number

of boys
Farm
work.

Other
work.

Total
earnings.

1913
1914
1915
1916

t
9
8

24
21

$1, 891.99
1,07695

- 3,389.27
4,037.48

11301. 50
1611.28
204.86
146.00

gt, 193. 46
1,230.23
3,504. 12
4 833. 48

During the year 1916 the students in this school received A total'
of $278.75 as prizes for project products exhibited and judging
contests.

Local extension work.The work of the agricultural instructor in
supervising the home projects of the students brings him into direct
contact with the farmers of the community and their problems.
Advice is sought and given as a matter of course. Inasmuch as
Hadley is -witkin..aj,sw miles of Amherst, the seat of the 'State agri-
cultural college, the instructor may easily secure aid in connection
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with problems beyond his power. E. J. Burke, the present instructor,
is especially well qualified for work among boys and girls. All of
the boys and girls met seemed to greet him with a smile. He has
been givpn charge of the club work conducted among the younger
children and is assisting the teachers in the elementary schools to
connect their classroom instruction more closely with the practical
club work conducted at 'holm. Special success has been attained in
such cooperative effort with the rural teacher at Russellville.

As a means of teaching the students-practical pruning and spray-
ing, the orchards of ,the community are used. A. farmer's orchard
may be sprayed or pruned as a demonstration to him, at the same
time affording practice to the students, but after the students have
learned how to do the work they must receive pa5, for their work
which is done outside of school hours. In one or two cases, orchards
which are a menace to the community as sources of infection have
been sprayed each year by the students.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, STATE NORMAL SCHOOL,
PLATTEVILLE, WIS.

Since the department of agriculture was establiOied in connection
with the Platteville State Normal School, in the fall of 1914, it has
had a steady growth, so that to-day it represents one of the stron!,
normal-school departments of agriculture in the United States. As
the school is serving in the general training of farmers in the com-
munity- as well as in the training of teachers, its organization and
methods should be suggestive to high schools as. well as normal
schools. The purpose of the instruction given, may be gleaned
from the .following, printed under the title," Oureducational creed ":

We believe that the purpose of the department of agriculture of the Plano
vine State Normal School is to trniu students to use the materials of a farm
for their highest educational advantages, to equip students to unify the Interests
of the home and the school, and to promote all of the interests whe make for
the establishment of permanent agriculture in southern Wisconsin. in this way
It fits students for Identification with the moral and social forces of the country
working for its.betterment.

We further believe that culture will not suffer by evolving it through the
- utaterigl affairs of man, a study of the soil It may be. We also believe that the
education that is most wdrth while teaches vocational efficiency, the power of
problem solving, general Intelligence, and the right moral attitude h relation
to the useful activities of everyday lite.

Finally, we believe that the purpose of the department Is to prepare teachers
yam are Inteillgelat as to the affairs of the farm, who see dignity la its manual
labor; yea, see in It the finest and most effective opportunities for training In
responslbill* and iri the reward of success that comes from faithful applica-
tion and attention to duty.

'

Organisation and equipment.As the school aspires to train
'teachers

for high schools as well as elementary teachers, y is de-

4
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veloping a staff of instructors and rather extensive equipment. At
the time the school'was visited, in the simmer of 1917, the depart-
ment was under a director of agricultural education assisted by two
instructors, one of whom had charge of the school farm. A new
agricultural and manual arts building was nearing completion. This .

brick building, with two stories and a basement, should provide room
for classes, laboratories, and shops for the vocational work for some
vcnrs to come.

The school farm consists of 26 acres of limestone soil typical
of the section of southwestern Wisconsin in which the school is lo-
cated. The farm is divided into three tracts. The first tract of 15
acres is used for demonstrating systematic rotation of crops and
other modern practices in crop production. No experimental work
is attempted. The second tract of A acres is used in a rotation of
forage crops for the maintenance of live stock at the school. A
third tract of nearly 3 acres contains a cottage fbr the farm manager,
poultry houses, a small orchard, a school garden of half an acre, 1
acre for truck crops. The school garden is used by the pupils of the
training school maintained in connection with the normal school.
The remainder of this plot is used as an out-of-door laboratory in
connection with the instruction in agriculture. The farm also fur-
nished material for inside laboratory work and classroom instruc-
tion. The farm has a good team of horses and farm implements and
machinery suited to a small farm in Wisconsin.

A modern dairy barn is planned with the idea of maintaining one
dairy cow for each acre of land. The product of these cows will be
sold as. market milk and cream in Platteville. The students will be
expected to do all the work. As the scliool is located in a dairy sec-
tion. dairy husbandry is emphasized. The idea of maintaining a
dairy herd is to give practice in milk production under conditions
approaching the ideal, yet within the reach of the farmer. Cows
have not been purchased to represent the dairy breeds to be used in
judging. Instead *pending Money for that purpOie, the school
has purchased a truck fitted as a van to accommodate a class of
about 20 students. In the community there are excellent dairy herds
representing the four leading breeds, and pure -bred draft horses,
sheep, and swine. If there is to be a lesson in breed types or prac-
tice judging, it is a relatively simple matter for the teacher to take
the class out to a neighboring farm.

When the school was visited early in July the school garden and
all the field plots were in excellent shape. The farm was then being
used in connection with the summer school.

Courses of study.---The department of agriculture acts as a service
department in giving one or more courses in elementary agriculture
to each prospective teacher enrolled 'in the rtiralsehool department.
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In 1918-17, 50 young women received such instruction. The depart-
ment also offers a general institute or short course of one week in
December and a winter course of nine weeks for young men who
can not attend the regular school session. A correspondence course
in agriculture is also offered.

To students regularly enrolled for agriculture the department
offers three courses. The nature of these courses will be seen from the
following outlines taken from the department circular:

Two-year course for high-school graduates.

FIRST YEAR.

FIRST SEMESTER.
Hours.

SECOND SEMESTER.
Hours.

Animal husbandry 5 Physics 5
Weeds Horticulture 3
Chemistry 5 Psychology
Insect pests 2 Plant physiology 2
Plant 'diseases 1 Blacksmithing and cement con-
Farm carpentry 3 struction a

18 18

SECOND YEAS.

Agricultural education 5 'Agricultural bacteriology 2
English composition 5 Dairying 3
Ft.,:im mechanics 5 Farm arithmetic 5
Soils 5 Crops 5
Teaching 5 Teaching 5

Physical training 2
25

27

Three-year course for

FIRST

FIRST SEMESTER.
Hours.

Animal husbandry - 5
Chemistry 5
Weeds
Insect pests 2
Plant diseases . 1
Farm carpentry

18

SE* OND

Agricultural education____, 5
English composition 5
Farm mechanics L 5
Soils 5
Poultry 5

25

high-school graduates.

YEAR.

SECOND SEMF.STER.
'loom

Physics 5
Psychology 5
Plant physiology 2
Horticulture 3
Blacksmithing and cement con -

struction 3

18
5.

TAAL

Physiography
Crops 5
Farm arithmetic 5
Advanced civics 5

Physical training. 1. 2
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THIRD YEAR.

Hours. Hours.
Agricultural economics 5 Agrleulturri bacteriology ____ 2

Algebra 5 Dairying 3
'reaching 5 Trigonometry and surveying 5

School administration ) - Teaching 5

Elective 5
20

20

Five-year course for graduates of the eighth grade of the elcualitary schools.

FinsT YEAR.

Y1RkiT SEMESTER.

Arithmetic_
Geogra phy --
Reading
Elementary agriculture

I I on iii.

5

5
5

20

sImI)N 1) El.

Algebra
American history
Grammar
Vegetable garden i

5

5

20

SECOND YEAR.

Algebra 5 Plane geometry 5

Civics 5 Music
Composition_ 5 Zoology__ :3

Physiology, hygiene, and (arm Bees and beekeeping 2

sanitation 5 Composition 5

20 20

Titian YEAR,

Elementary physics______ 5 Physiography t- 5

European history 5 European history 5

Soll(1 geometry 5 .1.iterature 5

Poultry 5 Farm practice 5

20 20

FOURTH YEAR.

Animal husbandry_ 5 Physics 5

1 1101111stfy 5 Psychology 5

Weeds 2 Plant physiology 2

insect pests_ 2 Horticulture
Plant disposes 1 Bltmksinithlng 3

!Mn carpentry 3 Cement construction 2

18 '20

FIFTH YEAR.

:..n.letiltural education 5 Agricultural bacteriology 2

1:11;41115h composition 5 Dairying 3

Earn] mechanics 5 Farm arithmetic
Soils _ _ 5 Crops
Teaching_ 5' Teaching _ 5

23 20

-60
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COURSES IN AGRICULTURE.

1. Elementary agriculture.
This course is an introduction to the litter differentiated courses

in agriculture. In an elementary way, students are given familiarity
with farm animals, farm crops, soils, weeds, insects, dairying. etc.
The school farm and garden furnish the out-of-door laboratory.
2. Vegetable gardening.

The main purpose of'this course is to teach students to operatt.
successfully. their home gardens. Some of the topics presented in
classroom instruction are the purposes and values of home gardens.
the ordering of seed catalogues, the selection of vegetables and the
best arrangement of them in the garden, the ordering and testing of
seeds, the making of a planting calendar, the construction and op-
eration of a hotbed, the cultivation and protecOon of garden truck
a(rainst noxious insects and plant diseases, and the best methods of
harvesting, market*, and preservation of products from gardens.
The practical work is done in the home gardens.
3. Physiology, hygiene, and farm sanitation-.

In the production of healthy folks there are two considerations:
The individuals themselves and their *surroundings. The first part
of the course dealswith the development of sanitary and hygienic
habits, and the second part with the proper construction and manage-
ment

--
of the. farmhouse to insure proper heating, ventilation,

lighting, cleanliness, sewage disposal, etc. Some time is given to the
sanitary housing of farm animals.

4. Bees and beekeeping.
Wisconsin is one of the States in the front rank in the production

of honey. In this course, which is a supplement to the course in
zoology, students are taught the varieties of bees and the life his-
tory of each sex in a hive, the conditions that favor the production
of a maximum amount of honey, the structure of a hive, the summer
and winter care of bees, the control of insect and fungous enemies,
and the marketing and uses of honey. The apiary on +the school'
farm furnishes the concrete materials for tie course.
5. Poultry.

This course deals with the description of breeds and varieties of
poultry; the production and marketing of eggs; the fattening and
marketing of poultry; fall, winter, and summer care; incubation and
brooding. Actual practice in poultry management is given in the
poultry rang. es.ef the school farm.

C. Farm practice:
Students taking this course will assist in the regular farm opera-

tions under the direction of the farm manager, who will instruct

"th
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the students as to the practical application of the scientific princi-
ples of agriculture. Some of -the operations which will be taken
up are: Care and feeding of horses, cattle, swine,. and poultry; .such
field operations as plowing, harrowing, disking, drilling grain, plant-
ing potatoes and corn, and application of manure and other fer-
tilizers; and miscellaneous operations as gardening, caring for small
fruit, and orchard practice.
7. Animal husbandry.

The- first part of this course treats of the types and breeds of
horses, cattle, swine, sheep, and poultry. The origin, improvement,
introduction to this country, and the characteristics of each breed
are emphasized. A thorough study is made of the relation between
the form or conformation of the animal and its purpose. After the
development of these principles, standard score cards are used in
judging stock in Platteville and vicinity. The second part of the
course considers the compounds of animal nutrition; the digestion
and assimilation of food; the excretion of wastes; the nutrient values
of such feeds as ensilage, straws, roots, tubers, grains, and seeds; the
proper care in preservation of farm feed; and the compounding of
balanced rations for special results in particular types of animals.
If students come from the farm, they Will be encouraged to interest
home folks in conducting feeding experiments. Feeding statistics.
will be collected from local experimenters, for study and inter-
pretat ion.

'8. Weeds.
This course makes the student acquainted with the weeds of the

farm and garden; the root, stem, fruit, and seed characteristics that
facilitate their dissemination; the best. method for eradicating each
weed, such as cultivation, rotation, and spraying; and the different
farm crops. Each student is required to make an herbarium of
the weeds studied, and a collection.oftheir seeds.

D. Insect pests.
This course involves a study of the external structure, classifica-

tion, and local distribution of insects; a consideration of insects in
their relation to farm products, more especially horticultural prod-
ucts; the life history and habits of injurious and beneficial species;
collecting, identifying, and mounting some of the most common in-
sect pests; general and special methods of control ; and practice itt flee
preparation and application of control measures

10. Plant diseases.
The annual damage in this country in the destruction of crops by

plant diseases is about $.500,000,000. In this course the student is
made acquainted with the bacteria and furigi that are responsible for
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the common diseases of farm crops, the use of resistant strains, and
the composition and application of fungicides.
11. Plant physiology.

In this course the life processes of the plant, as far as possible, are
interpreted in te1ms of physics and chemistry. The emphasis in the
study of These life processes will be witli the plants of the highest
order, the seed plants. The development of the subject takes this
order: The study of the plant cell; the intake of materials by. the
plant through the forces bf imbibition and osmosis; the outgo of
plants through transpiration, guttation, and secretion; the transloca-
tion of food materials; the study of food necessary for the nutri-
tion of plants; the synthesis of carbohydrates, proteins, and fats;
independent versus dependent plants; the digestion and assimilation
of foods; and respiration and fermentation, the two great jiliast of
destructive metabolism in the plant. The structure of the plant will.
be emphasized only as it is necessary to understand its physiology.

12. Horticulture.
This course is designed to give the pupil a knowledge of the plan-

ning, planting, and cultivation of the home vegetable garden ; the
care and management of small fruits and their adaptation to Wiscon-
sin soils and climate; practice in' he construction oti hotbeds and cold
frames; laboratory work in planting and cultivating the school gar-
den; pruning and spraying of orchards in the community ; and judg-
ing and scoring fruits and vegetables.
13. Agricultural educatfon.

This course has for its object a consid n of the specific purpose
of agricultural instruction in its relatio the general aims of edu-
cation; a discussion of the organization of agricultural courses for
high schools; the proper use of the school garden or the school firM ;
the unification of the interests of the school and the home through
home project work, short courses in agriculturesocial center work,
farmers' institutes, and high - school fa irs. This course also includes .
a study of the teaching processin rehition to accepted sociological,
biological, and psychological principles.

14. Soils.
This course offers instruction in the origin and composition of

soils; methods of measurement of their varying physical conditions;
the. relatiOn of texture o4 different types of soils and water content..
to the best time for cultivation; the history of the mineral nutrient
theory; the source, loss, and ways of .restoration of each of the 10
essential elements, with particular emphasis on the elements, nitrogen,
phosphorus, , and calcium; the use of fertilizers;. and the
work of bacteria skink available the food materials to the phint.
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Experiments will be performed in the laboratory and on plats to de-
termine the water-holding powers of different soils, the capillary
movements of waters under different conditions, and the possibility -
'and different methods of conserving soil moisture.

Agricultural bacteriology.
course the students are made acquainted with the principles

that underlie the science of bacteriology. Drill in the technique of
bacteriological study is given to determine the structure'of certain
representative bacteria of characteristic groups, and to note their
effects on various culture media. After this preparation students
make bacteriological examinations of water, soil, milk, and butter.

16. Dairying..
Since the major interest of the people of this community is dairy-

ing, much is made of this industry. Sanitation in the production,
transportation, and distribution of milk' is. emphasized. Excursions
are taken to inspect She equipment and methods of dairy practice,
butter making and/cheese manufacture. Careful determinations
are made of the amount of butter fat casein, albumen, sugar, and
ash in milk. Students from farms are encouraged to improve dairy
herds by enlisting the cooperation of their home folks in keeping
records of daily milk production, and by making regular laboratory
tests of butter fat in the milk. As soon as the dtiiry laboratory in
the new building is available students will receive training in the
pasteurization of milk and cream and the making of butter and
cheese.

17. Crops.
The study of crops includes a consideration of the origin, botanical

characters, the leading types, and varieties of the leading crops of
this region; the preparation of the soil, planting, methods of cultiva-
tion, systems of rotation, harvesting, food values for man or animals,.
and principles and methods of breeding. Corn and grains are judged
by the methods recommended in Wisconsin. The plant and seed
characters of the different crops are acquired through laboratory
study. Variety tests and some of the best methods in crop produc-

. tion are demonstrated on the school farm. Excursions are taken
to show the effects ,of soil, methods of cultivation, and rotation on

/' the 'different crop's.
illethoh of instruction: In connection with using the sctiocl truck

an effort is made to utilize.the resources of the community for teach-
ing: Pruned 238 apple trees, 32 currant, 12 raspberry, and 21 gOpse-
in dairy husbandry spent several days as an apprentice in the Platte-
ville creamery as 'a part of Ms course. Some of the students gained
such proficiency in this work thqt one of them was "retained by the
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local creamery at a good salary for the summer, while others re-
(lived good positions in near-by creameries, upon recommendation
of the manager. The wprk in horticulture was made equally as
practical. In the spring of 1916. the class accomplished the follow-
ing: Pruned 238 apple trees, 32 currant, 12 raspberry, and 21 goose-
berry bushes, and 19 shade treesisprayed 130 trees; treated seed oats
for smut; made the hotbeds and ook charge of the vegetable garden
on the school farm. The students have built the poultry house and
a shed for the farm machinery. IA making hotbeds and farm build-
ings the work is in cooperation with the department of manual train-
ing, the courses. of which are taken by the students in agriculture.
There' is an organized effort made for cooperation ant rrelation of
subjects in other lines, particularly with the sci e courses and in
English.

Local extension work.In addition to offering short courses and
correspondence courses in agriculture, the department staff give
lectures on agriculture and rural life belre farmers' institutes;
farmers' clubs and rural social centers. Students give assistance to
the rural schools and to boys' and girls' clubs in such practical work
as construction of hotbeds did aid teachers in giving special lessons.
In addition to pruning and spraying of trees, they have tested seed
and milk and have treated oats for smut and potatoes for scab.
instructors have also assisted in community fairs.

llesults.--The results of the local extension work is that the school
" takes well " with the farmers of the community, and the demand
for help is beyond the power of the departinent to satisfy. Although
the department had been in operatioik but three years, when visited
in 1917, it had trained-41 young men as teachers of agriculture. The
enrollment of the regular agricultural students had increased from
24 the first year to 39. .

Much of the success of the department is due to its directOr, Fred.
T. Ullric, who although trained primarily as a teacher of science
has adapted find applied his scientific training to educational and
agricultural problems in southwestern Wisconsin.

THE BERR4CHDOL, MOUNT BERRY, FLOYD COUNTY, GA.

The history of the Berry School, although one of the most inter-
esting chapters in the development of the South, is too long a story
to relate at this time. The scheme grew out of an effort on the
part of Miss Martha Berry to broaden the lives of the people living
near her in the mountain section of Georgia. A start Was made with
a Stinday school in a little log cabin. The school proper was opened
in-an unpretentious way in 1902.. To-day the school owns over
acres of had,. a score of buildings with equipment reaching into sev-
eral hundred thousand dollars, and is taking care of several hundred

es .' :; . ..
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farm boys and girls. The school is still a Private institution incor-
porated under th4 laws of Georgia., Although it has a considerable
endowment, it is dependent upon the bequests otch year for its run-
ning expenses, the income from the 'fees and labor of the students
being inadequate. Although the Beery School for Girls is a sepa-
rate institution from the Berry School, which is for boys only, the
t o are on the same grounds and und,er the same management, hence
t hey will be considered together.

Purpose of school.Atsit to the school impresses one with the
:lie of industry and the lack of the aristocratic atmosphere which
prevails in many of the private schools of the South. The reason
for this is in the nature of the students selected and the dominating
purpose of the school, which is "to develop efficient Christian man-
hinal by affording to worthy buys and young men of limited means
from rural districts the opportunity to earn an education combining
mental, moral, and industrial training." Candidates for admission
must "(1) live in the country; (2) have attained the- age .of- 16
years; (3) be financially unable to attend school elsewhere; and (4)
furnish evidence of physical, mental, and moral soundness." All
students are required to do at least 16 'hours of work a week. Stti-
dents who do not take kindly to work are not allowed to remain at
the school. All of the work, including the erection of many of the
buildings, is done by the students. A needy, student may remain at
the school working for pay during the summer, although students
are not encouraged to remain at the school over 20 months- in any
one continuous period. The school affords a wonderful opportunity
to young men who are willing to work, an opportunity to secure
'training toward efficiency in workmanship and at the same time to be
directed in physical, mental, and moral development which should
mean much to the northwestern section of Georgia. The history of
the graduates of the school will show that it has meant much not
only to Georgia but also to other sections of the South in sending
forth inspired leaders who know how to do things. It is interesting
to note the student body and the contrast between the incoming stu-
dents and those about to graduate.

Work agriculture.Although the school gitesxeneral indus-
trial training for rural life, it is more nearly an aeiculturul school
than many of the special schools of agriculture. It is the aim of
the director to make it more and more an agriAltural school. In
1917, when the school was visited, agriculture was vgrinized as a
division coordinate with mechanics, academic subjects, and adminis-
tration.

Of the 5,000 acres of land owned by the scltol, about 60 are used
as a campus, 1,000 are under cultivation, 500 used as.pasture,: and-
the remainder in woodland. All of the agricultural. land is in charge
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of the department of agriculture. The farm is equipped with mod-
ern buildings and machinery, including a hothouse and an up-to-date
dairy. At the time the school was visited students were working on
extensive poultry buildings.- The live stock consisted of 100 head
of dairy stock, including calves and heifers, 200 head of swine, 150
sheep, 14 mules, 6 horses, and a flock of pon,ltry.

While the farm is operated as a money-making venture, educa-
tional values are not-lost sight of. The use of student labor is not a
serious problem, because. two of the essential points in selecting
students is that they shall want to work and need to work. Each
student is required to work approximately 16 hours a week. Addi-
tional work with pay is given needy students. The pay depends upon
the character of the work done. As the numb* is done on an ex-
tensive scale, using modern machinery and methods, most of the
farming operations afford new -experience to the students, many of
whom come from little " one-mule '! farms in the mountains.

The following account of a day's work at the school will indkate
something of the manner in which the school is conducted :

The active day at the Merry School begins .early. At 4 o'clock the kitchen
fireman arises and goes to build the fires In the ranges. A half hour later the
cooks and the morning dairy squad go to their work. The latter milk the cows
mid bring the milk from the bap to the dairy house before breakfast, which
comes at 0.30.

Meanwhile, the full-time farm boys, who are working one term In order to
pay- for their board and tuition the next term, have arisen, eaten breakfast,
and gone to their work by 0 o'clock. The students arise at 6 o'clock and have
breakfast at 0.30.

At 7 o'clock the real work of the school day begins, and lasts until 5 o'clock
In the afternoon, with intermission for chapel and dinner. The school is
divided into three groups as nearly equal in size as possible. Each day two of
these groups attend classes, while the .third works for eight hours. A few
students, however, have assigned work at other times. From 4 until 5.30
o'clock in the afternoon is recreation period. This is the time for games, exer-
cise in the gymnasium; reading, or other recreation for those not on duty.

Supper is served at 5.30, followed by evening prayers. At 6.30 on school
days the evening study period begins, lasting wail 0.05. During this time
each student must be in his room and studying. A relaxation period is given
from 9.05 to 9.30. At 0.30 silent Cue begins, and at 10 lights go out and every-
one is in bed except the night watchman, who still h s to make his rounds.

On Saturday there is a social hour instead of the study hour, and
on Sunday churdt services and Sunday school instead of the regular
routine.

In order to accommodate an addition4'number of boys who desire
to work their way.through school, a farm of 500 acres is being de-
veloped- about 5 miles from the main school at the foot of Mount
Lavender. Here about 25 boys, for the work done for four or five

. months, are given credit for board and tuition at the regular School.
While doing this farm work for .purpose of getting a start to-
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ward their regular schooling they are giveti instruction five nights
a week in-agriculture, arithmetic, English, reading, and spelling.

Near the school a model farm is operated, under the direction ok
former student, as a demonstration to the pupils and people in the
community. Students also assist in the work of this farm.

As suggested, the girls live at?d have their schooling apart from
the boys. Agriculture and other industrial work form a large part
of the curriculum of the girls' school. When the school was visited
the girls were taking entire, charge of six dairy cows and making a
part -of.their product into butter and cheese. The cows and the
stable were in excellent condition, in better condition-than the main
dairy at the boys' school. The garden of 4 acres was also in better
condition than the main truck gardens of the schools. The girls
were proud of their showing on the farm, as they were of the'excel-
lent rugs and baskets they were making.

Although some agriculture is required in all of the courses for boys
and gills, the following course is offered for students who desire
agriculture in the four-year high schook-

FreKh Ma a. SOO OM 0 re.

Agrieulitire 4 Agriculture II 4
Itible II Bible III
English V 4 English VI 4
Gymnasium Gymnasium 9

iiistory II 4 'History III and civics II_____ 4
Mthenintles V 4 Mathematics VI (fall ten)___ 4
Atelutiries III (full term) 8 Mechanics IV 8
Selenee III Science IV (siring term) 4
Singing 2 Singing___ _ 2
Spelling 2 Spelling - 4-

Writing_ 2Juniks..
. . Senior.Agrieulture III 4

IV 2 Agriculture .IV 4
English VII 4 *Bible V_ 2
VytminsIum 2 English VIII (spring tertn)__.... 4
'History IV_ "4 Economies 4
Mathematics Vii 4 Mathematics VIII and IX .4

Mechanics V 8 Music 2
Music 2 *Science VII 6

Science VI 6 Spelling 2
Spelling -\ 2 Writing____,. 2
Writing 2

1540701-20---5
Subject* tequirtal.

N..

4,
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RIGR*SCROOL COURSES nd AGRICULTURE.

Agriculture I .(farra cropa). For freshmen in the high school.
A general course in agriculture bearing on: The soilgeneral
classification, elementary composition of plants and their sources
of supply, souroes of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash; rela-
tion of the soil to plants; plant analysis. Planitsgeneral classifica-
tion, duration of life; how they grow, feed and produce, sexuality,
crosses and hybrids. General field cropshorticulture and garden-
ing: forestry; applied botany. Text used: Southern Field Crops, by
J. F. Duggar, and Southern Gardeners' Manual, by J. S. Newman.

Agriculture II (animal hueloanclry).For sophomores in high
school. This course is designed to take up in detail animal life on
the farm and treats: The importance of the subject, breeds of
horses, cattle, sheep, poultry, and s'ine. Animal type, judging,
heredity, breeding, selection. pedigrees, feeding. care, equipment,
meat on the farm, preserving eggs. bees and honey. Text used
Beginnings in Animal Husbandry. by C. S. Plumb.

Agriculture III (dairying).For juniors in high school. A
practical course in this important subject treating on: The origin
of domesticated cattle, the dairy type and,hreeds, starting a dairy
herd, ielectioribf cows and-bulls, calf raising, development of the
dairy heifer, management of dairy cattle, feeding for milk produc-
tion, stables for cows, handling of mannre, common ailments of
cattle, milk records, testing milk, butter making. and milk as a food.
Text used : Dairy Cattle and Milk Production, by C. H. Ecklk.

.1grkulture It (farm management).For seniors in high school.
The farm as a business enterprise and as in avocation, personal char-
acteristics desirable in a farmer, profits to be expected from farm-
ing, cost of living on farms; some thoughts for the farm boys, types
of farming, maintaining the fertility of the soil, capital, methods of
renting land, farm labor, farm equipment, farm layout, rotation,'
marketing, farm. records And accounts, some successful farms. Text.
useil: Farm Management, by C. F. War'reti.

Farm rneeltanice V (mechanics).This course, for high-school.
pupils, consists of a detailed study of field machinery, farm power
and transmission devices; the operation, care, and maintenance of
such machinery being studied thoroughly. The following list will
serve as an index to the work covered: Plows, stalk cutters, har-
rows, manure spreaders, fertilizer distributors, planters, mowing
machines, rakes, binders, ensilage cutters, steam engines and bOilers,
gas engines and the farm tractors. Text: Farm Machines and Farm
Motors, by Davidson and Chase.

In aloi these courses a textbook sequence is not followed closely.
Al! effort is mate to use the farm and shops as a laboratory and to
use a smosularsequence in the classroom that thaehuaioomakssou
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may be correlated with farm practice. An effort is made also to
correlate agriculture with other subjects, as will be seen from the
de' eription of a course given to students before they enter the regu-
lar high-school courses:

Country Life.For fourth year grammar school. The aim of this course
is to take the everyday activities of the boys on the farm and make the the
basis for arithmetic, science, and agriculture. For example: The iustitution
sells a beef to a butcher in Rome. The arithmetic work for the day is based
on the business operations involved in the sale of the beef and tlw buying
of food with part of the receipts. The beef is sold on foot sit 7 cents per pound.
There is first a discussion as to why It does not bring 7+ cents, which is the
the top of the market for this day. The good points of beef are brought into
consideration. Cotton-seed hulls, bran, and shorts have been purchased. The
price of each is stated. It appears that the Mice of the cotton-seed bulls was
much higher. The reasons :ire aseertained. The relative food value of the
three feeds Is disenssed, as are the reasons for mixing them hi the ration.

Very likely the second part of the tenon for the day is derided- to gather-
ing the corn from a plot in which an ear-row test has been made by the
boys during the summer. The corn is husked, sacked, and weighed and the
result of the experiment determined.

Mot of the boys in this class have studied very little arithmetic In the
rural communities froNwhIch they come. The practical way in which arith-
metic, agriculture, economics, and current events are blended enables the
quick assimilation of what otherwise would be dry and indigestible material.
No definite textbook is used during this year, but the students are euteuraged
to accumulate and iced bulletins on the subjects discussed in class.

Weekly excursions to various farm 'activities through the.tirst three years
of grammar school are conducted by the instmetor, which serve Aft a basis
for the more advanced work in the fourth year.

THE MANNASpAS INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL FOR THE TRAINING OF
ar COLORED YOUTH, MANASSAS, VA..

This institution is typical of a relatively large number of smaller
schools maintained by northern philanthropists for Negroes in the
South. This school is located near the historic Bull Run battlefield,
near Manassas, which is the seat of Eastern College and one of the
district agricultural schools of Virginia. Although the school may
Iv cliissed as a secondary school, elementary instruction is given.
The following from the school circular suggests the primary purpose
of the school: 1

The atm of the school is tq train for useful lives thotie boys ittl&glrls Who
from necessity or desire must enteras early as may he ittto some twit-support-
ing occupation. It aims to teach Negro. youth the need and importance in n
democratic society of all kinds of useful labor Intelligently done and as far.as
possible to send them back to their homes efficient teachers and leaders in in-
dustry a civic welfare. Through work as well as through books It alms to
tench t slue and dignitgraw.work. The students attend to the upktep and
care of t e 'school's 290-acre farm, the farm implementi, the stock, the dorm!.
tares and cottages,... .. Particular stress Is laid. 4011 the study and

. . .
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practice of agriculture and upon the adequate training and preparation of
teachers for the colored elementary rural schools. But whatever course, the
alms is not alone to make young men and women craftsmen ; the aim is to
make craftsmen better men and women.

Courses of study.Students must be 14 years of age upon entrance.
It is considered essential for the student to jiaVe the equivalent of
elementary school training before entering the industrial courses,
hence students who have not had this- preparation are required to
take a preparatory course in the elementary subjects. Although
there is fairly good equipment for woodiorking and ironworking
and other industrial training given in addition to blacksmithing and
carpentry, this training does not enter into the agricultural course as
will be seen from the following :

Outline of the apricyttiral course.

period; a

SECOND YEAR.

[Figures Indicate tile number of 45- minute

FIRST YEAR.
PetIods.

3
3
2

2
33

r.

3
5

13

A Mellen history_
Arithmetic
Botany
Chemistry (elementary)
Field practice
Language __µ
Military drill and athletics
Rending
Supervised study_

THIRD YEAR.

Accounting
Algebra
Animal husbandry
Field practice
Grammar and composition_
Military drill and athletics
Physics_
Supervised study..

Periods.
-.- 3

5

4

32
5
3
3

14

Periods.
Agronomy 3
Botany 2
Chemistry of soils 2
Dairy husbandry_aAh
Field practice_ .33
Grammar 5
Literature ,
Military drill sod athletics 3
Poultry husbandry 2
Supervised study_ 14

FOURTH YEAR.
Periods.

CommercIVgeography
Composition and
Farm managementLand tenure_
Field practice
Geometry
Military drill and athletics
Rural economicsSociology
Supervised study_

5

3
80
A

3
3

Instruction in agriculture.The agriculture of the classroom is
supplementary to farm work. For much of the farm work wages arc
paid. Several acres of the farm are turned over to the students to use
as individual garden projects. The school Was visited two iifferent
years; each time the garden plots being in excellent condition and
paying a profit to each student.. To be sure, the plots were not all
cared for equally well, and while the profit was small in some cases,
all students were stimulated by the hope of a financial reward. It
was interesting to note the digerence in attitude.toward farm work
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on the part of the colored students and the white students in the same
town. The 200 acres at the colored school were kept in good condi-
tion and were a source of considerable revenue to the school, the Work
being done largely with student labor. At the district agricultural
school the school owned five acres for instructional purposes. Al-
though a part of the garden was planted by the students, the care of
the school land was given over mostly to the janitor, who already
had more than he could do well.

As most of the produce of the farm is used at the school, the stu-
dents learn much in storingrond preserving food for winter use. One
year the follinving products were canned : Five hundred gallons of
tomatoes, 120 gallons of peaches, 75 gallons of pears, 70 gallons of
peas, 40 gallons of sanerkraut, 40 gallons of mixed pickles, 3 barrels
of string beans in brine, and 12 barrels dried. In addition to the
above the farm yielded 100 bushels of sweet potatoes,.435 bushels of
potatoes, 100 barrels of corn, 23() bushels of turnips, 100 bushels of
stock beets, 67 bushels of wheat, 30 bushels of carrots, 31 bushels of
parsnips, 17bushels of onions, 5,000 head of lettuce, and 7,000 head
of cabbage, the latter stored for whiter use. The last time the school
was visited, in the fall of 1917, an ag'ricultural exhibit representing
mostly the products of the farm was symbolical of abundance and
indicative of thrift as well as good husbandry. bile to war condi-
tions, there had been a shortage of seed beans of garden varieties.
The school had responded to the need and there were bushels of
bright beans of many varieties, all well cleaned and in excellent
shape. The school was then planning to extend the season of practi-
cal garden work by putting in extensive hotbeds and frames for toy-
ing vegetables.

The corn produced is fed mostly to swine on the farm, the gork
being consumed at the school. The students do the killing'and cur-
ing of the pork. The live stock was not of the best -breeding. It
seems difficult to get. Negroes to appreciate and properly care for
well-bred animals. At Hampton, however, there are some of the best
herds, cared for in as good shape-as at any school visited.

The classroom instruction as observed was very good. The stu-
dents, although`not timid, were especially well behaved and respon-
sive in the presence of strangers. The teachers paid special atten7
tion visual instruction. The making of models, so often confined
to our primary instruction, was used effectively with the older stu-
dents. The use of pictures and charts on the.wails seemed overdone
to some extent.

Community work.The school is made an educational and agricul-
tural center for the surrounding section and to some extent for north-
ern Virginia. Teachers' and farmers' institutes and other organise:
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tions bring together rural leaders in the community and give oppor-
tunity to leaders from the outside to reach them. Proximity to the
National Capital gives opportunity for local people to hear men and
women of national importance frequently. The school exhibit and
agricultural fair mentioned was the occasion of many of the local
farmers getting not only stimulation from their neighbors but also
from men from Government departments who were intereed in their
work and social problems.



Chapter IV.

FEDERAL AID FOR VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE.

HISTORY OF THE MOVEMENT.

The Dolliver, Davis, and Page bills.The passage of the Morrill
Act and subsequent acts giving Federal aid to the agricultural col-
leges has been made a precedent for repeated attempts to extend
Federal aid for agricultural education. The first of these attempts
to aid the secondary schools was in 1910, when Senator James
Do nicer, of Iowa, introduced a bill providing Federal grants "to
cooperate with the States in encouraging instruction in agriculture,
the trades and industries, and home economics in secondary schools;
in preparing teachers for those vocational schools in State normal
schools." About' this time there was a strong movement, on foot to
twcure Federal aid for extension departments in all of the land-
grant colleges. This movement was in accordance with recommen-
dations made in 1909 by a committee of the Association of American
Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations. The recommenda-
tions of these committees later, in 1910, were incorporated into the
Do 'liver bill, and furnished a starting point for the bill passed in
1914 as3,the Smith -Lever Act. Representative 'Charles R. Davis, of
Minnesota, championed the Dolliver bill in the House of Representa-
tives, heSnce the bill is sometimes referred to as the Davis bill. In
1911 Se 'ator Carroll S. Page, of Vermont, advocitted Federal aid
for voca onal education in secondary schools along lines similar to
those of le Dolliver bill. The Page bill and other efforts to aid
school ins ruction lost out for the time being because pUblic interest g
and congressional favor were centered on Federal aid for agricul-
tural extension work for the colleges. After such aid was secured,
in the passage of the Smith-Lever Act, effort was again put forth
to secure Federal subsidy for vocational education in the secondary
schools.

Commission on national aid to vocational eduration.In Januaryyir
1914, Congress passed an act authorizingthe President to appoint
a commission of nine members to " consider the subject of natilinal
aid for vocational education and report their findings and recom-
mendations not later than June 1 next." This .commission consisted
of the following members: Senator Hoke Smith, of Georgia; Sen-
ator. Carroll S. Page, of Vermont; Representative D. M. Hughes,
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of Georgia ; Representative S. D. Fess, id Ohio; .John A. Lapp, of
Indiana; Miss Florence M. Marshall' of New York City; Miss
Agnes Nestor, of Chicago; Charles A. Prosser, of Minneapolis,
Minn.; and Charles H. Winslow, of Washington, D. C.

Asa result of the efforts of the Commission 1 bills were intro-
duced into the Senate by Senator Hake Smith, of Georgia, and into
the House by Representative Dudley M. Hughes, of the same State,
which finally passed both houses as "An act to provide for the pro-
motion of vocational 'education; to provide for cooperation with the
.States for the promotion. of such.'education in agriculture and the
trades and industries; to provide for cooperation with the States in
the preparation of teachers of vcitcational subjects; and to appropri-
ate money and regulate its exiienditure." This act, known as the
Smith-Hughes Act, became a hiw when President Wilson gave it his
approval in February, 1917. /

THE SMITH- HUGHES ACT.

Purpose of the act.Th act which went into effect July 1, 1917, is
in reality an effort on th part of the Federal Government to stimu-
kte the States to provit a system of secondary education in .agricul-
tuie, the trades and i dustries, and home economics and to extend
the benefits of these orms of vocational education to all arose over
14 years of age. B extending financial aid to the States the Federal
Government is 1 t establishing a national system of education, but
it does pureha the right to ,larticipate in the control of State sys-
tems in that it se s up standards which tfie States must meet.

Financial aid extended.In order to stimulate the States to ex-
pend money especially for vocational education, the act makes avail-
able certain funds from which the States are reimbursed for money
expended, providing they meet the requirements of the act and reach
the standards set by the Federal board of control. The following
table' shows the total amounts appropriated':

Report of the Commission on National Aid to Vocational Education. House of
Representatives. Document No. 1004, 1014.

I From Federal Board for Vocational Education. Bulletin, 1017, No. 1. P. 02. State-
ment of policies. 4
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A stuqy of this table, will bring out the fact that in addition to the
r$200,000 appropriated annually for the use of the Federal 1 t,

there are three separate funds, viz : (1) For salaries of teachers,
supervisors, and directors of agriculture; (2) for salaries of teachers'
of home economics and industry; and (3) for the salaries and main-
tenance of teacher training. These funds are extended to the States
on a .fifty-fifty basis, i. e.,.each dollar of Federal funds must be
matched by a dollar'from the State or local community.

If the States do no more than match the Federal funds, there will
be available after 1926 an annual appropriation of $14,334,000, in
addition to the $200.000 used by the Federal board. As a matter of
fact ninny of the States are doing more tbs.!' fleeting the Federal
appropriation. In other cords, in these States the act is working :is
it was intended to do, in stimulating the States to liberality with re-
gard to State aid for vocational education.

It will be noted also that the funds increase year by year until
the maximum for salaries of teachers is reached in 192.. -26. 'Tice
maxinium for teacher training is reached earlier, in 1920-21, The
act provides also that -unless the teacher training fund is used by
June 30, 1920, the other funds will not be available. These provi-
sions arise out of the drgent and immediate need for. teachers with
special training for these lines of vocational training.

The funds thor teachers of agriculture are allotted to the States on
the basis of the relation of-the rural population of the State to the,
rural population of the United States, the funds for salaries of teach-
ers of trades and industries and home economics on the basis of urban
population, and the teacher training funds on the; basis of total popu-
lation. The population.of some States is so small that the alloted por-
tion of the total appropriation would not be worth considering, hence

Special' appropriation was made to bring the minimum appropria-
tion for each of the three funds to $.1,000 for each State. For ex-
lample, the portion of the $500,000 alloted to Connecticut, in 1917-18,
for salaries of teachers and supervisors of agriculture was $1,164.33
based on rural population. To bring this allotment to $5',000, it was
necessary to appropriate :4;3.835.67 from the special fund*ppropri-
ated to guarantee the mininnim allotment.

Federal and State admini8tratign.The act ereated n Federal
Board for Vocational Education consisting of the Secretary of Agri-

.- culture, the Secretary of Commerce, .the Secretary of Labor, the
United States Commissioner of Education, 'and three citizen mem-
bers appointed by the President. One of these citizen members
represents manufacturing and, commercialinterests, and one a rep-
resentative of labor. In additioit to the administration of this net,
the Federal board la expected to make investigations relative to
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the various. aspects of vocational education involved in the act. Such
investigations may be carried on in cooperation with the various
Federal departments.

Any State to take advantage of the Federal funds availahle must
accept the enactment and designate or create a State hoard to co-
operate with the Federal' board in the administration of the act
within the State. Provisions are made for the Government to accept
the act to designate or create temporary boards of dtaitrol in States
where the legislatures did not meet in 1917.

,tandar,6%.The act does nOt go into detail with regard
to a giineral stanilar foitocational edileation, but leaves that for
the Federal and State boa rds 'to-work out for each StatA Eitel!
State is expected to prepare a plan to submit to the Federal hoard
showing the kinds of schools. equipment. courses of study, methods
of instruction, qualifications of teachers and supervisors, plans for
training teachers. and plan for supervision.

Although it is expected that each State will work out a plan to
meet its individual needs. the act places several safeguards upon
tht. ppnipriations that they may 1 e spent for only those phases
of education for which they were intended. The standaAls set for
viational agriculture may lie sunimati;ted briefly as follows: (1)
Federal money. ailiropriated for tte teaching of vocational agri-
culture can not be spent in the teaching of other subjects necessary
to build a well-rounded. course of training: . (2) The Federal ap-
propriation for the salaries of teachers. supervisors. and directors
of agriculture must be spent only on salaries, equipment. and Main-
tenance. One -half of the salaries must he provided front State and
local funds. In the case of .training and local funds for teachers,
boKever. Federal money may be spent for one-half of tin. Main-

ttenance oestich training. (:3) V wational agriculture must he under
. State supervision and control. (4) It must be of less than college
grade and be designed to meet the needs of persons over 14 years_ of
age who have entered or who art preparing to enter upon the work
of the farm or of the farm home. In order that the instruction
may be practical the 'act stipulates that the schools shall provide for
directed or supervised practice in agriculture. either.on a farm pro-
vided. for by the.seltool or other farm, for at least six months per
year. () Although the act leaves to the State boards the minimum
qualifications of teachers to he tipproved by the Federal board, it
stipulates that in the training of reahers and supervisors such train-
ing shall be given only to those persons, who have had adeqsate
vocational experience'or contact in the line of work for which they
are 'preparing themselves .as, teachers, supervisors, or directors., or

.who are acquiring such experience or contact as a part of .their
training.
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OPERATION OF THE SMITH-HUGHES ACT.

The Federal Board for Vocational Education.Soon after July
1, 1917, when the act went into effect, the President appointed the
three citizen members of the Federal Board for Vocational Educa-
tional. The board' was organized as follows! David F. Houston,
Secretary of Agriculture, chairman; William C. Redfield, Secretary
of Commerce ; William 13.Wilson, Secretary of Labor; P. P. Claxton,
Commissioner of Education; James P. Munroe, of Massachusetts,
representing manufactures and commerce; Charles A. Greathouse,
of Indiana, representing agriculture; and Arthur E. Holder, of Iowa,
representing labor.

The board elected ("harks A. Prosser, then president of Dunwoody
Institute, as director: Mr. Prosser selected the following as assistant
directors to form the executive staff: Layton S. Hawkins, agricul-
tural education; Lewis II. Carris, industrial education; F. 0. Nich-'
ols, commercial education ; Joseplvine T. Berry, home economics edu-

Pation; and Charles H. Winslow, research. The entire country was
divided into five geographical regions, with an agent for each
branch of vocational education in charge.

As the vocational education act is couched in terms rather general,
it became necessary at the outset for the Federal board to secure
legal interpretations and to issue statements of policy regarding the
administration of the act. As a rule the board has been broad in
its interpretation of the act, but it has at all times made it clear
that Federal money could be used only fOr bona fide training for
useful employment id the vocations for which the act provided. In
the case of agriculture, for example, the board will not sanction the
Use of Smith-Hughes funds -for the ordinary form of academic agri-
culture usually taught in the high school. The work of the school
must be intimately related to the supervised practice given on the
farm which the act requires. .

Considerable.time during the first year.has been went in going.
over the plans submitted by the various States. The board has not-
attempted to standardize the kind of instruction to be given in the
Nation at large, but has left each State to work out a plan which
would seem best fitted to its local needs.

The board has not done- as. much investigational work in the field
of agricultural education as it would most likely have done in normal
times. No sooner waathe board organized than it was called upon
to aid i>1 the emergency training of war workers along certain tech-
'lied lines. Recently (June 1918 Congress passed the bill
known as the Smith-Sears Act which d egates to the Federal board.
the .duty of reeducating disabled 'sold ers in some useful employ-
ment. This work of vocational rehabilitation includes agriCultural
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training. It promises to be a work of enormous magnitude and one
which may affect materially future plans for- vocational training. It
seems reasonable that the machinery established for the training of
the (ipples-of war will be continued in operation- for the benefit of
the cripples of industry, if not for general vocational training.

Although most of the publications of the board for the first year
Ideal with emergency war training, a general bulletin was published
giving a statement of policies and one dealing with the organization
and administration of agricultural education. In May, 1918, the
board began the publication of the Vocational Summary, a monthly
paper dealing with its various lines of i'erk.

Without doubt the war handicapped the establishment of schools
and departments of vocational agriculture. Not only was it difficult
to secure tea hers with proper training, but many of the older stu-
dents who would have desired vocational training under normal
conditions, either joined the Army directly or entered the Students'
Army Training Corps. The following tablet shows the results ob-
tained up to the present time:

TABLE 2.Matisfies of cdentl-aided agriculturl schools for gr ending
Julie 30, 1918.

AGRICULTURAL SCU001.8 AND DEPARTMENTS.

Schools

Teachers

United
States
total.

1,741
15,187

895

Region.

North
Atlantic.

794

3,649
3M

Southern East West
Central. Central. Pacific.

/45
4,648

240

423
4,681

220

45
921

52

39
1,288

68

TEACHER TIRAININd DEPARTMENTS.

Centers
Pupils
Teachers

40
1,534

116

g1
19a

15 24

9.
155

11
1,010

30

7
79
19

5
97
23

Adapted from the Second Annual Report of the 'Federal Board to Vocational Edu-
cation, 1918.
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Chapter V.

TRAINING TEACHERS OF AGRICULTURE.

DEVELOPMENT OF AGRICULTURACTEACHING.

Ceneral venom special weanin;,.The term agricultural education
lts. in times past, and in the minds of many people to-day, a very
I road application. It has been linked closely 'with the general de-
velopment of agriculture, itieluding the work of agricultural so-
cieties, fairs, the entire field of the agricultural colleges, the experi-
ment stations and departments of agricultae, and the work dime
through the rural press and agricultural publications. Today the
tendency is to consider agricultural education a phase of education
linked with school instruction, and related training. In other words,
the tendency is to limit the meaning with all the 'limitations of the
term education applied in a technic10 sense, and to further restrict it
to organized training in agriculture. In the future it ought not to he
so difficult for a worker in agricultuid education to establish Itim-
self as a specialist in education rather than an agriculturist.

PenErtod for traehed:teirchers.Thes greatest drawback to placing
agricuitutal training upon a better bal-iis and to extend its usefulness
in all grades of schools has been' the lack of teachers trained specili-

,eally to teach agriculture and related branches. Most of the failures
have resulted f rom a lack of, preparation on the part of teachers or
the failure te-Seettre proper supervision or direction of the work
because no one could be obtained to take hold of this work in the
right way. Too often school officials have yielded to a popular
demand for agriculture in the schools only t o fail because the
teachers who attempted, the work were not properly trained. In
recent years many have felt that the greater paft of tlefresponsi-
bility for success rested upon the teacher, and more attention has
been given to securing teachers with special training. Educational
authorities. have begun to realize that the 'place' to begin effective
agricultural education is in institutions for training teachers. So
far it has not been possible to get young people to train for work
not in operation, hence it has been impossible to establish teacher-
training departments before pie work was established in the schools.
The. two lines are developing together, but until teacher-training
departments turn out a finished product the schools are in a sense
plating up with makeshifts. .

78
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4 tempts to meet tlt; demand.=-Where special teachers have been
employed attempts have been made, as a rule, to secure graduates
of agricultural colleges. Although these men may have had prac-
tical as well as technical training in agriculture in the past, as a rule
they have not had training as teachers. In very few cases have they
had special training in teaching agriculture. i.'or the most part
they teach largely as they have been taught. The college training-
in agriculture may have been good or bad for college students; but
neither the subject matter nor the method, at its best, was suited to
students in secondary schools. In a large -number of schools visited,
the author has seen the same subject matter which the teacher had
in his college course given out to high-school students in much the
same way that the teacher received it incollege. The lecture method
has been abused to .a great extent. While.textbooks have been used
more extensively in recent /ears, too often they have been boi)ki
not organized as textbooks at all, or books not written for second-
ary schools.

General agriculture has been taught mo4tly by teach4rs who have
had little or no training in agriculture,; often by teachers of biology
or other sciences. Where these teachers have had special aptitude
and training as teachers some very good work has been done, but
too often they have been like the teachers of agriculture without
special training in pedagogy. Where they have applied the labora
tory method it has been for the most part with the technical aims,
methods, and materials of the coil .,,,`However effective it might
Wive been for training scientists, it has not gone far in the training
of farmers nor in aiding boys and girls to adjust themselves to rural
conditions:.

As a reaction against the lack of practical training given by such
teachers in general courses, there has arisen a demand for agriculture
to Be placed 'upon a basis strictly vocational. In'securing teachers
for vocational agriculture soTe of the States have, &minded, that
applicants must be first of alt" practical farmers. In many 'cases
they have taken men who hare had little technical training in
agriculture and no special training as teachers. They have appre-
eiated the need of such training, however, and have in some cases
made provisions for the teachers to make up their lack of training
in both lines while in service.
_Development of departments of agricultural edueatiott.Depart-

pleas of agricultural education in connection with our agricultural
reneges and universities have been the product of a. gradual growth.
Tn fact, there has been, up to the present time, a great range of
variation, in their organization and the work they have been at-
tempting to do. In some4ases they have been an outgrowth of
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schools or departments, of education,,giving more attention to the
rural schools and the problems of teaching agriculture and other
subjects. In other eases schools and colleges of agriculture have
gradually given more attention to the problems of the elethentary
and high schools and the preparation of teachers in such subjects
as agriculture and nature-study. Most of the agriculture taught
in the secondary as well as the elementary schools in the past has
been of a general and elemetitary nature. Some of the States have
required such agricultural instruction in rural schools, and .some
have required certain training in agriculture on the part of teachers.
The colleges and normal schools, in the past, have established courses
for teachers in summer sessions and correspondence courses to meet
this demand. For the most part these courses have involved sub-
ject matter rather than method. Some institutions have followed
up this work by furnishing materials and suggestions upon teaching
to teachers in service. The New York State College of Agriculture
at Cornell University has done a notable work along this line. For
nearly 10 years it has been sending out-its Rural School Leaflets, and
in other ways aiding elementary teachers, before courses were de-_
velopedlor training teachers for the secondary schools. Until very
recently, in the discussions of agricultural teacher-training little
attempt has been- n;iade.to distinguish between elementary and second-
ary work. Special college courses for training teachers of agri-
culture were simply suggested as possibilities.*

With regular four -year courges established through the stimulus
of ftate aid, a demand are for teachers especially trained for the
secondary schools. Some of the Southern States, however, which
weir first to inaugurate secondary agbricultural 'schools, have been
the last to establish departments of agricultural education and to

. develop cpursee especially for teachers. Departments of agricul-
. tural etincatiOn were established and the work first placed upon a

professional basis in the following institutions: University of Min-
nesota,i Michikan Agricultural College,' Massachusetts Agricultural
College,',and the.Unlversity of California.

Agricultural education upqn a-Trofe8sional basis.The training
required for the successful teaching of agriculture in secondary

'schools is such that-it, may be considered professional. The training
given especially' tb develorteaching,ability should be considered a
phase of profess nal education, wliether imparted in a school or de-
partment of e tion or in a school or depittment of agriculture.

seta Crosby, 1). J., TratnIngvCourses for Teachers of Agriculture. U. 8, Department
of Agriculture. Yearbook, 190T. Jackson, E. R., AgticultUral Training Courses for Em-
ployed Teachers. U. 8. Department of Agriculture. Bulletin, 1013, Na 7.,,

o .]
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A WORK FOR COLLEGES.

As a Ade teachers of apiculture are required to have college train-
ing for teaching agriculture in the secondary schools. Departments
of agricultural education are confining their efforts more and more
to training teachers of the secondary schools, leaving the training in
agriculture. for elementary schools largely' to the normal schools and
high-schoolteacher training classes. Departments of agricultural edu-
cation are also offering courses for general leadership in rural life and
are aiding in the training of the following groups: Superintendents
and supervisors of rural schools, boys' and girls' club leaders, county
agents and other extension workers, supervisors and directors of vo-
cational agriculture, and secretaries for rural community centers.
A beginning is being made also in the special training of college
teachers of agriculture., Few agricultural colleges have reached the
stage where they are ready to act upon the realization that college
instructors need' special training as teacheit Very recently, how-
ever, the commitfae on instruction -in agriculture of the American
Association 'of Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations 1 has
strongly recommended the improvement of methods, ending its report
with the recommendation "that immediate and serious attention be
given. for means of improving the quality of teaching in the college
course in agriculture, and as one of the means to that end it would
urge the development of strong departments of agricultural educa-
tion."

Factors involved.(a) Agricultural training. A teacher of agri-
.culture should harp a broad general training in agriculture involving
(1) scientific or technical training based on the natural sciences and
their direct application to agriculture; (2) practical training and
farm experience. As a result of tlAcriticism that the training of the
agricultural colleges is not sufficiently practical, more attention has
recently been given to the requirements in practical agriculture
both as a prerequisite to college courses in agriculture and as a part
of spch courses.' (b) Professional training. Training in educa-
tion should involve : (1) A general foundation in educatiqnal. psy-
chology, and the general principles ano method4 of education with
particular application to the adolescent; (2) special training in teach-

, ing agriculture in the secondary school; (3) opportunity for practice
teaching and praCtical experience in leading young people and work-
ing with farmers. '(o) Correlated general training. Inasmuch as
the teacher of agriculture is expected to be a leader in rural life, his

I See 20th report of Ibis committee. In Slot Anntgal Report of the Association, 1917.
,See .-1621 aud Mit meats of the committee on Instruction In agriculture of the

American Association of irglicultural Ctolleges and Esperimeat Stations in the 27th alit
271t,h Reports Or the Pioceedinga q' the Association. 1913, 1914.

. )11.070"-.-4p-4 .
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training should include: (1) Such subjects closely allied to agri-
culture as rural sociology and rural economics; (2) such practical
training for explession as public speaking and agricultural journal-
ism; and (3) such general training for citizenship, cultural, and
avocational pursuits as time will permit.

Limitations of a four-year course.It is obvious that if we demand
scientific and practical training in both agriculturrand education,
in addition to a broad training for leadership, we can not accomplish
this in a four-year college course. A great deal will depend upon the
previous training of the student. Studerits-entering the agricultural
courses may be grouped into three classes as follows: (1) Thrte who
have been reared on a farm and have had an agricultural course in
a secondary school; (2) those who have been reared on a farm and
who have not had an agricultural course in secondary schools; (3)
those reared in the city who have had neither instruction nor prac-
tice in agriculture. Students from the first group should furnish by
far the best- material for teacher-training ,courses and may secure
the requisite technical and professional training in a four-year col-
lege course. The training of the other groups should be supple-
mented with additional instruction and practical experience. As a
matter of fact many students do not fit entirely into any of these

1 groups and as yet little attempt is -made to classify them according
to their previous training and experience. The average agricultural
college student needs the full four years for agricultpral and general
training, leaving his professional training to be secured in addition
to that. At the present time school boards in most States consider
themselves fortunate to get a college graduate who has had an agri-
cultural course and, an aptitude for teaching to take the secondary
work in agriculture. Even in States which require training in edu-
cation for certification, this requirement is often waived for the
teacher of agriculture. Special certificates are given to those who
hale not been trained as teachers. As a rule, however, strong depart-
ments of agricultural education have bet developed only in those
States which require training in agricu tural education of their
teachers of agriculture. - .

The present shortage of teachers and the' tendency to take teachers
withopt special training has made it necessary for departments of
agricultural edrgation to turn their attention to training teachers in
service. In many cases those now teaching agriculture and related

.....sciences furnish. good material for an early supply of trained
teachers.

Training in service is given in a. number of ways, chief among
which are the following: Summer sessions and winter short courses,
correspondence courses, conferences, institutes and eatensiOn courses,
and itineriant teacher training. Some of these methods may naturally
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overlap and may be used purposely in combination. The placing of
agriculture upon a vocational basis, through the stimulus of Federal
aid, has called for many teachers not familiar with vocational
methods. These men have been placed in service and organized
methods used to improve their training as well as their teaching in
connection with the supervision of their work. In some cases th4
itinerant teacher training is done directly by the State supervisor,
in other cases by the department of agricultural education of the
teacher training institution. In still other cases the training is given
through cooperation of the supervisory forces and the teacher train-
ing institution.

LAND-GRANT COLLEGES AND THE PREPARATION OF TEACHERS
OF AGRICULTURE.

Extent and nature of the work given.A study of the teacher-
training curricula of' the State agricultural eolleges1 made by the
Bureau of Education, in 1917, showed that while nearly all of the 48
institutions claimed to offer four-yeai curricula for training teachers
of agriculture only 40 of them had work worthy of inclusion in such
training. The Bureau of Education does not regard the work bona
fide unlew the curriculum includes at least a two-hour course in
special methods of teaching agriculture and at least one three-hour
course in eit,lier psTchology or education.

The work given varies from a special four-year curriculum in agri-
cultdral education to a regular agricultural curriculum with courses
in education taken as electives or an educational curriculum with
cones in agriculture taken as eleitives. The requirements for
graduation vary from a total of 120 semester hours to a total of 216
semester hours. The hours required in agriculture vary from none
to 77 and in education.from 10 to 28. Many of the curricula leave
no time for electives, while Cornell University, which requires no
courses in agriculture, leaves 45 per cent of the student's time free
for elective subjects. The history of education occurs oftener in the
educational courses than any other course. Only 29 institutions
offered facilities for practice teaching, and many of these were make-
shifts when judged by high standards. Only 84 institutions sup-
plied information concerning the number of students registered in
agricultural education. Of the total of 859 students, 18 were women:
(if the 513 students reported as graduating with prof-esaional train-
ing in agricultural education, 299 were known to be engaged in

J. teaching or supervising agriculture in the school.
Ntimtrlim of Federal aid.7The Nelson amendment to the agricul-

tural appropriation bill, which was passed in 1907, increased the
Jervis, C. D. Vocational Teacher, for Secondary Schools. Bureau of Education.Sullella, ltllt U.
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Federal appropriation for the land-grant colleges and provided that
" said colleges may use a portion of this money for providing courses
for the special preparation of instructors for teaching the elements
of agriculture and the mechanic arts." Some of the institutions have
used these funds in establishing departments of agriculturaloeduca-
tion, others have used Them in a general way in their work of aiding
teachers of elementary agrichlture, while a large number have done
nothing until very recently in the way of agricultural education.
Many of the agricultural men have taken the attitude that if the
prospective teacher knew his subject he could teach it and that no
professional training is needed. In institutions having schools or
departments of education, agricultural students who expected to
teach have been encouraged or required to take general courses in
education, especially in States where such training was required for
certification. The student in such cases was expected to make his
own application of education to agriculture.

Placing agricUlture upon a vocational -basis in the secondary
schools is doing a g'reat deal to strengthen the demand for special
courses in agricultural education. The Smith-Hughes Act not only
raises the standard for teachers ga.that special training is required
but also provides funds for that training. By 1921 there will be
$1,000,000 of Federal funds available for teacher training, 60 per cent
of which may be used for training teachers of agriculture, this sum
to be duplicated from State fUnds. Since the Federal act was
passed crate

of
of the States have either organized set rate depart-

ments of agricultural education or have extended those already or-
. ganized. In ,nearly every case some kinds of courses in special

methods of teaching agriculture have been established. There has
been considerable difficulty in securing men capable of handling stieh
courses. To do justice to the work given, those in charge should have
not only technical and practical training in both agriculture and
education but also have practical experience in farming and in the
supervision and teaching of tigriculture in secondary schools. Some
of the men giving teachei training work are agricultural men who
have worked into educational lines since graduation, while others
are men of training and experience in general education who have

. taken up agriculture in recent years. As the line of work which they
are directing is new, it is not to he expected that the..older men have
special training for it.

Typical departments of agricultural education.Every depart-
.

milt of agricultural education is organized along lines somewhat
different and has different conditions to meet within the institution;
moat of .them, howe'er, may be grouped into .one of the following
dallies: (1) Departments in universities having schools or depart- -
meet of education; (2) departments in independent. agricultural.

.

611:1611111111.11filiallmils:libilga166___
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colleges which do nckt train teachers for general subjects. The de-
partments described t this time are fairly typical of these classes.

DIVISION OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION: UNIVERSITI( OF, CALIFORNIA.

Organization and scope.Agricultural education in the University
of California is organized as a division in the college of agriculture.
Because of the fact that the university maintains a college of
letters and science in which general subjects are taught, and
school of education which gives professional training, the division
of agricultural education gives only special training in the teach-
ing of agriculture and closely related general science, nature-study,
and rural education. Inasmuch as the division also has charge
of correspondence courses in agriculture- with related extension
courses, .a comparatively large staff is maintained, although the
teacher training has been conducted lnostly by two men. Recently
the university has entered into cooperation with the State. Board
for Vocational Education to train teachers at the University Farm
School at Davis and at other points in the State and to conduct
itinerant teacher training among teachers service.

Farilities for teaching. In times past the division gave more
attention to training for elementary work with school gardens,
nature study, and boys' and girls' club work. School gardens
are still maintained in Berkeley at the' university and used in
elementary teacher training, especially during the summer session.
Prospective teachers of agriculture in the secondary schools up to
the present time have been taken to the university farm at Davis,
where s six-weeks' course in farm practice has been given in various
farm operations that all teachers may become fatniliar with ordinary
farm practice. High schools in the State are selected for a five-
weeks' course in practice teaching.

Courses of study.Students who desire to secure a recommenda-
tion from the division as teachers of agriculture in high schools
of the State are expected to take a four-year course in agriculture,
with agricultural education as a major. The.work of the first two
years is the sane ttsq'or other students in agriculture. Although the
work of the junior and senior years is largely electivortlie student
is expected to have completed, in addition to three stipulated courses
in agricultural education; at least one course in each of the following
agricultural divisions: Agronomy, pomology, plant pathology,
entomology, farm management, animal husbandry, dairy industry,
poultry husbandry, and veterinary science:

In addition to opportunity for special studies and individual
work in agricultural edpcation, the following courses were given in
1917-18. , ,
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(a) Agencies for rural progress: Country life Kt lents. agencies
for rural progress, and the best means of utilizing these ageneies
for the improvement of rural communities. Lectures, assigned
retAngs, and reports.

(b) Elements of agriculture, nature study, and school gardens:
Aims, material, and methods used in agricultural instruction in the
elententary and grade schools': teaching plans; educational value
of the school garden ; the home garden and the value of the school
garden; the home garden and the value of home project work in
agricultural education. Practical garden 'work on the campus.

(c) High school farms, gardens and community work : Lectures,
° reports, and conferences on the utilization of land in connection

with agricultural teaching; means by which the facilities of a
school can be brought into intimate and helpful relation with the
agricultural interests and home life of the community supporting
the school; practice in planning and executing school farm prob-
les and demonstrations.

(d) General science and first-year Agriculture: The aims and
values of a general science cOurse in the high school; comparative
study of typical courses and exposition of the peculiar adaptations to
the general science work of all elementary agricultural course in
which plant study forms the basis of continuity; the equipment,
nature, and amount of practical work needed in the course, includ-
ing field trips and excuons. Outdoor and laboratory exercises
are considered in detail.

(e) Agriculture in secondary schools: Agricultural teaching, in-
cluding its history; the teaching methods to be employed, and the
equipment needed. A general consideration of the.educational-ina
and values of the work and the organization of the course; is,1-
lowed by a detailed study of materials and methods involved in the
teaching of elementary agriculture, dairying, animal husbandry,
horticulture, etc. Lectures, readings, and assigned practicums.

(f) Rural school administration: -Readings and classroom discus-
sions of the fundamentals of rural school. organization, management,
and improvement.

(g) The practice of teaching agriculture: A five-weeks' practice
course in selected high schools of tfie State. Making of lesson plans,
practice teaching reports and conferences with supervising, eacher and
instructor. Supervisedirctice teaching; the observation of method's;

,and management of class and laboratory instruction by the local
teacher. By arrangement with the department of education prop-
erly prepared students may satisfy the .requirementt in practice
teaching for the teachers' recommendation by taking this course in-
stead of Edgcation 201 (The practice of teaching).
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As a ruin several of the above courses are given in the summer ses-
sion. No work was given for elementary teachers during the sum-
mer of 1918. Usually large classes of public-school teachers register
for this work.

Ntudent.8.In 1916-17 there were 37 men and 54omen registered,
with a major in agricultuiral educatitni. In 1916 there were 2)
graduates in agricultural education, 13 of whom secured positions
to teach or supervise agriculture.

OF RURAL EDUCATION: CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

OrganizatIon and scope.For a number- of years the New York
State College of AgIculture has been doing a great deal to aid
teachers in service with their problems of elementary agriculture
and nature study. This work is now continued by the department
of rural education, organized in 1914, although the main function
of this department is to train teachers of agriculture for the second-
ary schools. Although the university maintains a school of 'educa-
tion, the department of rural education in the college of agriculture
is mostly independent, giving its generalmethods courses within the
department. In addition to a force of workers who take care of
the extension work in the State, three men are employed for the
training of teachers of agriculture in secondary schools, one for ..
general methods and two for special methods in agricultural educe,
tion.

Agricultural education is offered as an option to agricultural stu-
dents in the junior and senior years. In common with other agri-
cultural students, considerable latitude is allowed for election of
subjects to students preparing to teach agriculture. For graduation
there is required, however, approximately the foll : Cultural
subjects, 14 hours; science, 38 hours; psyc an ucation, 14
hours; elective, 54 hours; making a total o 20 hours. The elec-
tives are selected with the advice of department.

Facilities for teaching.----Por praetIce,teaching, seniors are placed
as apprentices to. some of the best teachers in the high schools of the
State for half year. Near-by schools and departments are used
for practice by the classes in agricultural education. For example,
at a time when the author visited a vocational department at biter-
laken a class in agricultural education from the oole,ge at'Ithaca
had just been theiss to litudy the planning and equipment of the
building used for vocational agriculture.dmOne of the students. of
the college came to the schoOl tegularly to give the high-schoot'stu-
dents instruction in forge work.'

The. department is well equipped for praftice in collectings mak-
ing; and using teaching insterialnotipecially along the lines ofviSual
instruction.
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Courses of atudy.The following courses were offered in the third
term, beginning June 3 and ending September '28, 1918:

(a) Principles of teaching and practicetopics considered: The
application of principles of educational psychology and the philoso-
phy of'education to the problem of school practice; the nature of
ttudy and its principal factors; the teacher's relation to the learn-
ing process, motivation, psychological versus logical thinking, in-
terest and attention, motor control; the problem and the project as
)3.asis for the organization of materials; the use of first-hand sensory
materials; the selection and arrangement of subject matter; teach-
ing methods, lecture, textbook, development, recitation; assignment
of lessons, questioning, practice; and classroom management.

(NAgriculture in the high school: ,A study of the purposes of
vocational, apiculture, organization and presentation of subject
matter, textbooks, and home project and extension activities of the
high school. ,A. one-day excursion is a part of the course.

(c) Principles of method: A detailed study of the-principles un-
derlying method with special reference to the teaching of vocational
agriculture and home ecariomics. Topics considered: The aims of
education; education as essentially a dynamic process, illustrated in
growth changes, hereditary expression, habit formation, play and

* manual activities, and in the expenditure of energy; the laws of
learning, particularly those related to the organization of ideas;
the function and structure of subject matter; the principles under-

' lying various school practices, for instance, the project ; interest. in
relation to learning; the basis for the organization of knowledge;
the t s of teaching methods; how we think.

(d Aaministriation and supervision of agricultural education:
This course treats: Administrative phases of agricultural education
of secondary and college grade; Federal acts relating to agricultural
Alucation; comparative study of types of schools of agriiulture;
State systems of supervision. Visits to schools in Iew York and
adjacent States is a required part of the course. .

Diming the summer school, which extended from July 8 to August
16, 1918, the following additional Courses were offered:

(a) Agriculture in the high school: A course for consideration of
curricula, e6urses of study, school plot, home project, extension
work, and the preparation of material as they relate to secondary
school' 'conditions. The work will be plAnned for those who have
had technical preps ion in agriculture. Lectures may be taken
withilut laboratory wcTrk by special permission: .

.

.. (1) Organization of college departments of agri tar educa:
tion: This course is designed for those preparing for g train-
ing work in college departments of agricultural education: It deals .

with the study of agricultural coilege nild hiek school curricula in
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'agriculture with respect to the technical preparation of teachers of
secondary agris:ulture, and the professional needs of the high school
teacher of agriculture, practice teaching, graduate needs to be met
by such departments, and the content of special methods course in
agricultural education.

(c) Administration and supervision of vocational agriculture:
This course is designed especially to meet the needs of State direc-
tors of agricultural education. The Smith-Hughes Act is used as
a basis for the work. Topics receiving consideration are: Types
of schools, plans for supervision. preparation of teachers, supervision
of home-project work, Curricula, and courses of study. Visitation,
of schools is a requiredJpart of the course. In addition to the in-
struction by members of the department, lectures will be given by
several State directors. l.. S. Hawkins, assistant dire: for of the Fed-
eral Board for Vocational Education, will give the lectures for one
week.
. (d) The socialand vocational aspects of education: A course de-
signed to give students hertain fundamental points of view in the
interpretation of educational problems. Emphasis will be placed
upon the changing social and vocational demandk made upon the
school and the initiative the school should take to better social and
vocational conditions. The purpose is to acquire a workable point
of view for social progress and to gtudy its applications with special
reference to education in a democracy.

.Einergancy courses in agriculture. Due to the lack of trained
teachers to take hold of vocational departments of agriculture dur-
ing the wat period the New York State College of Agriculture, at
the request of the State department of education, offered emergency'
courses for the preparation, of these teachers for k- period. of nine
weeks, beginning 'July 29, 1918. These courses under the direction
Of the department of rural education, covered the following sub-
jects: Farm shop, soils andsfertilidaihy industry, poultry hus-
bandry, animal husbandry, general Mae growing, agriculture in the
high schools, farm management, and farm crops. Bich of these
subjects was taken up from the point of view and with regard to
the needs of teachers of agriculture in the high school.

From August 5 to August 10 a conference of all agricultural in-
structors in the New York schools of agriculture, mechanic arts, and
home making was held at the college.

Stude.nta.During the school year 1916-17, 43 men and 4 women
were registered in the regular college course in agricultural educa-
tion.,, In 1916, 82 of the agricultural studentS who graduated had
tal&n special. training courses; 35 of theSe students secured positions
as teachers..,
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DEPARTMENT OFAGEICULTURAL EDUCATION: AGEICULTURA AND MECHANICAL
COLLEGE OF TEXAB.

Orgunizationand scope.As all teacher training in the college
is under the direction of this department, it includes general train-
ing in education, as well as special work in agricultural education.
The chief effort's of the department are centered upon training
-teachers of vocational agriculture for the secondary schools of the
State an in aiding those teachers in service. The latter work con-
sists chi fly of visiting the schools and furniShing direct aid thereby,
in cond sting extension classes where teachers may be brought to-
gether for regular courses, and in furnishing illustrative material
in the way of charts, slides, and exhibits.

Teaching facilities.The department occupies three rooms in
new modern building. One room is a model laboratory in which are
exhibited and demonstrated desirable forms of equipment for teach-
ing the various courses in the high school. Laboratory materials are
also on display with suggestions as to their preparation and use.
Another room is equipped as a laboratory for the, preparation of
illustrative materials. Various charts and mimeographed materials
are prepared, lantern slides made and colored, and various photo-
graphs and other pictures prepared for use in visual instruction.
The department library contains the newest books and bulletins on
agriculture suited to secondary schools as well as works on educa-
tion:

In addition to three regular members of the staff, a professor of it
ricultural education and two associate professors of agricultural
education, two student assistants are employed in the department.

Courses of study.Two four-year college curricula are offered:
One leading to the degree B. S. in agricultural education, and the
other to a B. S. in agriculture. T114'tWo curricula are nearly alike in
the first twoyears and may differ but little in the two uppear years,
the difference depending upon the courseethe student may elect. Six
hours of electives are left" open in each semester of the junior and
senior year of the first named curriculum,ewhile half of the optional
eredits must be in either agriculture or agricultural education in the
agricultural curriculum.
The department offers the usual courses in the following.subjvcts:

Educational psychology, methods and teaching, schools admini.stra-
tioti, high...school problems, and vocational edneatiotil. The special
et-Hirst% in agricultural education are described in the catalogue as
follows:

.aaultusitration of high-school agriculture: This course to a slimly ¶t the
F(1)&10 problems that confront the teacher th carrying on the work of the
department of agriculture in We high school. Among the topics alscuAM are:
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The selection of subject matter suited tairal conditions; agriculture in the
currivultan: laboratory, field, and home &excises; visual Instruction: super-
vision of home projects; laboratory and library equipment ; use and manage-

, meat of school farm. and community or extension work. The labotatory
Aerial will be used for the preparation of too chlog material, and for working
out individual assignments connected with the ,wOrk. Text : Materials and
Methods in High School Agriculture, by Hummel.

Rural education: The primary purpose of this i:ourtte Is to make u study of
rural education in its-broad sense, with a view of preparing teachers and ex-
tension workers for more efficient service in Mind communities. Seine of the
topics discussed are: Changes In rural education and the rural home, to-
gether with the factors effecting such changes; the seller., as a community
center: other agencies to be coordinated; community play and recreation, and
the rtsfireeted rum' school. Text : Rural Life and Education, by cubberly.

Agricultural extensile, and demonstration: This course isarintended to give
,a survey of the whole field of extension In agriculture and home economies.
and to give practice diet will prepare for actual field work. Among the topics
discussed are: Evolution of extension in agriculture and home economies,
general organization for .ixtension, methods of extension, farm demonstration
work, junior agricultural clots, extension by experts, extension by railroads and
conalercial companies. and the training of extension workers.

Weldor: The purpose of this course is to give opportunity for students to
gel octual experience In teaching aecosulary agriculture under 'supervision.
Les,-amt plans must he submitted by the student and approved by the critic
teacher in advance of the lesson. The teaching methods and results of the
student will he discussed In special conferences. Provision will be made for
(hexes ea mums and nenr.by schools. for this course
must be made at least three mounts in advance.

To (tiller courses agricultural instruction and agricultural ex-
tension and demonstrationare modifications of courses described
in the latter course.. The student is expected to do some extension
work as a part of the course.

In addition to other work offered in the summer session, a rural
lily school is conducted for six weeks. Courses which do not involve
co I I egesred it are given in agriculture, rural education, ruralsociology,
tutu rural economics. Those courses include modiaed forms of regu-
lur college courses intended for the training of high-school teacher:;
of agri(:tilture. A rural life conference, including a rural pastor's
con fereuct and a rural school conference, is held for one week.

.. During the summer of 1918, from June 3 to July 13, sp5ial courses
were offered for teachers of vocational agiiCulture. These cows*,
which were arranged in conference with those in oharge of the
Smith-Hughes work in the State, included ; Administration of 11 h
school agriculture; elementary crop production; and market t
of horses and swine.

Students. --In 191647 120 men enrolled for agricultural education.._
In 1916 there were 22 graduates, 10 of whom secured Positions as
teachers of agriculture.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION: OREGON 'STATE AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE.

Organization and scope.The department of agricultural educa-
tion is a part of the school of vocational education, which embraces
also departments of education, psychology, home economics educa-
tion, industrial education, and commercial education. The college
is expected to confine its teacher training largely to preparing teachers
of vocational subject in the secondary schools, General training in
education and psycho is given, however, as a basis for the train-
ing of teachers of s vocational subjects. Th.fniiction of the
department of agricultural education is "to train men and women
as teachers of agriculture in the colleges and secondary schools; to
train extension workers in agriculture; and to des-doll leadership in
rural life and education." '.

Teaching facilities.Although teachers of agrictiffure have had
Some special training for a number of years as a part 'of the work
of the department of industrial +ducation; he department of agri-
cultural education has been but recently or sized and is not fully
equipped. dl'he idea in equipment is not to

.
Ne ekborate equip-

ment but to train teachers with such equipment and facilities as
will be within their. reach in secondary schools. A combination
laboratory and classroom is being equipped with such illustrative
and reference material and laboratory apparatus as should be. used
in a department Of vocationaliagriculture in a high school.

The department of agriculture in tilt local high school is in
charge of an instructor in agricultural education of the college.
This department is used for practice teaching with the instructor
acting as critit teacher. . .

Courses of study.Rtudents preparing to teach agriculture in the
secondary schools register in the school of agriculturie, taking the
prescribed work for all agricultural students in the first two sears.
In the last two years instead of specializing in some branch of
agriculture the work is largely prescribed to round out a more gen-
eral training in agriculture and related science and to inchide 15
!lours of professional training. This latter training includes educa-
tional psychology, principles of education, vocational education,
secondary education in agriculture, and practice teaching.

Facilities are 'afforded for special students in aivicultural educa-
tion to graduates of normal and agricultural courses. In addition to
seminars .for these students and practice teaching classes, the fol-
lowing courses are offered: .

(a) Secondary education ip agriculture : The principles of educa-
tion as applied to the teaching of vocational agriculture in second-
ary schools. Aims, methods, and materials adapted to the practital
*training of students' over 14 years of age are considered; including the:

1
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organization of courses, the collection and use of. illustrative and ref-
Arence materials, and the various phases of classroom and laboratory
instruction.

. .

(b) Seminar agoricultural education: A discussion of special prob-
lems in the teaching of agriculture and in .the administration of
agricultural education which will be brought, out in an effort to keep
in touch with the progress of this phase of education. The seminar
includes also a.Critical rriew of the current literature of the subject.

(e) Educational resources of the rural community: The special
aim of this course is to prepare teachers for broader social'service.
The rural school, the farmhouse, the country church, farmers' or-
ganizations, and other agencies for rural progress will be considered
with a view of working oward a better .correlation and a greater
cooperation in effort for ral development. Special attention will

, .

he given the rural school s a cornmimity center.
(d) Extension method in agriculture: The history, organization,

and methods of county agricultural agent work; lectures, assigned
readings and practice in news writing, outlining program of work,
drawing projects, chart making, conducting meetings, etc.

(e) Agriculture and general science for teachers: The aims, ma-
terials, and methods in general agriculture and general science
with organization of courses for secondary schools. Special at-
tention to supervision of productive projects to meet emergency
needs. . .

(f) Elementary education in agriculture: The aims, materials,
and methods of prevocatiOnal and educational agriculture in the
elementary schools, the relation to nature study and the boys' and

'girls' club work. Special attention given to school and home gardens
and such projects as poultry and rabbits.

The last-named course is given in the summer session and to
teachers and supervisors in the elementary schools at Portlanff..c

tCourses for the training of voattional teach rs are also offered at
Portland. Secondary education !n agricultu given as an exten-
sion course in the itinerant training of teachers of agriculture in..
service by the head of the department who serves also as- supervisor
of agricultural education,in the State.

Studept8.---In 1916-17, 14 men-were registered in the department
of industrial education. .In 1916 there were 12 graduates, all of
whom secured positions as teachers.

PRACTICAL PHASES OF TRAINING.

The demand to place agricultural instruction upon a more practi-
cal basis and the standardization of vocational agriculture through
Federal and State control are calling for the more praetical
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ing of teachers. The practical training as now given may be classi-
fied as follows: (1) Practice in agriculture; (2) practice in teaching;
and (3) -practice in the preparation and use of teaching materials.

Practice in agriculture.In most of the colleges the problehi of
making the agricultural training practical is considered a problem
for the various agricultural departments. Departments of agricul-
tural education take the men with the training as they have received
it in the various phases of agriculture. In some cases, however, as
this training is not sufficiently practical to enable the prospective
teachers to direct vocational work, the departments of agricultural
'education have been obliged to secure new courses of a practical
nature or to bring about a reorganization of courses as given.
Although most of the States have required two years of farm ex-
perience for teachers of vocational agriculture, it is found necessary
to supplement this and round it out in the training course to meet
their needs as teachers. Some States are using teacher training
funds to give practical shopwork to prospective teachers. Other States
find it essential to have prospective teachers, directors, and. super-
visors of productive farm projects carry out such projects themselves
in much the same manner as they will expect of their students. ('on-
ducting practical farm ,projects on the college farm has been a fea-
ture of several of the emergency teacher training courses. It is
possible that it may become a permanent feature of regular courses
for teachers of*vocational agriculture. It seems reasonable that the
prospective teacher should secure some of his practical training in
agriculture in the light of a need which differs from the specialist or
scientist or even from the student who returns to the farm.

Practice in teaching.Securing suitable practice in teaching. is
admitted to be one of the most difficult and expensive of all forms
of teacher training. It is presenting many new difficulties to depart-
ments that train teachers of vocational agriculture. Some of the
agricultural colleges offer vocational courses of secondary grade
and in some cases students in agricultural education secure practice
in teaching the students in such courses. The chief objection to
such practice is that it is secured under conditions widely variant
from the ordinary secondary school. The students are older as a
rule and the methods used in teaching them are too often the same
methojis used in teaching regular college students. As a rule the
equipment is the same as used for college students. It is often diffi-
cult to secure cooperation wherein such practice may be supervised
by those trained in education instead of by those trained in some
special phase of agriculture. In some cases the students do not
even get this kind of practice. If they secure any practice at all it
is in the nature of moot classes of their fellow students.
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Some of the colleges depend upon local high schools to .secure
practice for their students. Under some conditions this plan works
e 11. 'Where one school is used for a large number of students,
abnormal conditions arise and the plan does not work well.

Inc of the best plans yet observed is the placing of prospective
teachers in agricultural departments,of rural high school as appren-
t i(T teachers for a period of several months. As the local teacher
acts as critic teacher, the plan is limited by the number of schools
available in which teachers are in charge who are qualified to direct
the wock of a teacher in training. It is necessary to give the work
careful general supervion, which means close cooperation between
those in charge of teacher training and those in charge of the agri-
cultural instruction in the schools. As the student may be called
upon to give up all ,other tasks for a whole semester, the ark must
involve sufficient credit or monetary compensation to induce students
to take it. In New York some compensation is given such teachers
in training. It will be seen that the expense of such a' plan puts
limitations upon it. In the future, perhaps, it will toe desirable to
put limitations on teacher training and atiThi3 same time to make the
work more thorough. This plan promisesouch for the future.

Practice in the preparation and use of teaching materials.M any
of the special courses in agricultural education call for laboratory
work as well as practice teaching. It has been interestinito note
that some of the older men in charge of the .ivork Who went into
agricultural education from other lines of teaching have not known
what to do with laboratory periods, while many of the men who have
had actual contact with the problems of making the work practical
in secondary schools have not had sufficient time for all of the prac-
tical training they desire to give their students. Although the
extent and nature of the work done depends much upon the
equipment and organization, as well as the aims of the various
departments, most of the instruction will fit into the following
groups:

1. Preparing illuatrative and laboratory material.
1. use of a camera.
2. U of a Stereopticon.
3. Making lantern slides.
4. Collecting and mouajing pictures.
5. Chart making.
G. Collecting and mounting insects and other small animal,
7. Collecting and mounting plants.
S. Preparing exhibits and collecting laboratory materials.

II. Use of reference material.
1. Making collections of Nnepin, etc.
2. ClitusiMing and cataloging reference material.
8. Making, mounting, and indexing Clippings.

95
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III. Organization of subject mutter.
1. Working out curricula and courses of study.
2. Preparation of lesson outlines and study outlines for projects.
3. Preparing forms for records.
4. Planning practicums and field trips.
5. l'reparation of surrey outlines.

IVPlanning and 'milting equipment.
1. Drawing plans of classroom, laboratory, shops, etc.
2. Planning equipment for classroom and laboratory.
3. Making simple equipment and teaching devices.

V. Conducting practical exercises ns adapted to secondary students.

.The nature and extent of the last-named group of activities de-
pend chiefly upon opportunities afforded the students for suitable
practical work in their sigricultural courses and the opportunities
for carrying out practicums and field trips in connection with prac-
tice teaching. In some cases, even where the 'students secure practice
of a technical nature in connection with their agricultural courses,
practicums are planned and conducted in the training class as they
would' be handled for secondary students. Such work -includes:
Judging farm animals, judging farm products, testing seed, testing
soil for acidity, use of the Babcock test, testing and preserving eggs,
and such practical and simple exercises as fit well into the work of
a secondary school.

Agcncks for the advancement of agricultural educatibn.Many.
of the larger educational and scientific institutions and societies have
been concerned for a number of years with problems of agricultural
education as they relate to the general problems of education and
agriculture with which these bodies deal. Chief among the national
bodies may be mentioned the National Education Association and
the American Association of Agricultural. Colleges and Experiment
Stations. Scarcely *year passes in which these bodies do not con-
sider some phase of agriculture in the secondary schools. Regional
and State teachers' assoelations very often find time on their pro-
grams and place in their reports for consideration of problems deal-
ing with.teaching agriculture in the high schools. It has been only
within the last four or five years, however, that the problems-of
agriculture in the secondary schools have been given special con-
sideration. Such.special'attention has been given chiefly by the fol-
lowing agencies:

1.. Division of agricultural instruction, United States Department
of Agriculture In 1903 the Office of Experiment Stations of the
United States Department of Agriculture received an appsppriation
for farmers' institutes and agricultural instruction in the following
terms:

To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to Investigate and report upon the
organisation and progress of farmers' institutes sud agrieultural schools' in
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the several States and Territories and upon similar organizations In foreign
countries, with special suggestions of plans and methods for nicking such
organizations more effective for the dissemination of the results of the work
of the Department of Agriculture and the agricultural experiment stations,
and of Improved methods of agricultural practice, nduding the employment
of labor In the city of Washington and elsewher and all necessary expenses,

'.20,000.

For a number of years work of a general nature, much of it propa-
ganda for the development of agricultural education and farmers'
institutes, was carried on by specialists in'those two lines. Although
the work has continued ever since with the same appropriation and
the same authorization, its nature has been changed as the work to
do became more specific and specialized. In 1914 a man was ern°
ployed to give his entire time to the work of the secondary schools.
This work is mostly along two lines: (1) Investigating thelnethods
of organization and teaching in the schools; (2) organizing the
informittion,secured in the Derlartment of Agriculture and the ex-

periment stations for teaching purposes. Methods gleaned from
the study of schools are suggested in connection with the materials
organized for teaching: This material is sent out in the form of
bulletins and documents. For two years the Agricultural Educa-
tion Monthly seta ed as a medium for reaching teachers of agricul-
ture. Sets of lantern slides are, prepared and loaned to teachers
with lecture syllabi.

2 United States Bureau of Education: The Federal Bureau of
Education for several years has considered aid to teachers of agricul-
ture as one of its functions. but owing to limited funds it has been
necessary to restrict its efforts to a few lines. A specialist in agri-
cultural education has been employed for the past three yreirs. Much
of his time hasbeen devoted to investigations concerning higher edu-
cation in agriculture and the coordination of the whole program of
agriculttlral instruction. The bureau has cotperated with the De-
partment of Agriculture and other agencies in making investigations ,

and has published a number of bulletins reporting the results of
investigations and the proceedings of educational societies dealing
with agriettlture in secondary schools.

3. Conferences on agricultural education: Under the auspices of
the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Education a
number of mional conferences have been held, in which specific
problems relating to the teaching of agtieglture in secondary schools
were discussed. As those attending the conferences were mqstly

.engkged in the colleges as professors of agricultural education, or
in State departments of education as supervisors of agriculture, the
preflilenas discussed pertained chiefly to training teachers and to the
organization and direction of courses of study in the secondary
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schools. The reports of these conferences, though not published for
general distribution, were made available to those immediately
interested.

4. The American Association for the Advancement of Agricultural
Teaching: This association was organized in 1909 for the purpose,
as stated in its constitution, " to promote the teaching of agriculture
and to devise ways and means of increasing the efficiency of such
instruction in elementary and secondary schools and in colleges and
universities." Up to the present time the association has given most
of its time to problems relating to secondary agriculture. Some of
the proceedings of its meetings and reports of its communities have
been published by the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of
Education. The committee on the use of land by high schools teach-
ing agriculture has done a good deal to develop a rational use of the
school farm and to promqte the home- project plan.

5. Federal Board for Vocational Education : In addition to the
general administration of vocational agriculture, as subsidized with
Federal funds, the Smith-Hughes Act charges the Federal Board for
Vocational Education
to make orcause to have.niade studies, Investigations, and reports, with particu-
lar reference to their use in aiding the States in the establishment of vocational
schools and \classesand In giving Instruction in agriculture, etc.

When the board deems It advisable,such studies and Inveshif ationS concerning
agriculture for the purposes of agricultural education intfy be made in co-
operation with or through the Department of Agriculture. Such studies, in-
vestigations, and reports concerning the administration of vocational schools,
courses of .study, and instruction in vocational subjects may be made lu co-
operation with or through the Bureau of Education.

Inasmuch as the work of the Feder`a board is directly connected
with the schools and that it has both authorization and funds for
aiding the teaching of agriculture and other vocational schools in a
direct way, it looks as if the governmental aid for this phase of teach-
ing would center largely around the work of that board. Plans for
cooperation with both the Department of Agriculture and the
Bureau of Education have been made. These departments will do
investigational work connected with the teaching and administration
of agriculture in the secondary schools under the direction of the
Federarboard.

6. General agencies: Of the general agencies interested in agri-
cultural education the most important at present are the National
Education Association and the National Society for Vocational
Education. At the present time a committee on agricultural educa-
tion is working in connection with the commission on the reorgani-
zation of secondary education of the National Education Asso-
ciation on a report which promiseqoto be not a reorganization but a
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primary organization of secondary agriculture, as this branch of sec-
ondary education has never been really organized. The Natiohal
Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education gave some at-
tention to agricultural education. . Now that this society has broad-
med its field and changed its name to the National Society for Voca-
r is Education, it promises to give a great deal more attention to
the problems of vocational agriculture in secondary schools.



Chapter VI.

SUMMARY OF STUDY.

RELATION OF SECONDARY TO COLLEGIATE AGRICUITUR

It is not easy to draw a distinct line between agricult e as
taught in the elementary andsecondary schools and the colle . As
the teaching of agriculture was developed in the college, it is reason-
able to assume that, in its early development, it was of an elemen-
tary nature. It has only beTen in recent years that the land-grant
colleges have raised their agricultural instruction to college grade;
even now much of the instruction of the colleges for Negroes and
some of the other institutions is of a secometry grade. Many of
the secondary schools are doing work in agricullbre to-day more ad-
vanced than most of the colleges were doing a few years ago. The
nature of the subject will always present difficulties in drawing
lines between agriculture suited for the elementary schools, the sec-
ondary schools, and the colleges. The present-day tendency appears
to be to consider elementary instruction of a general prevocational
nature the work of the elementary schools and the junior high

:schools, and the work pf the agricultural .,olleges largelythe training
of scientists and specialists, leaving to secondary schools and de-
partments a large share of the vocational training of farmers. ,

KIND OF SCHOOLS.

As the teaching of agriculture was extended beyond the colleges,
it was assumed apparently that schools of agriculture should be es-
tablis:.cd with land and equipment for practical instruction at the
school. Many of the, agricultural schools established have not been
real agricultural schools. In some cases agricultural departments
have been more successful in teaching agriculture than the so-called
agricultural schools. The question has arisen as to whether agricul-
ture should be taught in the, ordinary high school or in speciel
schools of agriculture. From the study the author has made it
would seem that there is place for instruction in agriculture in every
high school serving a farming community, if the school is prepared
to give the proper training to future farmers. There is also a place
for a limited number of agricultural schools of secondary grade.
The majority ostudents should receive their agricultural training in
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the public high school while living at home on the farm. The stu-
dents who are not served by local high schools and the more ma-
ture students who wish more intensive training in agriculture the
agricultural schools will aid the colleges in training.

PROBLEMS OF VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE.

The practical training of farmers as undertaken by the schools
presents many new problems. While we may agree that vocational
agriculture means the training of farmers, we do not know what
the schools may do, and just how they may do it. in giving that
training. We may learn something from the experience of the agri-
cultural -colleges, but their work has been in most cases better
adapted to the training of scientists than farmers. High-school
instruction has suffered from the college instruction which has in
too many cases been taken ov(r without adaptation to lecondary
students.. Some of the secondary schools have taken long steps in
the direction of solving some of the problems presented. A survey
of what these schools have accomplished should be helpful before
new studies are attempted. The author has had opportunity to
study a large number of schools teaching agriculture. The chief
problems studies are summarizAd in the following paragraphs:

l'se of land. 'lacing agricultural instruction upon a vocational
basis means making the work practical. Practice in agricultaire
involves the use of land. Whether the school should own a farm or
not is still a question much discussed. Some of the schools visited
have used their school farms effectively in giving practical training.
Others have been more successful in connecting the training given
at the school with practice secured at home through the home-
project plan. Other schools have used both the school farm and
the home-project plan. It would seem from the study made that
there is a plade for both, if properly planned, directed, and adapted
to educational needs. As a rule the home-project plan works best
in aginitural departments of high schools where the students are
living at home upon farms near the school. School farms are most
needed in connection with agriculturt schools where the students
are living at the school, away from home.

Utilizing community resources. In vocational training in agri-
culture there is a tendency to get away from technical laboratory
training and to make the shop-and the farm the laboratory of the
school. Some of th'e schools doing most effective work not only
use the home farms and the school land for practical training, but
also.use neighboring farms in the community. In fact, they look
tipoh the entire Conpunity as the laboratory of the school and use
all its resources as far as possible for teaching purposes. This
attitude is exemplified itethe Wisconsin normal school described,
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which, instead of. investing in live stock and equipment for their
school farms, invested in auto trucks with which to take classes
into the community for field instruction.

Methods of instruction.Vocational training in agriculture is in-
troducing new problems in teaching. Not that new pridcipies are
involved, but that new applications must be made. The lecture
method and technical laboratory methods evolved in the college
do not function any better in teaching secondary agriculture than
they do in teaching other phases of science in the high school. Text-,
book methods and laboratory training considered. successful. in
science teaching in the high school need considerable adaptation in
their application to vocational training in agriculture. The most
successful schools based their school instruction upon practical
farm projects and constructive work in the field and shop. Teachers
were supervisors and directors of training as well as instructors.
Classroom instruction of a nature less formal than academic in-
struction in the high school seems to meet the needs of instruction
related to practical work. Individual project study means supervised
study. The teacher in the classroom continues as a director and
leader as he is out of doors, fora part of the time directing in-
dividual study and planning of work and then acting as leader
in a round-table discussion of problems and. principles of general
interest and application,

Organization of subject matter.The curricula and courses of
study in operation in the various schools and suggested in the State
Plans showallvt general standards are not established. As a rule,
where Statqshave attempted to standardize the work by prescribing
curricula and definite courses of study, the work has not been entirely
satisfactory. Various sections of most of the States differ so widely
in their agricultural needs and educational resources that Standard-
iied courses are a handicap unless they offer considerable leeway
their choice of subject matter and its application. The most, She-
ce.ssful courses noted were those adapted best to the interests of
particular classes of students and to the needs of the communitrin
which they live. It should be possible to bring vocational agriculture
to a high standard in regard to the quantity and character of the
work done without specifying the subjects to be taught.

Equipment.- --What has been stated in regard to standardization
o courses applies in a large measure to equipment. The two go to-
gether to a great extent. Some States have made little attempt to
standardize courses and methods of instruction, bit have specified.
equipment in detail. brsome eases It would seem that.the courses of
study. and methods were made to fit the equipment, instead of the
equipMet, selected as it was needed in teaching. As long as the
idea prevailed Owl 'practical- agriculture mild be taught . in the
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laboratory or that a school farm is essential to practical training. ex-
tensive and expensive equipment seemed inevitable in a plan for
agricultural training: The home-project plan and a wider use of
commanity resources have reduced the need for equipment greatly.
As the work is made more-practical there is a tendency to equip shops
and.workrooms rather than laboratories. Incubators, pruning tools,
hotbed sash', and spraying outfits are apt to be considered more
essential than microscopes, glassware, and soil tubes. In some of
the schools doing excellent work little expensive equipment was
found. The success of the work depended upon the ability and re-
sourcefulness of the teacher, who, with his students, gathered about
him inexpensive teaching material, and who used the h(rme.farms and
the resources of the community to a great extent. A good teacher
may overcome the handicap of poor equipment, while a poor teacher
has difficulty in making good with the best equipment availatile.

SUBSIDIZING AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

Accomidislaneith of State aid.Vocational training'in agriculture
means a form of training more expensive than instruction in academic
subjects. Even where no farm is used by the school, and equipment
is maintained at a minimum, the cost is high because a highly trained,
high-priced man must be employed to supervise and direct the work
of relatively few pupils. The home - project method may be inex-
pensive us fur as equipment is concerned but expensive for instruc-
tion and supervision, as one man can supervise but a few pupils.
Realizing the importance of agricultural training and considering
its cost, the majority of the States had provided, in some way, to
encourage and support the work with State subsidy. While much
of the money was misspent, because rational' plans were not made
and adequate supervision and inspection provided, most of the agri-
cultural instruction worthy of tConsideration as a special branch of
education' was developed up to 1917 under the stimulus of State aid.
It is to the AuCcess of State-aided agricultural instruction that ;we
must accredit Federal aid for that work. .

State systems a8 models. lt was the States which provided dis-
tinctly for vocational agriculture and made provision for supervision
that the work might be carried out upon a distinctly vocational basis
that contributed most to a national plan for vocational agricultural
education. In this study considerable attention has been given the
work done in Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
and Indiana, because it was upon the work accomplished in these
States that the Federal act for vocational ivapcation was modeled to
a great extent.. The chief purpose of the Smith-Hughes Act was
to stimulate other States to provide for vocational education, includ-
incigriculture, is the above - mentioned States had done. We may

.A0
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continue to study what has been done in these States with profit,
because they have had severeal years' start in working out problems.
The autlair has received many suggestions from visiting schools in
Nap York and Massachusetts' whibh have been helpful to other
States. lThe home-project plan and practical use of school land
have been worked out well in some of the schools and departments
in those States. The problem before us now is to adapt methods
worked out for conditions in those States to meet conditions as found
in other sections.

The granting of Federal aid undoubtedly means a new epoch for
agriculture in the secondary schools, not only because of the direct
financial aid and the State aid which it stimulates but also for new
policies established and new standards set. Although the matter of
organization and administration is left largely with the States, there
is little doubt but that the tendency is in the direction of national
standar4.s. While ii is too early k determine the extent to which
national standards are going to effect work ali.ead3: started under
State aid, it has been considered worth while to make a study of
the various State plans for purpose of comparison. .

For the present, most of the effort of the State departments of
education is centered upon vocational agriculture its established ac-
cording to Federal standards: The question arises as to whether
other forms of agricultural instruction in secondary and elementary
agriculture are to be neglected. It is a question wlfether spec
vocational training in agriculture may he maintained in an extensive
way without more attention to vitalizing the instruction in general
agriculture. Linking instruction in general agriculture in the upper
grades, the junior high school, and the lower grades of the high
school with boys' and girls' club work and other home work' should
serve in an excellent way as prevocational training for agriculture.'

Although the matter of dual control has been passed up to the
States, there are few States ija which the administration of vocational
education is not linked cibaly. with the administration of general
education. _Inasmuch as there should be close relation between, the
elementary or prevocational work and vocational training, the su-
pervision of both lines should be under the same direction.

Teacher training.As the sneaks of the work in the secondary
schools depends in such a large measure upoil, the training of the
tethers, the Federal funds provide Mr this important work. Some
progress had been made in developing departments of agricultural
education before Federal aid was given through the Smith-Hughes
Act. The Nelson amendment to theMorrill Act provided that some
o the limds. for the land-grant college could be used for training
teachers of agriculture. TheltuOor had made some study of teacher
training as conducted in thete colleges,' and found that dowses in
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agricultural education varied from ouiSes .consisting chiefly of the
subject matter of general agriculture to courses consisting chiefly
of general methods in education.

N

.

We are now in the process of developing special methods and
means of organization in agriculture. Along with this development,
agricultural education' is being developed as a special line` in the
teaching profession. A great deal, probably too much, is expected
of teachers of secondary agriculture. They are expected to know
both the art of farming and the science of agriculture along general
lines, as well ea- the art of teaching and the science of education.
Deparunents of agricultural education are finding that this broad
training can not all be given in the college. To(secure men who,
have good prospects of succeeding in departments of vocational ag-
riculture from the start, they are reaching out for men who have
had either experience in forming or practice in teaching or both,
and then rounding out their training in the college.
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